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SPORT
CENTER
YOUR RUNNING HEADQUARTERS 
THIS MONTH FEATURING
The NIKE Dauntless. For runners who want 
the performance of a higher-priced shoe without 
the high price. Features an Air-Wedge™ for
cushioning.
MAINE MALL NEWINGTON MALL
So. Portland, ME (207)773-8131 Newington Mal (603)431-4304
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-9:30 Sun. 12-5 Mon. - Sat. 10 - 9:30 Sunday 12 - 6
P. O. Box 1217 East Holden, Maine 04429 Tel. (207) 843-6262
Racing into fall are Amy Johnson 
(#173) in her very first race and 
her helping friend Kim Tarnower 
(#11) at the Pat's Pizza Classic 
in Yarmouth. 375 runners enjoyed 
this year's romp through Yarmouth.
In this issue we also report on 
the 567 that finished the Maine 
Coast; the 431 who blazed through 
the streets of Portland in the 
Maine National Bank 5 miler; the 
386 who participated in the great 
Maine Event Triathlon, perhaps 
the most exciting and competitive 
event of the year so far; as well 
as the 11 who ran at the Pembroke 
Iron Works 4 Miler. In fact, we 
have the complete results of over 
30 Maine road races in this issue 
of MRSO1
Look at the size of the fields 
at the right.. I think it' s great 
that the independent race directors 
of Maine keep putting on quality 
events for 40 or 50 individuals!
I know I cherish the memories 
of the tiny races in which I was 
able to sneak a third place in 
my age group or have my number 
pulled out of a hat and win a 
prize.
Don't despair if your race isn't 
growing like Bloomsday. Rejoice 
for this is the true spirit of 
Maine.
CALENDAR FOR SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER 2-6 
HIGH SCHOOL XC PREVIEW 7-8; MAINE EVENT 
9-11; ODDS AND ENDS 12; THE BEST OF 
TIMES: 4 MILE, 5 MILE and 10K 13-14;
THE PACK 15-35; SUPPERS THAT SPELL 
SUCCESS by Anne-Marie Davee 36
THE PACK
May 25 MAINE COAST MARATHON *ME-85001-GN* 567finishers
Jun19 DOWNEAST HEALTH FAIR 1.3 MILER 29finishers
Jun21 SANGERVILLE 4.2 MILE ROAD RACE 20finishers
Jun22 MAINE NATIONAL BANK *ME-85005-GN* 431finishers
Jun28 MT. WASHINGTON (Maine Finishers) 61Maineiacs
Jun29 PEMBROKE IRON WORKS 4 MILER 11finishers
Jul 4 TURNER STREAM 5K 40finishers
Jul 4 JONESPORT 3.3 MILER 33finishers
Jul 5 PERRY TO EASTPORT *ME-86004-GN* 39finishers
Jul 5 JAMES BAILEY/GARDINER COMMON *TAC* 97finishers
Jul 5 WISCASSET REC 5K 47finishers
Jul 5 HARBOR HOUSE 10K 69finishers
Jul 6 SALMON RUN 5K 29finishers
Jul 6 TOUR DU LAC 10 MILER 54finishers
Jul 6 EVERYBODY'S TRIATHLON 43participants
Jul12 THE BEAR WADDLE 5K 35finishers
Jul13 THE FIELDCREST FOOT RACES 31finishers
Jul19 OLD HALLOWELL DAY 5 MILER *ME-85023--GN*84 finishers
Jul19 PAT'S PIZZA CLASSIC 5 MILE 375finishers
Jul19 BERT 'N I 5 MILE S FUN RUN 45finishers
Jul19 BELGRADE COUNTRY FAIR 10K *ME-86001--GN*51 finishers
Jul19 BELFAST BAY 10K 102finishers
Jul19 POTATO BLOSSOM 5 MILER 90finishers
Jul20 JAY REC 5K CROSS COUNTRY 40finishers
Jul25 MOONLIGHT MADNESS 3 MILE 82finishers
Jul26 RICHMOND RAMBLE 5K (Top finishers)
Jul27 MAINE EVENT TRIATHLON 10K *ME-85003--GN*137 finishers
MAINE EVENT TRIATHLON BIKERS 136finishers
MAINE EVENT TRIATHLON CANOEISTS 239participants
MAINE EVENT TRIATHLON TEAMS 386participants
Jul30 DYER MEMORIAL 5K 60finishers
Aug 2 GREAT MILBRIDGE 2.7 MILER 37finishers
Aug 2 PASSADUMKEAG HOMECOMING 5K 19finishers
Maine Running S Outing is published monthly 
at Bangor, Maine.
Publisher/Editor: Bob Booker
PO Box 1217 
E. Holden, ME 04429 
(207) 843-6262Telephone:
September 1
September 1
September 1
September 6
September 6
September 6
September 7
September 13 
September 13
September 13
September 14
September 14
September 14
Road Race calendar
CARIBOO LABOR DAY. 4.4 mile from Caribou H.S. at 11 a.m. Contact Conrad Walton, c/o Aroostook 
Musterds, 35 Teague St., Caribou, ME 04735
6TH ANNUAL BRODIES LABOR DAY 10K. *ME-850Q8-GN* The 10th fully certified 10K of the year in
Maine. Contact Bodies 10K, Tontine Mall, Brunswick, ME 04011
24th ANNUAL BANGOR LABOR DAY ROAD RACE. *ME-85014-GN* One of Maine's oldest and best respected 
road races. Only eleven men and two women have ever won this ol* race! 9 a.m. from Bass Park 
Grandstand. See flyer in August issue or contact Bangor.Parks s Rec., 224 14th St., Bangor,
ME 04401. The last fully certified 5 miler of the year in Maine!
"RONNERS ARE SMILERS" 2 Mile-Races. Every Saturday at 8 a.m. Starting at Brunswick Variety 
& Deli, corner of Harpswell s McLellan Streets in Brunswick. Registration 7:45 a.m. Fee SI.
For info, contact the Sri Chinmoy Marathon Team, 40 Main Street, Topsham, ME 04086. 729-5825.
YMCA FALL FEELING FIT FUN RON. 9 a.m. from O.M.P.I. in Presque Isle. This 5K is directed by 
Cindy Dixon, o/o Aroostook Musterds, 35 Teague St.,. Caribou, ME 04736
R.M.C.L. COUNTRY FAIR - 2ND ANNUAL 5 MILE QUODDY HEAD RUN. 10:30 a.m. (Rain date September 7) 
from the Medical Center at Lubec. Bus to start at Quoddy Head State Park. Contact Bion 
McFadden, RFD 1, Box 233, Lubec, ME 04652 733-4496
MAINE TRACK CLUB'S THIRD ANNUAL CAPE CHALLENGE. Maine's second of three fully certified half 
marathons *ME-85006-GN* See ad in July issue or contact the Maine Track Club, P.O. Box 8008, 
Portland, ME 04104 '
"RUNNERS ARE SMILERS" See September 6
6th ANNUAL JONESPORT 5 MILER. 11 a.m. from the volunteer ambulance building in Jonesport. 
Contact Dave "Blue Moon" Alley, PO Box 139, Jonesport, ME 04649 497-2843
3RD ANNUAL LEWISTON-AUBURN JAYCEES GREAT LEWISTON MILL FESTIVAL 5 MILE ROADRACE S 1 MILE FUN RUN. 
10 a.m. from downtown Lewiston (Lisbon - between Ash and Main) See flyer in August issue or 
contact Mill Fest Races, PO Box 3054, Lewiston, ME 04240.
7TH ANNUAL WADDLE FOURNIER MEMORIAL 10 MILE RACE. 9 a.m. from Mt. Ararat School in Topsham 
Contact Jane Waddle, RFD 2, Box 2152, Brunswick, ME 04011. See display ad opposite!
2ND ANNUAL SENTINEL 10K CLASSIC. *ME-86Q07-GN* Maine's most recently fully certified 10K! 
number 11 on the calendar of certified lOK's this season. 9 a.m. front downtown Castonquay 
Square - 8:30 for the 1 mile fun run. $5 pre/$6 post for 10K; $3 pre/$3.50 post for 1 Mile 
Fun Run. Anne Marie Davee, R.D. will be on hand for a brief clinic on diet & running at 
10:14 while results are being tabulated. Contact CMS, PO Box 1177, Waterville, ME 04901
THE ROWDY ULTRA - A 50 MILE RACE. *ME-85011—GN* One of the nations best Ultras! Meet at 
the "Polar Bear" at Bowdoin between 6:30 and 7:00. Pre-register by Sep 8 to get T-shirt.
Course records: Bernd Heinrich 5:22:48; Kim Beaulieu (Moody) 6:22:56. They don't come
any better than these two! Contact: Gary Cochrane, 30 Cumberland St., Brunswick, ME 04011
725-8413.
LARGEST SELECTION OF GYM CLOTHES 
IN GREATER BANGOR!
Shorts - Tees - Jackets - Wigwam Socks
SCHOOL BOOK/BACK PACKS
GYM BAG HEADQUARTERSSCHOOL COLORS & LETTERED 
LARGE SELECTION OF CENTRAL MAINE SCHOOLS 
or choose from NIKE - NEW BALANCE - SPAULDING 
or OUTDOOR PRODUCTS GYM BAGS & DUFFELSWight Sporting Goods
589 Wilson St., Brewer Tel. 989-6677
OPEN MON. - FRL 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. SAT. 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Fal Preview
Here's the skinny on three early fall runs - the Waddle Fournier 
Memorial, the Searsport Rec Woods Run and the Great Pumpkin.
The race directors of these events are taking advantage of the 
low, low $22.50 quarter page ad to bring attention to their 
very special events. If you don't want to go to the expense 
of printing an extra 1,000 flyers, and shipping them to us for 
inclusion in the flyer section, save yourself the extra expense 
and effort with a highlighted quarter page ad. Please add $5 
for professional layout.
7TH ANNUAL
WADDLE FOURNIER MEMORIAL 
10 MILE RACE
Date: SEPTEMBERS, 1986 
Start: MT. ARARAT SCHOOL, TOPSHAM, ME.
Time: 9 AM SHARP
Finish: MT. ARARAT SCHOOL, TOPSHAM, ME.
Registration: 7:45 - 8:45 AM THE DAY OF THE RACE OR MAIL TO: JANE WADDLE, RFD 2, 
BOX 2152, BRUNSWICK, ME. 04011
- T-SHIRTS TO THE FIRST 100 ENTRANTS —
Awards: TO THE FIRST 3 IN EACH CATEGORY; MALE AND FEMALE 18 AND UNDER, 19 - 29, 
30 - 39, 40 - 49, 50 AND OVER; THE OLDEST MALE AND THE OLDEST FEMALE, AND THE 
FIRST 3 180 LBS. AND OVER.
ENTRY FEE: $5.00_______________________COMPLETE RESULTS WILL BE IN MAINE RUNNING
"the MAINE event" 9TH ANNUAL GREAT PUMPKIN RACE
Sponsored by WORMWOOD’S BY THE BREAKWATER In Conjunction With MAINE COAST ROADRUNNERS
1.5 MILE FUN RUN SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26,1986 10KRACEFUNRUN: 9:00 AM 10KRACE: 10:00 AM
Where: Our Lady of Victory Church, Seaside & Route 9, Camp Elis and ending at Wormwood's 
Restaurant, Camp Elis, Saco, Maine. Come ready to race!!
Course: 10K (6.2 Miles) Certification Pending.
Entry Fee: Fun Run Pre-registration $2.50 ($3.00 day of the race). 10K Pre-registration $4.00 ($5.00 
day of the race) T-shirts to the first 100 entrants for the Fun Run and first 200 for the 10K. 
Awards: 1.5 Mile Fun Run: Certificates to al finishers; Finishing position and time wil be posted; No 
Divisions; Refreshments to al runners; A GREAT PUMPKIN to the first male and female finishers. 
10K Race: Awards for Division Winners
Any questions contact: Ken Dion, P.O. Box 233, Saco, Maine 04022 - Work: 443-9179; Home - 
729-5653
The Searsport Recreation Department and Searsport Drug wil be sponsoring the Second Annual 
Searsport Woods Run on Saturday, October 11. The course length wil be 5 miles. The race wil start at 
10:00 AM with registration between 9:00-9:45 AM at the Searsport Elementary School on Mortland 
Road. Rest rooms and shower facilities are available. T-shirts wil be awarded to the first 75 partici­
pants. Entry fee is $5.00 ($4.00 for pre-registrants). Those wishing to pre-register can do so by 
contacting the Searsport Recreation Department, P.O. Box 411, Searsport, Maine 04974 (548-6372).
September 14
September 14
September 20 
September 20
September 20
September 21
September 21
September 21
September 27 
September 27
September 27
MAINE WOMEN'S CLASSIC ROAD RACE. 10 a.m. start from Gardiner Sportsman's Club, Cobbossee Ave., 
Gardiner, ME. Contact Linda LaRue-Keniston, Box 278, Dryden, ME 04225 685-9412 evenings/
645-2556 days. *ME-85003-GN* Sorry guys! Only women are eligible for Maine's 12th certified 
10K of the season. Will Sally Perkins, Kim Moody, Anne-Marie Davee and Brook Merrow be back 
to improve on their outstanding Maine Event times over the same course?
BANGOR YMCA CARDIAC RUN & WALK. 10 a.m. start for racewalkers and a 10:30 a.m. start for runners 
in this traditional 5K from the Bangor Motor Inn on the Hogan Road in Bangor. See flyer 
"RUNNERS ARE SMILERS" See September 6
MOOSECHASERS CLUB 10K. 10 a.m. from downtown Caribou. Contact John Civitello, c/o Aroostook
Musterds, 35 Teague St., Caribou, ME 04736
THIRD ANNUAL "DANVILLE JUNCTION” BRICK AND RAIL RUN. Fun Run at 9:30 with 10K to follow.
See flyer in July issue or contact David Young, PO Box 152, Danville, ME 04223 786-2129
JAMES BAILEY CROSS COUNTRY 5 MILE. USM at Gorham. Dave Paul has changed the date as well 
as some of the course. The "Goal Trail" has been tamed somewhat and the "Lollipop Loop" has 
been added to avoid running too much on the streets. Dave says, "I think everyone will like 
the improvements in the course. The race is still one of the most demanding cross country 
races in the state, but the new course should be a lot faster." Contact Dave Paul, Maine 
Track Club, PO Box 8008, Portland, ME 04104.
CHUBB LIFE RUN RRCA NATIONAL 10 MILE CHAMPIONSHIP and 5K ROAD RACE. *NH-85039-JMC* 10 a.m.
from the Concord, N.H. YMCA on Warren St. $5 pre/$7 post for 5K; $6 pre/$8 post for 10 Mile. 
*N.H.-85019-JMC* Send SASE to Chubb Life Run, c/o TTAC Box 594, Concord, N.H. 03301 or call 
Bob Teschek (603) 863-2537. Certified 15K split (*N.H.-85038-JMC*) included in 10 miler.
YANKEE RUNNING CLUB & GRAY PARKS S REC 9TH ANNAUL GRAY RACE. 4 miler starts at 9:30 a.m. and 
costs $5. Gray-New Gloucester HS. Contact: Guy Berthiaume, Box 726, Gray, ME 04039 
657-4017
"RUNNERS ARE SMILERS" See September 6
HOMECOMING 5K. 10 a.m. from UMPI in Presque Isle. Contact Clark Ketcham, c/o Aroostook
Musterds, 35 Teague St., Caribou, ME 04736
KINGFIELD 10K WEEKEND. 10K, Kid's K, and Sugarloaf Uphill Races. Watch for news of certification! 
See flyer.
September 27 PBMC FAMILY HEALTH RUN. (Rain date September 18) Register at 8:30 at the Samoset Resort 
in Rockland. $4 pre/$5 post. 5K course winds to the Pen Bay Medical Center. Contact 
Dyan Dyer, Dept of Respiratory Care, Pen Bay Medical Center, Glen Cove, Rockland, ME 04841 
594-9511, ext 230 or 236-2888.
Never before has a lightweight trainer 
ofered so much cushioning.
$5.00 OFF ALL PEGASUS IN STOCK WITH 
THIS AD - THRU SEPTEMBER
EPSTEIN'S
BREWER-STONINGTON-SEARSPORT-MILLINOCKET-PRESQUEISLI 
and BREWER ANNEX 
Brewer Open Every Day 9-8, Sun. 12-5
•I •(
October 5
October 11
October 12
October 12
October 18
October 26
September 7
October 19
September 7
September 14
September 20
September 21
October 3-5
October 18
BENJAMIN'S 10K ROAD RACE. *ME-85009-GN* The lucky 13th fully certified 10K of the year 
(unless Kingfield becomes certified before it). Still Maine's fastest (28:23.6 by Greg 
Meyer in 1982), O.J. Logue and Mike Halmo invite you to take part again this year. See 
flyer.
SECOND ANNUAL SEARSPORT WOODS RUN. 10 a.m. for this 5 mile race. See display ad on page 
3_. (I know they aren't numbered, but you figure it out!)
NUTE RIDGE HALF MARATHON and the COCHECO RIVER FUN RUN. 1 p.m. start in downtown Farmington,
N.H. Course records: Bruce Ellis 1:09:52 and Joan "yes, the one from Cranberry Island, Maine" 
Westphal 1:25:35. TAC Certified *NH-85036-JMC* Send SASE to Nute Ridge Half Marathon, Town 
Hall, N. Main St., Farmington, N.H. 03835 John Nolan race director - (603) 755-2405
CASCO BAY MARATHON. *ME-85015-GN* The last leg of the Triple Crown of Marathoning Series.
Jon Williams and Paul Merrill are the leading Maine contenders along with Carol McRea, Debbie 
Sawyer and Rosalyn Randall on the women's side. Who will challenge Kurt Lauenstein (2:20:16 '81) 
and Marj Podgajny's (2:49:36 ’81) records? Send SASE to Casco Bay Marathon, PO Box 3172, 
Portland, ME 04104 for race application.
FOURTH ANNUAL 10 KILOMETER AUTUMN GOLD ROAD RACE. 11 a.m. start from Willey's on High Street 
in Ellsworth. See flyer.
9TH ANNUAL GREAT PUMPKIN 10K RACE and 1.5 MILE FUN RUN. 9 a.m. start for the Fun Run from 
the Wormwood's. See display ad on page 3. (The flip side of this page, titled FALL PREVIEW)
Ken Dion is working on certification for this year. Fast, fast, fast!!!
Triathlon
6TH ANNUAL TINMAN TRIATHLON. 9 a.m. from Barretts Cove Beach on Megunticook Lake in Camden. 
*2 mile swim, 26.5 mile cycle; 6.6 mile run. Contact Fred Kneedler, Camden YMCA, PO Box 416, 
Camden, ME 04843
WALDO COUNTY challenge- triathlon. (.2 or 1 person) Canoe, Bike, Run. For more information 
contact the Waldo County YMCA, 125 High St., Belfast, ME 04915 338-4598BIKES
MAINE FREEWHEELERS CENTURY RIDE. 8 a.m. from Bangor's Maine Square Shopping Center. Metric 
Century to Howland; Miles (100) to Lincoln and back. Contact Mike "Yes, I'm Fast Eddie's son" 
Brissette 866-3293
POULIN CENTURY. Maine's longest running club ride. Join in the fun. Challenge a friend to 
100 miles of beautiful Maine country. The only time to beat is your own. Poulin Cycle,
558 Riverside Drive, Augusta, ME 04330
MAINE FREEWHEELER'S SWAN LAKE RIDE. 1 P.M. from Frankfort General Store. Ride around Swan 
Lake. Kim Thompson 862-4280 (18-27 miles)
STAGE RACE ROCKLAND. I3! mile hill climb time trial. 5 mile time trial. 20 mile road race 
at 9 a.m. Times from all 3 races will be added together. Good prize list. $50 to the 
person with the most average time. Call Poulin Cycle 594-0867 623-1166
MAINE FREEWHEELERS NOVA SCOTIA TRIP. (.20-50 miles a day) 8 a.m. from Bar Harbor Ferry 
Terminal. Pannier trip. Cool weather camping. $80.00 round trip on ferry. Contact 
Sue Motley 2 weeks prior for camping arrangements 942-3283
MAINE FREEWHEELERS MOUNTAIN BIKE. 9 a.m. from Bar Harbor Bike Shop. Carriage paths of 
Acadia. Traffic includes horses and squirrels. Contact Mike Avery 2 weeks prior to arrange 
for mountain bike rental. 942-1110 A1 Kimball co-director
Want to get involved with the Freewheelers? Monthly meetings the first Friday of each month, 7 p.m. at the 
Bangor Public Library. Wednesday night rides at 6 p.m. from the library.
Style Center
137 High Street • Elsworth, Maine • 667-2511
Headquarters 
AT OUTLET PRICES
new balance 
adidas
LARGEST INVENTORY 
IN EASTERN MAINE
Branch: Branch: Branch:
Southwest Harbor Belfast Bar Harbor
207-244-5423 207-338-3375 207-288-5060
The canoe chair persons for the SMC this year are Bill S Alice McKenna, RR2, Box 1421, Sweden, ME 04040 
647-2251 Trip Fee: 52
October release date - FARMINGTON 3-3+. Norm Reynolds (.617) 938-2459
1986 STATE OF MAINE CANOE RACING SCHEDULE by Adrian Humphreys
Key: FW or MF = flatwater; SL = slalom; WW = Whitewater; OC = open 
canoe; CC = covered canoe; K = kayak; TRI = triathlon; SK = sea kayak 
ROW = rowing boats
September 1 OOSOOLA PARK FROG DAY MARATHON. FW, OC, K., 9 miles 
Kennebec River, Norridgewock. Norridgewock Sports,
RFD 4, Box 5340, Skowhegan, ME 474-8048
September 20- EBB TIDE MARATHON, Penobscot River. FW, OC, K, SK.,
10 miles from Bangor to Orrington. Earl Baldwin, RFD 2 
Orrington, ME 04474 825-4439
September 28 SOUTH SOLON OPTOMISTS CLUB CANOE RACE
FW, OC, K. 10 mi., Kennebec R., Solon/Anson
S. Solon Optimists 
474-8048
RFD 4, Box 5340 
Skowhegan, ME
October 13 RUTHERFORD ISLAND RACE, S. Bristol/Christmas Cove James Chute 
FW (Ocean) , OC, K, SK, Row, 10 miles 865-4341
RFD 3, Box 20B 
Freeport, ME
October 19 WALDO COUNTY CHALLENGE TRIATHLON 
TRI, Passagassawakeag River, Belfast
Dale Cross 
338-4598
Waldo Co. YMCA 
Belfast, ME
September 6 EVANS NOTCH DAY HIKE. A fairly rugged 8-miler 
from the Evans Notch highway along the N.H. border. The 
trail starts at Basin Pond, traverses Mt. Meader (Elev. 
2,782s), and descends from Eagle Crag via the Bicknell 
Ridge Trail. Excellent views of the Carter-Moriah Range 
and the Kezar Lake area. Contact Bill Hine, RFD 1, Box 
1180, W. Peru, ME 04290 (562-8278). Registration fee: 
members $2, nonmembers $3.
September 13 BLUE HILL DAY HIKE. An easy hike to the 
summit of Blue Hill (Elev. 934') on the Maine Coast, 
suitable for all ages. Contact Virginia Suyama, 58 
W. Main St., Ellsworth, ME 04605 (667-9432). Regis­
tration fee: members $2; nonmembers $3, children free.
September 20 BALDPATE MOUNTAIN DAY HIKE. A fairly rugged 8-mile hike starting at the Grafton Notch 
Highway and ascending the Appalachian Trail to fine views of Old Speck, Sunday River Whitecap, Mount 
Hittie, and other mountains. We may also see some wildlife on the West Knob. Contact Nancy Stone, 30 
Merrill St., Portland, ME 04101 (774-6049).. Registration fee: members $2; nonmembers 53.
September 27-28. BAXTER STATE PARK CAMPING/HIKING WEEKEND. Saturday's hike will take in Katahdin's Hamlin 
Peak (Elev. 4,751'); Sunday's will be a shorter, less strenuous hike in the park. Car camping overnight. 
Sign up early - group size limited to 8. Contact Bill Hine, RFD 1, Box 1180, W. Peru, ME 04290 (562-8278). 
Registration fee: members 53, nonmembers 55 (.an additional campsite fee will also be required).
October 11 ACADIA NATIONAL PARK DAY HIKE. A day of easy hiking on Mt. Desert Island, including a visit to 
the Nature Conservancy's Indian Point as well as a walk on one of the Park trails. Suitable for beginners. 
Contact Virginia Suyama, 58 W. Main St., Ellsworth, ME 04605 (667-9432). Registration fee: members 52, 
nonmembers 53, children free.
October 11-12 BOUNDARY BALD CAMPING/HIKING WEEKEND. A Columbus Day hike to Boundary Bald, an out-of-the-way 
peak near the Canadian border. Camping Saturday night in the area; Sunday's hike will be a six-miler. 
Contact Joe Rankin, P.O. Box 126, E. Wilton, ME 04234 (645-3677) Registration fee: members 53, non- 
members $5.
October 12 SABBATTUS MTN./KEZAR FALLS GORGE DAY HIKE. Easy hiking suitable for all to two scenic spots in 
western Maine: Sabbattus Mtn. in Lovell (elev. 1,253') - one mile to the summit for excellent views of 
the White Mtns. - and Kezar Falls Gorge in Waterford. Contact Dot Albert, 1326 Forest Ave., Portland,
ME 04101 (797-4067).. Registration fee: members 52, noranembers 53, children free.
October 4-13 COASTWEEK '86. Take a walk, a bike ride, a boat ride along the Maine coast. Help clean up 
debris on the beach to celebrate the richness of Maine's Coast.
SEPTEMBER ONLY 
SPECIALS
Sock Trainer 49.95Pegasus Plus 39.95Windrunner Air 35.95
ALL NEW AT SPORTS EAST
UNIFORM SPECIAL ORDERS
TOPSHAM FAIR MALL (207) 729-1800
Topsham, Maine 04086
OPEN 9:00 AM -9:00 PM and Sunday Afternoons
RUNNING CLUB 
Runs on Saturday Morning 
8:00 AM
CYCLING CLUB 
Rides on Tuesday Evening
5:30 PM 
ALL WELCOME!
HIGH SCHOOL CROSS-COUNTRY PREVIEW by Andy Palmer
This being late July, everyone’s thoughts are turning to cross-country, aren't 
they? Maybe in the more tropical regions of these United States it's summertime 
and people are hitting the beaches, the mountains, and the rivers, but here in 
the great state of Maine' it seems we've just put away the winter gear and we're 
breaking it out again. We've had our swim for another year, so it's time to 
start thinking about cross-country and in Maine as in all New England states 
all the young runners are preparing for true head-to-head confrontations.
Here is a class by class breakdown.
Class A Boys: It seems that in Class A Boys the team titles are shared by a 
select few, year after year. S. Portland and Westbrook knocked Cheverus off 
last fall, but look for Cheverus to be back in the fight along with S. Port­
land, Portland and Westbrook. Waterville could score from the east. The 
quality of a program shows through year after year. Individuals to watch: 
Cheverus: Kevin and Mike Lyons finished 5th and 12th last year. They will 
come back strong.
Mt. Ararat: Dave Donnelly, 6th in '85. Should be back tougher than ever.
Auburn: Rusty Snow, very talented coming off a knee problem. Could be factor.
Waterville: Doug MacDonald, tough and talented. When he sets his mind to 
something, things happen.
Skowhegan: Chris Metcalf, missed last fall as he was in Europe on an exchange 
program. Very fast, could be a major contender.
Class B Boys: In Class B, as in Class A, you continue to see the same teams 
on top. Cape Elizabeth, Maranacook, MDI, and Ellsworth are continually com­
petitive year after year. This is the result of good coaching and impressing 
upon the athletes the importance of structure. Steve Coffin, Howie Richards, 
Stan Cowan, Paul Jackson do their homework. Grey-N. Gloucester is building 
a program that could challenge. Individuals:
Camden-Rockport: Jeff Binder, 5th in '85, he's the top returnee.
Grey-N. Gloucester: Kevin Way and Bob Sprague. These two are the one-two 
punch for Grey-N. Gloucester. Look for them to be tough.
Rockland: Harold Stairs came on strong this year and will get better.
Hampden: Brent Leighton, young and coming. Keep an eye on this junior.
Class C Boys: John Bapst will be back in the fight for the title as will 
Wiscasset, Shead, and Traip. Watch for George Stevens to surprise.
Fort Fairfield: Jerry Monahan’s ai.junior and he's won the state twice already, 
but whether he can dedicate himself to training or not will determine his future 
John Bapst: Jay Henderson, he's moved from 74th to 11th to 3rd. Look for Jay 
to give Monahan a scare.
Lee Academy: Elvin Nuncey, 4th as a freshman he's coming into his sophomore year 
with good coaching from Dan Bondeson.
Valley: Danny McCollar, finished 7th last year after one year of running.
George Stevens: Aran Shetterly, finished 8th as a freshman, 9th as a sophomore. 
It's time to challenge!
For the first time in years, since Kim MacDonald ran for Mt. Blue, Class A 
can say they have an individual who could be the best in the state in Wendy 
Delan. She won't get that title easily though as Laura Duffy is talented and 
damn tough. Hopefully, they will get a chance to meet.
Class A Girls: Mt. Blue and Westbrook always seem to be in the thick of things. 
Watch for Lewiston and Catherine McAuley to give them a scare. One runner can 
never make a team, but the addition of a good runner can help a lot so we'll 
wait and see about Bonny Eagle. Individuals:
Skowhegan: Karen Salsbury, she's back to defend her title. It might be a lot
tougher this year.
Windham: Andrea Elder, she led Windham's attack last year with a 3rd place
finish. She's a junior so she'll get stronger.
Portland; Sharon Bay, she's only a freshman. She could be very tough as she 
gets stronger.
Mt. Blue; Sarah Welch, Mary Dunhan, 5th and 10th in 1985. They provide a very 
solid 1-2 punch.
McAuley: Denise Harlow, 4th as a freshman, 7th as a sophomore. Look for Denise
to come back as a junior.
Bonnie Eagle; Laura Barton and Wendy Delan, they will be a junior and a senior 
this year, stronger and faster than last year.
Class B Girls; In women's Class B you know that Greely will be in there scrapping 
But what makes B so interesting is no one ever rolls over and plays dead.
Ellsworth and Maranacook will be back and tough. Stearns moved up to 4th last 
year and has a young team. Mount Desert was a bit off last year but that won't 
last. Individuals:
Kennebunk: Laura Duffy is the class of B and maybe of the state. She's a tough
track runner but her home is the cross country course. Look for her to be tough. 
Greely; Eliza Booth, Jill Decker of Greely finished 4th and 8th last year with 
Jill running faster than anyone in the state other than the three girls ahead of 
her, and Karen Salsbury, the winner in Class A. Eliza Is getting stronger all 
the time.
Ellsworth: Kellie Connor and Melanie Lounder. Both young, smart, and determined.
With Steve Coffin's coaching,Alook for them to improve.
Gray-N. Gloucester; Karen Sprague, definitely one of the tougher ladies in the 
running game. Always a good competitor.
Stearns; Deana Webster, she's only been running two years, but finished 9th 
after only a year.
Hampden: Amy Gorham, 10th as a sophomore.
Class C Girls: When you get into Class C the quality dips a bit but the com­
petitiveness doesn't lose a thing. Look for a good battle again this year with 
Jay and Foxcroft fighting for the title with John Bapst and George's Valley 
challenging them. Individuals:
Jay: Missy St. Pierre, won as a sophomore. Will be back to defend her title.
NYA: Katie Leighton, only a freshman, she finished 2nd in '85. Will come back 
even stronger.
Piscataquis; Carla Lenieux, another young runner, 4th as a sophomore in '85. 
Traip; Coleen King, only a freshman, 5th in '85.
Foxcroft: Sunshine Weinrich, still another freshman. This could turn into a 
hell-of-a battle!
Winthrop: Kristin Vickers, just one more frosh. Class C could be fun.
A COUPLE OF OBSERVATIONS: 1. It seems like we see a great deal of very talented 
women runners when they are freshmen and sophomores, but the attrition rate is 
startling. Good common sense tells us that athletes should get stronger and 
better until they are in their twenties anyway. If high school kids are burning 
out, we have to look at coaches and parents to help the athletes take a more 
sensible approach. 2. It's much easier to keep up with the competitive scene 
in women's running. I guess because there isn't quite the competition and the 
stars in the women's field shine at an earlier age. With guys it's much harder 
to shine for four years. There are exceptions as with everything. Scott Roberts! 
MY PICKS FOR PEOPLE TO WATCH IRREGARDLESS OF CLASS:
Matt Crook Chris Metcalf Kevin Lyons Mike Lyons Doug MacDonald
Rusty Snow Wendy Delan Laura Duffy Jill Decker Karen Salsbury
Karen Sprague
zcMaine
Tumblers
MAINE EVENT
1994
rRIATHLONMAINE EVENT, c/o Maine Road Ramblers, P.O. Box 264, Augusta, Maine 04330.
After three years of hot, sunny weather we finaly got rain at July 
27th's MAINE EVENT. However, it didn’t seem to bother the competitors 
at al, although it was tough on the organizers as we struggled to keep 
our papers dry and to read curled up race numbers. Stil, al of us 
had to admit that the rain was beter than the hot, humid conditions of 
the previous few days. Despite, or maybe because, of the rain there 
were many record seting performances, even some in the bike leg 
which I thought would be a problem in the wet conditions.
One problem with being a Race Director is that you are usualy so 
busy that you don't have much time to view the actual competition. It 
was the case again for me this year, except that for the first time in 
the four years of the MAINE EVENT I did get a chance to get away from 
the Transition-Finish area as I rode in the 10K lead vehicle. I picked a 
good year as the first four men waged a great batle. Hank Pfeifle and 
Bob Winn pushed the pace for the first half of the race through early 
splits of 4:42 and 9:38. Andy Palmer and Tim Wakeland trailed by about 
10 seconds halfway. Andy then made his move up the long hil after the 
turnaround and gradualy puled away to set a new record on the hily 
certified course of 30:46. Tim, of Dover-Foxcroft and Iowa State, got 
2nd in 30:55 with Bob 31:01 and Hank 31:06 fading only a litle bit 
despite their early pace.
When we made our turn in the lead car I was amazed at the pack of 
women blazing along close together at a rapid clip. I knew before the 
women's race that it was going to be the best yet as I saw the entries 
of: Kim Moody, Anne-Marie Davee, Brook Merow, Cindy Lynch, and Rose 
Prest. However, there were some other ladies up front I didn’t 
recognize and one of them: Saly Perkins, 23 of Kennebunk Beach, set a 
new course record with a time of 37:24. In al, Saly, Kim, Anne-Marie, 
Brook, Donna Davis (another new name to me even though she is from 
Augusta), and Cindy al were under 39 minutes with Kely Bennet and 
Rose under 40.
The canoe leg was marked by depth as nine teams broke 50 minutes 
whereas only three did last year. Alan Paradise and Steve McAlister 
of Painomania had the top time of 48:06. John-David Mathieu 
demolished the old solo course record by 2:02 with a time of 51:42. Tom 
Waren also had a great canoe with a time of 51:50.
Andy Palmer's teammates: LeLand Martin and Gary Browning of 
The County Team maintained his lead in the canoe leg over the 
two-time defending champions: The Flying Mainiac Express (runner 
Tim Wakeland, and canoeists Greg McMorow and Roc Oliver). However, 
everybody knew what would happen next as the Mainiacs had the star 
of previous MAINE EVENTs: biker Doug Day. Sure enough, Doug took the 
lead within the first two miles and went on to set new team and bike 
course records. Doug, originaly from Milinocket and now living in 
Conn., pedaled 27.35 miles in 1:04:28 for an average speed of 25.5 miles 
per hour. The Flying Maniac's total time of 2:24:18 beat their old mark 
by 3:31. Doug maintained the tradition that the first team out of the 
water doesn’t win the MAINE EVENT, but it was easier for him than 
previously where he came from 7th and 4th to win.
Relay Triathlons such as the MAINE EVENT have so many categories: 
Men's, Women's, Mixed, 4 Person, 2 Person, Individual, etc. that it isn't 
until you see the final results that you realize just how many exciting 
races took place within categories behind the top men. However, 
because of our numbering system I am sure that the competitors 
themselves were able to keep track within their own category. The 
MAINE EVENT witnessed hard fought batles such as: The Live Wires 
(runner Jamilyn Dunn, canoeists June Crawford and Karen Cote, and 
biker Mufy Floyd) also coming from behind in the 4 Person Women's 
race to triumph and set a new course record of 3:10:35. They overtook 
Give & Go and The County Team I. However, Give & Go only beat The 
County gals by one second for 2nd place.
The closest race of al was the 4 Person Recreational Canoe where 
the first three teams were separated by only 12 seconds. The 2 Person 
Women featured a back and forth batle between Kim Moody and Lousie 
Girard of Stupid Heads against Brook Merow and Dawn Peletier of 
The Flamingos. Kim beat Brook by 27 seconds in the 10K but Brook and 
Dawn steamed by The Stupid Heads with the fastest women's canoe of 
the day to lead by over 2 minutes. However, Louise countered with the 
2nd fastest women's bike time to overtake Dawn for the win.
Both team's times, 3:05:38 and 3:06:04 mere faster than any 4 Person 
team. Another exciting race mas in the Individual Masters Men 
betmeen the Old Viking: Lans Christensen and John Aufmuth for 2nd 
place. After the canoe they mere only 6 seconds apart mith John 
leading. Homever, after mhat must have been a fierce encounter Lans 
mon by 2 seconds.
Although he didn't have to mage a nip and tuck batle, Bary Fifield, 
29 of Portland, probably provided the day's top performance as he 
demolished his omn Individual Mens course record by 9 minutes and 58 
seconds mith a time of 2:42:04. Bary mas 11th overal. He combined 
strong performances in al three legs: 34:14 10K, 53:01 canoe, and a 
1:14:49 bike for the min. His closest competitor, as he mas last year, 
mas Rudy Sroka of Connecticut. Rudy, a national class biker, mas 
again strong in the bike (10th best time of the day) but Bary built up 
too big a lead in the run and canoe. Rudy, homever improved his 85 
time by over 5 minutes.
The above can only portray some of the excitement of the 1986 
MAINE EVENT. I have highlighted the top competitors, but there are 
many others competing just to beter personal goals and they have just 
as much fun. There is no doubt in my mind that these competitions, 
mhether you are doing al three by yourself or on a relay team bring 
out the best in endurance athletes. I only mish that they meren't so 
dificult to organize so the state of Maine could see more of them. I 
mant to thank al the people mho helped: more than 110 in al from the 
Maine Road Ramblers, Penobscot Wheelmen, Gardiner Sportsmans Club, 
American Massage Therapy Assoc., Augusta Radio Club, City of 
Gardiner, Dick Roberge, plus many others. Without their eforts, as 
mel as Key Bank's sponsorship, the MAINE EVENT mouldn't be the 
great race it is.
Greg Nelson, 
Race Director
Certification
RICK KRAUSE644-8735
Second Wind
It's that time of year again. I'm sorry if it seems that there is less space 
for articles, but July through October seem to be the months we have to dedicate 
our space to calendar and race results almost exclusively. I hope you understand.
To help you understand, the July issue cost nearly $300 more to print than the 
August issue in which we tightened our belts a bit. I have some super material 
from Andy Palmer, Don Wismer, Steve Elliot, Gail Schade, and Rick Krause that 
will just have to wait until the race results slow down. We founded the magazine 
on the philosophy that what you wanted was the most complete calendar and results 
available. That four hundred and thirty-first runner at the Maine National Bank 
5 Miler is still the most important person in Maine Running S Outing and I don't 
want you to ever let us forget that.
RUNNER'S WORLD - If you don't know Runner's World is back yet, pick up the September 
issue and read the articles about Millinocket's own, George Murray and the quick-pix 
of Carlton Mendel1 in the "Human Race" section.
MAINE TRACK CLUB MEETING - Speaking of pictures of Carlton, I would assume that 
the Scribner/Photogenics beside Carlton's photo in RW means Fred Scribner, III 
(Charlie's brother) of Cambridge, MA. Fred will be the featured speaker at the 
club's September 10 membership meeting. Fred has done some fancy work for 
Yachting magazine, Runner's World and Sports Illustrated. He will talk on 
sports photography.
ST. JOE'S ADDS WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - Athletic Director Rick Simonds has
announced that Brian "Ziggie" Gillespie will organize a women's cross country 
program this fall at St. Joe's. Ziggie hopes that the women will be on the 
same plane as the men's (106-8 over the past 5 years) within a year or two.
UNIONMUTUAL TRACK TEAM PLACES FOURTH IN CORPORATE NATIONALS - Unionmutual
recently captured fourth-place in Division II (5,000 employees or less) at
the National Chamionships in Los Angeles. Forty-three Unionmutual employees 
combined to bring home three gold and fourteen silver medals. Michelle Roberge, 
Cheryl Bascomb and Marion Bouchard won the gold in the women's relay. I assume 
they ran 1,500 meters (500 each?) in a time of 4:33.16. Jane Polley, MTC 
president finished fourth, in the Women's 5K Road Race, while Terry Morris and 
Jackie Harmon won their age groups. Steve Smith, Mike Curry and Fran Brennan 
took a silver medal in the President's Relay (all participants had to be vice 
president or higher and at least 35 years old).
PETER MILLARD S EMILY WESSON GROWING AND LEARNING IN ZIMBABWE - I recently
received a letter from Emily outlining the Millard family's daily life at
Willis Pierce Hospital in Zimbabwe. Here's an exerpt..."Most of the 80 or
so patients we have on the pediatrics ward are there simply because they don't 
have enough to eat. Please do not think we are living in an infertile area.
We are in one of the richest, most fertile agricultural areas in Africa, and 
the recent harvest was excellent. But almost all the arable land here is 
owned by commercial (mostly white) farmers who grow tea, coffee, cotton, and 
tobacco for export. The workers, who live on the estates, are paid $40 a 
month on average and have no plot of land to grow their own food, so they are 
totally dependent upon the cash economy. The analogy which comes immediately 
to mind is The Grapes of Wrath. The "Oakies" here are Mozambicans who have 
fled the war there to come to rich Zimbabwe, only to find suffering and 
misery amid plenty. Words that Bertolt Brecht spoke 40 years ago still ring 
true: "famines do not occur. They are organized by the grain trade.""
Needless to say, there was no talk of running in the letter, only the important 
work that Peter and Emily are doing and how Cameron and Maria are growing in 
body, mind and spirit as well.
The Bess ol Times
At the risk of being accused of being "an elitist" magazine, we are printing the top 10 male and female as well as 
the top 5 male and top 3 female masters at all distances that have submitted results to us so far this year with 
the exception of 5K, half and full marathons (there has only been one of each run thus far this year). My primary 
reason for doing so is, as it has always been, to encourage race directors to put on the best possible event That 
to me, means a certified course with the fastest possible field invited. As Ed Rice showed us this year at Terry ' 
Fox, it doesn’t hurt to askI y
Four Miles
Races included: The Solstice Strut; the Bridgton
1. Misa Fossas 24 19:21.9Bridgton2. Craig Fram 21 19:30 York3. Andy Palmer 32 19:31 Bridgton4. Bob Winn 27 19:42 York5. Mark Whalley 26 19:51 Bridgton6. Henri Bouchard 25 20:06 Bridgton7. Rock Moulton 29 20:09 York8. Scott Brown 28 20:12 York9. Roy Morris 22 20:20 Bridgton10. Jim Kimball 18 20:21 Bridgton
1. Leslie Bancroft Krichko 23:15.5*1 Bridgton2. Karen Sprague 16 23:31* Bridgton3. Sally Perkins 23 23:54* York4. Chris Gainty 26 24:16* York5.
c.
Kelly Bennett' 22 24:46* Struto.
7.
Deanna xioagjcin 
Sharon O'Hagan
19
38
25:11*
25:18*
Strut
Bridgton8. Jennifer Rood 25 25:19* Bridgton
9. Val Hodgkin 18 25:26* Strut
10. Shelby Eddy 17 25:35* Bridgton
1. Guy Berthiaume 40 21:58 Strut2. Joe Mailloux 43 22:08 York
3. Joel Croteau 42 22:09 Strut4. Guy Berthiaume 40 22:12 Bridgton
5. Warren Dean 50 22:36 Strut
1. Eileen Livingston 42 27:28* Bridgton
2. Tricia Linton 41 27:50* Bridgton
3. Vivian Godin 43 28:13* Bridgton
on the 4th and the York Four on the Fourth
It seems that if you decide to run 4 miles on the fourth 
of July it doesn't much matter whether you do it in Bridgton 
or in York, you're gonna' run fast! These top ten stats seem 
to indicate that the two races are a dead heat. The Strut 
saw seven runners under twenty-two minutes, but it seems the 
wide-open city race is just a hair slower than the seacoast 
and mountain lake runs. Naturally, there are other factors, 
not the least of which is the fact that the Strut was run 
on a different day under different weather conditions. Jamie 
Goodberlet's 20:36 was an outstanding effort!
It's always harder to make assumptions in analysing women's 
results. I've had the pleasure of running stride for stride 
with some of the state's great women of the road, and back in 
the pack it seems place is more important than time, although 
I'm not trying to say that the women don’t try to run as hard 
as they can, but look at the two hard fought battles evident 
at the left and ask yourself, "Would Sally Perkins have run 
a 23:54 or faster if she were up against Leslie Bancroft 
Krichko this fourth?" Bridgton had an extremely deep field 
this year and the Strut had some big wheels up front.
Look at how tough these old guys get in the city! who is 
that masked 50 year old upsetting all the young bucks to 
crack the top five this year? Guy knows the best way to 
stay ahead of the competition is to hog all the slots in 
the top five.
Well, here at last is maybe the final clue to the puzzle, 
"Which is the fastest?''. Leave it to the ol' gals to point 
out a gem.
Here's the monkey-wrench that throws all of the above speculation off. "THE LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS" The Solstice 
Strut had 83 finishers; the York 4 Miler entertained 383 while 648 ran in the lake region. All in all, I'd have 
to say, Maine is blessed with three outstanding, fast, certified four mile races. If you think you can beat any 
of the above times and break into the BEST OF standings at four miles, you'd better go have a talk with your local 
four mile race director because there aren't any more scheduled for the rest of 1986. If no other four miler is 
certified this year, you're looking at the final 1986 standings. Pretty impressive numbers too!
Five Miles
Races included: TheMaine NationalBank; James Bailey/Gardiner Common; and Old HallowellDay
1. Henri Bouchard 25 25:09 Maine National Bank 1. Wanda Haney 20 30:00* Maine National2. Lance Guliani 27 25:31 Maine National Bank 2. CKelly Bennett; 22 31:00* Maine National3. Jeff Meserve 27 25:36 Maine National Bank 3. Jennifgr~Rood 25 31:01* Maine National4. Kim Wettlaufer 29 25:50 Maine National Bank 4. Anne Marie Davee 30 31:49* Bailey/Gardiner5. Ralph Duquette 28 26:12 Bailey/Gardiner Valerie Hodgkin 18 31:49* Maine National6. Steve Sarkozy 18 26:34 Maine National Bank 6. Deanna Hodgkin 19 32:41* Maine National7. Richard Carson 23 26:43 Bailey/Gardiner 7. Kitty Briggs 24 32:48* Maine National8. John Keller 28 26:44 Maine National Bank 8. Mimi Mattson 32 33:11* Bailey/Gardiner9. George Bockus 19 26:47 Maine National Bank 9. Mimi Mattson 32 33:50* Old Hallowell10. Scott Roberts 18 26:54 Maine National Bank 10. Linda L. Keniston 32 33:57* Old Hallowell
Is there any surprise? MaineNational Bank is a FAST fivemiler! Especially when Ziggy unleases St. Joseph's Collegecross country runnerson theold town. Here's how the masters madeout...
1. Guy Berthiaume 40 27:45 Maine National Bank 1. Barbara Coughlin 43 36:29* Maine National2. Guy Berthiaume 40 27:50 Old Hallowell 2. Jerri Bushey 42 38:39* Old Hallowell3, Jim Paterson 45 28:21 Maine National Bank 3. Jean Thomas 50 41:02* Maine National4. Bob Payne 47 29:11 Maine National Bank
5. Bob Coughlin 47 29:15 Maine National Bank As far as I know, none of these oldsters run for Ziggy;
Them's the numbers. Think they’re soft? .There's only one more stop on the circuit this year, and that's Bangor - 
the infamous Labor Day Road Race. Many, if not all of you, are reading this after the fact (September 1). Will Gerry 
Clapper come back north and be the only runner ever to crack 25:00 minutes at the holiday classic? Will Robin Emery 
Rappa finally end her age-old flirtation with 30:00 on this lamb in wolf's clothing course? Once again, if no other 
five milers are certified this fall, all we're going to do is add the Bangor race results to these stats and crowd 
the kings and queens of five miles based on four races. And to think, we have nearly 230 races in the state this 
year. There's no good reason not to certify in '86.
1H00 Meiers
Races included: Rocky Coast? RRCA Championship; Androscoggin Triathlon; Nubble Light? L.L. Bean; Belgrade Lakes & 
the Maine Event Triathlon
1. Jose Rocha 30:11 Nubble Light
2. Stan Bickford 23 30:28 Andro Triathlon
3. Bruce Bickford 30:32 RRCA Championship
Stan Bickford 23 30:32 RRCA Championship
5. Mark Kimball 26 30:40 Nubble Light
6. Phil Coppess 30:43 RRCA Championship7. Mike Pieroni 19 30:45 Nubble Light
8. Andy Palmer 30 30:46 Maine Event
9. Tim Wakeland 22 30:55 Maine Event
10. Robert Winn 27 31:01 Maine Event
1. Leatrice Hayer 36:01 RRCA Championship
2. Jane Welzel 31 36:38 L.L. Bean
3. Sally Perkins 23 37:24 Maine Event
4. Nancy Corsaro 27 37:27 Nubble Light
5. Kim Moody 31 37:50 Maine Event
6. Joanne Scianna 37:52 RRCA Championship
7. Kathy Tracy 19 37:53 Nubble Light
8. Anne-Marie Davee 30 38:07 Maine Event
9. Robin Emery-Rappa 38 38:08 RRCA Championship
10. Brook Merrow 31 38:17 Maine Event
1. Mike Tymn 34:16 RRCA Championship
2. Ralph Fletcher 40 34:39 Maine Event
3. Lawson Noyes 44 34:43 RRCA Championship
4. Joel Croteau 42 34:55 RRCA Championship
5. Lawson Noyes 44 34:59 Nubble Light
1. Judy Pickert 38:38 RRCA Championship
2. Jo Comeau 41:19 Rocky Coast
3. Mae Cleveland 41:38 RRCA Championship
With the Gasping Gobbler, Benjamin's, Brodie's, 
Falmouth, Lobster & Blueberry Festivals yet to be 
reported, it looks like this could be the greatest 
year for 10K in Maine's running history. It's great 
to see how the influence of team-work seems to push 
our top athletes to outstanding times in the state's 
two great triathlon lOK's. York and the RRCA races 
pulled in the outstanding out-of-state athletes to 
make our natives work all that much harder. There's 
a lot of fall ahead though!
The nicest surprise of this racing season is the 
rise of Sally Perkins of Kennebunk Beach. Like all 
over night sensations Sally has been running for many 
years now. I remember her from when I was a timer in 
the Eastern Maine Indoor Track League back in the late 
70's. It's nice to see Maine's iron maidens in the 
top ten as well. There names are as much household 
words as Joanie's. Ask anyone at a race if Kim, Anne- 
Marie or Robin are there and the reply will never be, 
"Who?” Just ask Andy, Hank or Rocky.
Is it any fun looking forward to your 40th birthday 
when the likes of Ralph Fletcher is looking forward to 
it as well? Lawson Noyes just needs to get out to some 
more races to fill up the top 5 at this distance. Watch 
for these two and Joel Croteau at this fall's lOK's.
Jo Comeau stands all alone in Maine's female masters 
winners circle. Where is the competition going to come 
from, Faye Gagnon?
What a fall it's going to be! Writing blind like this puts roe at a distinct disadvantage. I mean, by the time you 
read this the results of three more certified lOK's will be public (Brodie's and the two festivals). Maybe the 
fastest times of the year have been shattered already. After all, Brodie's has a reputation! I'm not counting 
any chickens though until I hear who O.J. has attracted to Ben's and whether or not Chip gets Kingfield recertified 
and Ken Dion does the same at the Great Pumpkin. Fast, fast, fast is the word for the 10K in Maine this year!
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30% OFF Wind Clothing
With This Coupon
'"l
AIR THREADS.
CHOOSE FROM:
new balance-
M0WWG'€h 
COMFORT.A.
Beautifuly designed for every move you make.
GOLDSMITH’S
SPORTING GOODS
MAINE SQUARE MALL • HOGAN ROAD • BANGOR, MAINE 
207-947-1168
Got an old canoe that's glanced off one 
too many rocks? Want to recoup your 
money on that windsurfer so you can go 
back to college this fall? Time to 
move up to a performance bike? Sell 
that good ol' stuff to guys like me 
who can't afford the high-performance 
gear, through a MR&O classified ad.
Cram all the words you want into an 
ad of these dimensions for a mere 
$12.50. Somebody out there wants your 
toys! Reach 'em right here.
If you think al fitness clubs are alike, check us 
out. Because we think we're beter.
Beter Facilities. With over 20 Nautilus sta­
tions. Lifecycle aerobic trainers, racquet- 
sports, exercise classes, saunas, whirlpools, 
tanning, and more.
Beter Support Our staf of certified fitness 
instructors wil work with you to develop an 
individualized program designed for your spe­
cific needs, that wil get you started and keep
you coming back.
Beter Atmosphere. We think that working 
out should be fun. Afterwards, relax and enjoy 
yourself in our restaurant and bar.
Beter Value. At an unbeatable low monthly 
cost.
Beter Hurry. Cal us today or stop by for a 
visit, and take advantage of this special ofer 
for a limited time only. You'l see why we're 
miles ahead of the competition.
I Maine Racquet land FitnessGub
WE RUN CIRCLES AROUND THE COMPETITION
Health and Fitness doesn't come
naturaly. And staying in shape 
isn't always easy, so if you think 
al fitness clubs are alike, check 
us out. We have the finest selec­
tion of fitness, recreational, and 
social facilities in Maine, with 
two complete lines of nautilus, 
swimming pool, tennis, racquet- 
bal, computerized lifecycles, 
stairmasters, exercise classes, 
plus much more.
Cal us today or stop by for a 
visit. You'l see why we're 
miles ahead in puting you 
on your fitness program 
today! 667-3341
VISIT
For You And A Friend
Cal for reservations and information. 
One coupon per customer. 
Non-members only.
This ofer is for a limited time only.
P.O. BOX 687 - ELLSWORTH, MAINE 04605 - TEL. (207) 667-3341
Sportsman’s Gril
911 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101 
Telephone: 772-9324
85 BROOK ROAD 
FALMOUTH, MAINE 0A105 
JULY 8, 1986
MAINE RUNNING & OUTING MAGAZINE
P.0. BOX 1217
EAST HOLDEN, MAINE 0AA29
DEAR BOB,
ENCLOSED YOU WILL FIND A CHECK FOR $20.00 TO RENEW MY 
SUBSCRIPTION TO MAINE RUNNER FOR ONE MORE YEAR. THE EXTRA $2.50 
IS A SMALL BRIBE TO INSURE THAT I GET THE JUNE & JULY 1987 ISSUES!
I MUST CONFESS THAT I DID CALL YOU TO COMPLAIN ABOUT 
NOT RECEIVING MY JUNE & JULY 1986 ISSUES EVEN THOUGH MY SUBSCRIPTION 
DOES NOT EXPIRE UNTIL AUGUST, HOWEVER, YOUR WIFE SAID YOU HAD 
JUST STEPPED OUT ( A LIKELY STORY ).
IT WAS PROBABLY JUST AS WELL AS SHE RESOLVED THE 
PROBLEM QUITE EASILY AND CONFIRMED MY SUSPICIONS THAT IT WAS 
MORE THAN LIKELY A SCREW UP ON YOUR PART. YOUR WIFE ALSO HINTED 
TO THE FACT THAT SHE DID MOST OF THE WORK!
BOB COUGHLIN IS STILL UP TO MT. WASHINGTON WAITING 
FOR YOU AFTER READING ABOUT YOUR ENTRY IN A PREVIOUS MAINE 
RUNNING ARTICLE ( PROBABLY YOUR PARAKEET GOT REAL ILL JUST
BEFORE THE RACE, HUH!).
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK BOB, AND I'M LOOKING FOWARD TO 
PURCHASING MY NEXT ISSUE OF MAINE RUNNING AT MY LOCAL SPORTING 
GOODS STORE AFTER I FIND NOTHING IN MY MAIL BOX. SEE YOU AT
SUGARLOAF!
NCERELY YOURS,
V. CLARK. MAINE ROWDIES
The Number One Spagheti House in Maine Established 1950
issfitr
MAINE COAST MARATHON
Kennebunk *ME-85001-GN* May 25th
1. Bruce Elis 2:25:032. Henry Barksdale 2:27:373. Jef Melo 2:31:334. Peter Carnes 2:32:035. John Calacy 2:32:466. Jonathan Wiliams # 2:33:197. Kevin McGovern 2:34:398. David Wilhide 2:34:17
9. Paul Meril # 2:35:52
10. Tery Rauch 2:37:0711. Ray Nelson 2:37:1512. Colin McNay 2:38:3513. Mark Dorion 2:39:1114. Tim Derick 2:40:07
15. Dave Faucher 2:40:43
16. Gordon Scannel # 2:44:4617. Steve McGrath # 2:44:50
18. Don Mayer 2:44:55
19. John Tarling # 2:46:30
20. Wiliam Romito 2:46:4321. Corey Brinkema 2:47:38
22. John Morton 2:47:5523. Kevin O'Grady 2:48:15
24. Geof Lindemer 2:48:27
25. John Lahoud 2:48:37
26. David Sulivan 2:48:49
27. Frank Meola 2:49:07
28. Tom Longstreth 2:49:56
29. Ralph Ducket 2:49:58
30. Mark Regan 2:50:02
31. Bil Ledren 2:50:05
32. Mike Simoneau # 2:51:11
33. Tim Trembley 2:52:0634. Doug Kay 2:52:17
35. Dave Buddington 2:53:16
36. Bil Keley 2:53:26
37. Mark Mariano 2:53:42
38. Coleman Hicks 2:54:31
39. Robert Harford 2:55:18
40. Lary Spires 2:55:28
41. George Liming # 2:55:40
42. Robert Carier 2:55:45
43. Dean Worden 2:55:49
44. Robert Smith 2:56:09
45. Frank Ferland # 2:57:04
46. Jery Humm 2:57:12
47. Mike Hulium 2:57:20
48. Mark O'Flynn 2:57:31
49. Alex Hammer # 2:57:40
50. James Harmon # 2:58:20
51. Bruce Hartwel 2:58:35
52. Tom Stanley 2:58:36
53. Paul Bourget # 2:59:04
54. Glenn Streeter 2:59:15
55. Rich Lamontagne 2:59:28
56. Robert Payne # 2:59:32
57. Mike Hawley 2:59:44
58. Don Wilson # 3:00:00
59. Alan Weiss 3:00:00
60. Tony Damelio 3:00:35
61. Bob Coughlin # 3:01:22
62. Ron Reynolds 3:01:31
63. John Lunt # 3:01:54
64. Paul Folet 3:02:11
65. Ron Durand 3:02:13
66. Doug Grange 3:02:21
67. Richard Grutadauria 3:02:25
68. Ken Farely 3:02:29
69. Vin Dambra 3:02:38
70. Hary Schmitke # 3:03:13
71. Andrew Sulivan 3:03:35
72. Brian Greene 3:03:50
73. Carmine Ricciolo 3:04:03*
74. Dorn Van Dommelin 3:04:06
75. Robert Poirier # 3:04:11
76. John Haloran 3:04:13
77. Jane Milspaugh 3:04:14*
78. Mark Eiden 3:05:01
79. Lary Robinson 3:05:05
80. Lynde Kimbal 3:05:40*
81. John Center # 3:05:42
82. Vince Graham 3:05:59
83. Ken Snow 3:06:09
84. Constance Kimbal 3:06:16*
85. Kevin Connoly 3:06:17
86. John Poisson 3:06:27
87. James Cunningham 3:06:52
88. Albert Kearney 3:06:55
89. Todd Keiler 3:06:59
90. Nick Claxton 3:07:00
91. Joe Washburn # 3:07:30
92. Louis Ditami 3:07:35
93. Steve O'Conner 3:07:42
94. Wiliam Owens # 3:07:51
95. Marc Houle 3:07:55
96. John Coulp 3:07:58
97. Peter Flaherty # 3:08:03
98.
99. Dan Becker 3:08:12
100.Richard Golas 3:08:13
101.Thea Cleminshaw 3:08:16*
102.Gary Clancy 3:08:17
103.Tim Gilday # 3:08:20
104.Linda Sprague 3:08:22*
105.Tom Bird 3:08:25
106.Tom Downey 3:08:27
107.Randy Winn 3:08:29
108.Roger Blanchard 3:08:30
109.Mark Hathaway 3:08:40
110.Cliford Howe 3:08:42
111.Ethan Nadel 3:08:51
112.A1 Burt 3:09:10
113.Alburn Butler # 3:09:27
114.Ron Paquete 3:09:43
115.Browning Garison 3:09:44
116.Carol McRea # 3:10:03*
117.Wiliam Bennet # 3:10:07
118.Debbie Sawyer # 3:10:16*
119.Peter Cuf 3:10:18
120.James Parker 3:10:23
121.Dennis McCarthy 3:10:25
122.Audie Bridges 3:10:30
123.Edward Miler # 3:10:37
124.Daniel Landry # 3:10:44
125.Bruce Mayer • 3:10:56
126.Tom Hines 3:11:23
127.Alan Shapiro 3:11:36
128.Dennis McGarty 3:11:40
129.Chris Ambrose 3:11:53
130.Walter Kuklinski 3:11:57
131.Perley Hodgkin # 3:12:00
132.Jim Jeneral 3:12:13
133.Lary Talor # 3:12:44
134.Jay Turner 3:12:49
135.Joshua Hane 3:12:55
136.Wiliam Boyd 3:12:59
137.Philip Pierce 3:13:20
138.Daniel Smith 3:13:23
139.Stephen Linhart 3:13:24
140.Ken Litlefield 3:13:28
141.Hank Lang 3:13:33
142.Joel Schiling 3:13:41
143.Gabe Ribeiro 3:13:44
144.David Welch 3:13:53
145.David Strohl 3:13:56
146.Charles Grinnel 3:14:20
147.Charles Davis 3:14:23
148.Wiliam Cargil 3:14:37
149.Thomas Caron # 3:14:49
150.John Flaherty 3:14:42
151.Steve Scot 3:14:43
152.Michael Reali # 3:14:44
153.David Toothaker # 3:14:45
154.Tom Reily # 3:14:56
155.David Steams # 3:15:14
156.Karl Felber # 3:15:28
157.Bruce Bel # 3:15:36
158.James Cox, Jr. # 3:15:44
159.Roger Paolilo 3:15:53
160.Alan Leathers # 3:15:54
161.Emery Basset, Jr. 3:16:16
162.Bro. Daniel Cremin 3:16:20
163.David Weeks 3:16:25
164.Tom Manning 3:16:27
165.Ben Fudge 3:16:30
166.Mike Degan 3:16:37
167.Rosalyn Randal # 3:16:40*
168.Doug Prinde # 3:16:54
169.Bary Konet 3:17:26
170.Ross Jenkins 3:17:27
171.Herbert Wilard 3:17:28
172.Carlton Mendel # 3:17:28
173.Anthony Sklanka 3:17:35
174.Susan Lamontagne 3:17:50*
175. '
176., Daren Wels 3:17:53177.Ron Cedrone # 3:17:59
178.Ken Garow 3:18:13179.Robert Herman 3:18:25
180.Laurence McCann 3:18:32181.Steve Ross # 3:18:38
182.Eugene Norton 3:18:54183.Andy Pendleton 3:18:57184.John Rives 3:18:59
185.Audrey S-Hermand 3:19:12*186.Betsy Grant 3:19:25*187.David Cameron 3:19:33188.Joe Miano 3:20:04
189.Greg Hintlian 3:20:05190.Peter Swenton 3:20:06
191.Norman Reuss 3:20:19192.LeRoy Falconi 3:20:23
193.Nick Kuenzle 3:20:26
194.Gary Cohen 3:20:31
195.Barbara Norman 3:20:48*196.Donald Fisher 3:20:52197.John Skianka 3:21:02198.Howard Hermetz 3:21:09199.Darel Rowe I 3:21:21200.Rebecca Wat 3:21:30*201.Wiliam Minehan 3:22:06
202.David Fisher 3:22:17203.Paul Bangs 3:22:17204.Camila Rodgers 3:22:19*205.Jordan Schiate 3:22:24
206.Benjamin Feinn 3:22:48207.David Wilson # 3:22:54
208.Jack Moskovitz 3:23:03
209.Audrey Trainer 3:23:10*210.Bruce Rozet 3:23:31
211.Kevin Wilkinson 3:23:56
212.Mohammed Elkady 3:23:57
213.John Aegerter 3:24:00214.Scot Witchen 3:24:24
215.Leon Hadiaris # 3:24:28
216.Paul Casey # 3:24:31
217.Ron Biggers 3:24:40
218.Mike Jones 3:24:43
219.David Culver 3:24:50
220.Gary Linhart 3:24:55
221.David Freeman # 3:25:04
222.Raphael DePrez # 3:25:11*
223.Mike Palon 3:25:22
224.Tom McMilian # 3:25:22
225.Dennis Regan 3:25:27
226.Dwight Torigian 3:25:46227.Geof Kern 3:25:48
228.Daniel Glosband 3:25:51
229.Henry Donovan 3:25:51
230.Clemens Schoenebeck 3:25:51
231.Eric Fishbein 3:25:55
232.Ted Bessete 3:26:00
233.Mike Haroz 3:26:02
234.Howard Latham 3:26:03
235.Lisa Harwich 3:26:26*
236.Richard Hogan 3:26:27
237.Steve D'Urso 3:26:28
238.Bob Gagnon 3:26:40
239.Don Cote 3:26:42
240.Ted Montrela 3:26:50241.Bil Stowel 3:26:55
242.Paul Ames 3:26:57
243.Kevin Daley 3:27:01
244.Robert Randal 3:27:08
245.Jim Kyle 3:27:14
246.Jery Casey # 3:27:17
247.Jef Preble # 3:27:21
248.Wiliam Everet 3:27:22
249.Richard Litlefield # 3:27:39
250.Robert Fiore 3:27:59
251.Mike Fishbein 3:28:11
252.Henry Fischer 3:28:27
253.Ken Rubin 3:28:33
254.Tom Wels # 3:28:38
255.Dan Bowse 3:28:39
256.Joe Heggi 3:28:55
257.John Schwerdel # 3:28:56
258.Alexander Gatzimos 3:28:56
259.Dale Danneker 3:28:58
260.Ken Flora 3:28:58
261.Graham Owen 3:29:18
262.Jean Boswel 3:29:36
263.Jack Baloga 3:29:41
264.Eric Nelson 3:29:41
265.Eiden Dube 3:29:44
266.Tim Driscol 3:29:46
267.Steve Sweet 3:29:56
268 = David Watrous 3:30:02
269 = David Cook 3:30:04
270.Joe Garlino 3:30:20
271.George Demerchant 3:30:27
272.Robert Spurier 3:31:05
273.John Spangler 3:31:15
274.Linda Woodward # 3:31:16*
275.Mike Worden 3:31:19
276.Elden McLaughlin 3:31:20
277.Sharon Straub 3:31:20*
278.Fred Giordano 3:31:28
279.Timothy Tarbox # 3:31:39
280.Frank Sarote
281.Mike Owens 3:31:49
282.Ray Arsenault 3:31:50
283.Daniel Oliveira 3:31:53
284.Joe White 3:31:56
285.Ray LeDoux 3:31:58
286.Glenn Swanbon 3:31:59
287.Eileen Stergiou # 3:32:00*
288.Mark Dalton 3:32:12
289.Lary St. Peter # 3:32:14
290.Mitchel Ross # 3:32:24
291.Philip Sieg 3:32:32
292.James Booth # 3:32:36
293.Frank Romito 3:32:36
294.Sanford Wilder 3:32:40
295.Peter Payack 3:32:41
296.Robert Seamans 3:32:47
297.Paul Karasic 3:32:52
298.James McKenzie 3:32:53
299.Joyce Mailman # 3:33:27*
300.Joy Eon # 3:33:28*
301.Rick Strout # 3:33:39
302.James Gagne 3:33:33
303.John Stanchfield 3:33:44
304.Stanley Brennan 3:34:05
305.Gordon Chamberlain # 3:34:06
306.Ken Brennan # 3:34:11
307.Baret McCarthy 3:34:23
308.Anthony Strazzo 3:34:45
309.Tom Paton 3:34:50
310.Robert Titus 3:34:53
311.Tom McMahon 3:34:57
312.Peg O'Neil 3:34:27*
313.Daniel Wasileuskas 3:35:54
314.Sarah Milham 3:35:55*
315.Thomson Bolmer 3:36:10
316.Ken Pariseau 3:36:17
317.Daniel Suman 3:36:20
318.Donna Kennedy 3:36:30*
319.George Graeber 3:36:38
320.Mark Beal 3:36:42
321.David Trussel # 3:37:06
322.Ron Rege 3:37:14
323.Robert Dolan 3:37:14
324.Raymond Ouelete 3:37:21
325.John Gale # 3:37:24
326.Wiliam Fox # 3:37:33
327.Kate Buck 3:38:16*
328.Edwin Frederick 3:38:17
329.John Tedder 3:38:22
330.Francis Preshong # 3:38:26
331.Don McFilvery # 3:38:33
332.Richard Lemieux # 3:38:56
333.Richard LeDoux 3:39:03
334.Brigite Edquid 3:39:11*
335.Belice Worcester # 3:39:26*
336.Oto Nielsen 3:39:40
337.Ron Lariviere 3:39:52
338.Bary Caldon 3:39:54
339.Richard DiSalvo 3:39:57
340.Robert Lanigra # 3:39:59
341.Wiliam Dalton 3:40:02
342.Oliver Holt 3:40:11
343.Scot Colwel 3:40:23
344.Francis Wiliams, Jr 3:40:35
345.Marion Garver 3:40:39*
346.Robert Cahners 3:40:54
347.James Flaherty 3:40:56
348.Thad Dwyer # 3:40:57
349.John Edmondson # •3:41:07
350.Elaine Regina # 3:41:10*
351.Lary White # 3:41:13
352.Fred Gowen 3:41:13
353.Wiliam Fowler 3:41:14
354.Robert Bery 3:41:15
355.Rene Filion 3:41:36*
356.Gerald Stone # 3:41:40
357.Wiliam Kasabuski # 3:41:56
358.John Roccabel 3:41:59
359.Melanie Meeker 3:42:06*
360.James Gilford 3:42:14
361.Mary Bouret 3:42:17*
362.Dale Mack 3:42:19
363.Robin Keleher 3:42:28*
364.John Eliot # 3:42:43
365.Paul Selsky 3:42:53
366.Dan Quil 3:43:05
367.Al Godfrey # 3:43:09
368.Wiliam Peowski 3:43:16
369.Catherine Blake 3:43:27*
370.Carol Linker # 3:43:34*
371.Hugh McNeil 3:43:38
372.David Horn 3:43:48
373.Deidi Hibben 3:43:48*
374.Jef Cripe 3:43:49
375.Roger Borduas 3:43:52
376.Cindy Geisinger 3:43:58*
377.Daniel Cailanan 3:44:02
378.Carlton Comstock # 3:44:20
379.Joe Thibeault 3:44;36
380.Ken Brownleem 3:44:51
381.Jorge Paz 3:44:58
382.Jef Washburn 3:44:59
383.Dennis Hood 3:45:01
384.Doug Cranshaw 3:45:06
385.Anthony Marple # 3:45:19
386.Ann Sartoreli 3:45:23*387.Mike Moore 3:45:33
388.Rose Kinney 3:45:35*
389.Rod Davis 3:45:35
390.Tom Tetu # 3:45:35
391.Gary Baret # 3:45:47
392.Marjorie Travaline 3:46:06*
393.Don Brewer # 3:46:28
394.Harvey Rohde # 3:46:36
395.Wiliam Keefer 3:46:38
396.George Geranis # 3:46:39
397.Susan Peowski 3:46:48*
398.Conrad LaBele # 3:46:59
399.Tom Norton # 3:47:38
400.Vernon Grant 3:47:49
401.Betsy R-Knox # 3:47:52*
402.Tom Forbes 3:47:55
403.Doug Munsey # 3:48:01
404.Olaf Doerter 3:48:13
405.Tom Wilson 3:48:23
406.Bil Davenny # 3:48:31
407.Mark Beudendistel # 3:48:52
408.Tery Oberdank 3:48:56
409.Wayne McGraw 3:49:18
410.Cathy Reagan 3:49:21*
WANTED
FORMER
AIR FORCE, ARMY, 
NAVY, MARINE, 
ENLISTED PERSONNEL
You may have a skil that is 
needed NOW in the Air 
Force. If you’ve been out of 
the military less than five 
years, the Air Force may 
have a contract with your 
name on it. Plus, al Air Force 
benefits wil be yours: great 
pay, 30 days of vacation 
with pay each year, com­
plete medical and dental 
care, and morel 
Cal your Air Force recruiter 
today at 207—'942—6167 
Find out if you qualify for a 
reenlistment bonus in the Air 
Force.
411. Hugh Stringer
412. Walter Justice
413. Julianne Daley
4141 A1 Mack #
415. Harold Luetjen
416. Tom Babson #
417. Dave Paluck
3:49:24
3:49:27
3:49:32*
3:49:38
3:50:01
3:50:21
3:50:51
418. Dave Parquete # 3:51:23
419. Martha Rumley 3:51:35420. Bil Ryan 3:51:43
421. Fred Humphrey 3:51:54
422. Neil Rosenblad # 3:52:37
423. Brian Vogel 3:52:38
424. Charles Glover # 3:52:58
425. Delphis Levia 3:53:01
426. Katherine Fair 3:53:38*427. Mike Cater 3:54:01428. Tim Tiches 3:54:09.429. Connie Gilman 3:54:13*
430. Diane Aston 3:54:24*431. Bil Craun I 3:54:28
432. Jery Alanach # 3:54:34433. Jery Smith 3:54:35
434. Steve Steiner 3:54:42
435. Daniel Nadeau 3:54:58
436. Maureen Goulson 3:54:59*437. Elaine McGrevey 3:54:59*438. Tom Bailey 3:55:10
439. Daniel Guilfoil 3:55:26
440. Henry Wolstat # 3:55:53
441. Charles Alem 3:55:59
442. James Coter 3:56:02
443. Tom Welch # 3:56:31
444. Sandra Colis # 3:57:04*
445. Gary Fornof 3:57:13446. Brenda Piecuch 3:57:38*
447. Mike Piecuch 3:57:39
448. Jenny Chamberlin 3:57:42*449. Robert Moris 3:57:45
450. Jef Fiske 3:57:54
451. Norman Nunan, Jr. # 3:.58:07
452. Norman Nunan, Sr.# 3:58:07
453. Robert Clark 3:58:12
454. Jean Frankovic # 3:58:28455. Joe McGurn 3:58:40
456. Charles Grifith 3:58:52
457. Norm Wiliams 3:58:56
458. Don Wismer # WHAT? 3:59:23
459. Jim Nelson # 3:59:24
460. Isabel Silva # 3:59:38*
461 Rosemary Baldacci # 3:59:38*
462. Bil Rogers 4:00:11463. Robert Shimmel 4:00:18464. Mike LaCroix # 4:00:24
.465. Guy LaFlamme # 4:01:43466. Rebecca Alter 4:01:55467. George Latarulo 4:02:05
468. Louise Dunlap # 4:02:07*469. Tim Myers 4:02:13470. Paul Tinney 4:03:08471. Francis Murphy 4:03:16472. David .Body # 4:03:19473. Chris Dorion 4:03:51474. Kimberly Kent 4:03:56*
475. Clif Fletcher # 4:04:01476. Chris Crimshaw 4:04:25477. Karen Shields 4:05:19*478. Jean Thomas # 4:05:36479. Brian Morgan 4:05:41
48Q. Maryann Connoly 4:05:42*481. Walter Connoly 4:05:43482. Jay Wolfe 4:06:05483. Mike McGovern # 4:06:56
484. Tim Wiscarva # 4:07:49485. Randy Flaum 4:08:19486. Deborah Bradford 4:09:02*
487. John Moser 4:09:02
488. Michele White 4:09:07*489. Marsha Mils 4:09:17*
490. Andrew Forauer 4:09:32491. Brendan Montano 4:09:49
492. Wayne Creelman # 4:10:02493. Berna Finley 4:10:11*
494. Emmons Cobb 4:10:23
495. John Stinson 4:10:26
496. John Rossman 4:10:39497. Galen Craun 4:10:41
498. Kathleen Messer 4:12:05*
499. Renee DiCilio 4:12:24*
500. Tricia Conley # 4:12:49*
501. Cathy Jespersen 4:13:00*
502. Wiliam Holsten 4:13:00
503. Pery Pearman # 4:13:24
504. Ken Case, Jr. # 4:13:56
505. George Rawnsley 4:14:05506. Theresa Laper 4:14:29*
507. Katherine Ley 4:14:30*
508. Albert Aston 4:14:31
507. Katherine Ley 4:14:30*508. Albert Aston 4:14:31509. Judy 0’Neal-Brooks 4:14:37*510. Joseph Arsenault 4:14:58511. Dean Shea # 4:15:13512. Georgianna Hogarty # 4:15:16*513. Joe Fanale 4:15:21514. Jeannie McLaren 4:16:11*515. Gary Isherwood 4:16:37
516. Gary Rennick 4:16:56517. Christine Huda 4:17:57*518. Betsy Baret # 4:18:11*
519. Diane Colete # 4:18:11*
520. Richard Busa 4:18:57521. Don Guay # 4:19:36
522. Ernest Lockrow # 4:20:34523. Irvino Faunce # 4:20:37
524. Jeanne Garet # 4:20:50*525. Betsy Segara 4:21:07*526. Carey Capel 4:21:57
527. Ted Beaulieu # 4:23:42
528. Richard Cridlin 4:23:43529. Damory Rives 4:23:48
530. Judith Davis 4:25:06*531. Bety Klein 4:25:47*532. Mat Lane 4:25:55•533. Tim Chase # 4:25:58534. Alan Kamfonik 4:26:52535. Eric Rosengren 4:27:20536. Doug Pierson 4:29:46537. Bruce Fuler 4:30:48538. Jane Wing 4:30:51*
539. Erlinde Beliveau 4:30:52540. Victor Motz 4:32:02
541. Joe Palermo 4:34:53542. Paul Bisesti 4:35:35
543. Denise Payete # 4:35:38*544. Stacey Norvile 4:35:43545. Leo Nash 4:36:17
546. Bob Irven 4:38:01547. Alan Inness 4:39:19548. Pam Rogers 4:40:06*549. Peter Sulivan 4:40:08
550. Ann Hacket 4:41:19*551. Edward Joyce 4:43:26
552. Vaughn Roberts 4:43:36553. Andrea Stinson 4:43:53*
554. Celeste Branham # 4:48:25*
Truckloads of the Gear Runners Like Best 
Ariving Daily!
3 Pleasant St., Brunswick, Me. 04011
Tel. (207) 729-9949
T'Sporting Goods for Al Seasons's Good Sportsi
555. Tom Bunnel 4:51:12 21. Rhonda Chanel1 22:48* MAINE NATIONAL BANK RUN FORFUN556. Gary Novickij 4:51:52 22. Amy Chanel 22:59* Portland *ME-85005-GN*557. Anita Mathieu # 4:51:52* 23. Owen Strachan
558. Steve Moreau # 4:51:53 24. Donna Strachan 23:59*559. Francis Kearns 4:57:08 25. Mary Emerson 24:12* 1. Henri Bouchard 25 25:09560. Jean Fletcher # 4:57:51* 26. Amy Simpson 27:05* 2. Lance Guliani 27 25:31561. Louise Parise # 4:59:43* 27. Cindy Look 27:06* 3. Jef Meserve 27 25:36562. Albert Baroni 5:01:06 28. Lydia Pinchan 27:55* 4. Kim Wetlaufer 29 25:50563. Robert Greenleaf 5:01:11 29. Gynger Drisko 27:56* 5. Steve Sarkozy 18 26:34564. David Thomas 5:09:37 6. John Keler 28 26:44565. Tim McQuade 5:27:52 Results from our Downeast Bureau Chief 7. George Bockus 19 26:47566. Elizabeth Meiklejohn 5:29:17* PhilStuart 8. Scot Roberts 18 26:54567. Ronald Lorbach 5:44:57 9. Dave Libby 20 26:55* ****************** 10. John Halee 20 26:59Results courtesy of Don Penta 11. George Towle 36 27:05Great friend of Maine Running 2NDANNUAL SANGERVILLE 4.2 ROAD RACE 12. Stan Smith 19 27:19Sangervile Jun 21st 13. Thomas Bennet 28 27:32***** —------------------ 14. Greg Bishop 19 27:38
15. UNKDOWNEAST COMMUNITY HEALTH FAIR RUN 1. Tim Wakeland 20:35 16. Jody Norton 21 27:451.3 miles Jun 19th 2. Steve Gross 21:47 17. Guy Berthiaume 40 27:45Pat O’Maley 23:07 18. Gordon Scannel 33 27:464. Pat Boss 23:54 19. Dennis Berard 19 27:471. Phil Stuart 8:07 5. Gary Wakeland (M) 24:47 20. Paul Riciputi 18 27:552. Paul Berg 9:23 6. Chris Hyde 25:42 21. Paul Meril 32 27:583. Dale Pritchard 10:18 7. Ken Sivik 26:04 22. Bob Camara 19 28:164. Mary Jane Halissey 11:57* 8. Don Wiliams 26:28 23. John Eldredge 31 28:215. Carney Wiliams 13:20 9. Tom Tetu 26:36 24. Jim Paterson 45 28:216. Tracey Harington 15:08* 10. Ted Alen 27:19 25. Don Harden 35 28:227. Shawn Pery 15:18 11. Tim Poter 27:26 26. Judson Esty-Kendal 36 28:258. Gotor Emerson 15:19 12. Ryner Sandberg 27:29 27. Mark Gagnon 22 28:279. Linda Davis 15:20* 13. Bob Titus 27:30 28. Guy Lindwel 39 28:2810. Kristin Cook 15:37* 14. Carla Lemieux 27:31* 29. Mark Snow 19 28:2911. Jodie Wood 15:50* 15. Rusty Sweeny 27:32 30. James Maddin 27 28:3812. Katie Simpson 15:58* 16. John Blodget 29:32 31. Jim Harmon 26 28:3913. Bobby Simpson 15:59 17. David Wheaton 32:39 32. UNK14. Mary McDonald 16:11* 18. George Loldel 33:06 33. Dominic Adams 29 28:4115. Jamie Wood 16:17* 19. Fran McMahon 33:12* 34. Richard Mulhern 32 28:4916. Sue Dor 18:46* 20. Clyde MacDonald 33:12.5 35. Mike Laly 31 28:5517. Jalene Seeley 20:05* 36. Carl Burgess 19 28:5518. Connie Wood 20:22* Boththe male and femalerecords fel 37. Graydon Stevens 33 29:0419. Kendra Snurkowski 20:40* in this second year efort. 38. Philip Cofin II 30 29:0520. Scot Hanscom 22:47 39. Bob Payne 47 29:11
Results courtesy of Tery Priest 40. Tom Alen 30 29:11
RaceDirector 41. Bob Coughlin 47 29:15
COnrLETE OUTFITTERS
For Running, Biking, Swimming 
and Sport Clothing
CANNONDALE
SHOGUN
UNIVEGA
PATAGONIA
COLUMBIA
SPEEDO
CAPEZIO
nmnEOPEN Mon. - Sat.
8:30 am - 9 pm 
Sunday 10 am ■ 9 pm
NIKE
ADDIDAS
SAUCONY
CONVERSE
24 MAIN ST. 
CAMDEN 
236-8797
42. Mac Noyes 30 29:16 86. Steve Ross 31 31:07 130. UNK43. Paul Frownfelter 21 29:17 87. Doug Andrews 33 31:10 131. Jack Reagan 29 33:4944. Ray Johnson 38 29:18 88. Gary Johnson 35 31:15 132. Phil Gautreau 25 33:5145. John Kester 25 29:21 89. Bob Vilanueva 36 31:20 133. Russ Lehman 28 33:5646. Sam Meril 36 29:32 90. John Edwards 33 31:22 134. Patrick Keniston 22 33:5747. Frank Ferland 37 29:34 91. Glenn Placey 16 31:28 135. Tom Welch 36 34:0148. Clif Galant 15 29:36 92. Blair Dwyer 31 31:31 136. Jack Mercier 42 34:0249. Steve Trudeau 18 29:39 93. Paul Thibeault 25 31:46 137. Don McGilvery 34 34:0550. Hans Bucher 36 29:39 94. Valerie Hodgkin 18 31:49* 138. Jil Decker 15 34:09*51. Don Wilson 39 29:40 95. Ray Sheveneu 45 31:50 139. Ken Casey 34 34:1052. Mike Cirilo 20 29:43 96. David Freeman 38 31:54 140. Frank Morong 53 34:1553. Howard Chadbourne 32 29:49 97. UNK 141. Richard Scribner 34 34:1754. Marty Mulen 19 29:51 98. Mark Dorsey 31 31:58 142. David Trussel 43 34:1955. Brian Miliken 33 29:52 99. Alburn Butler 32 32:00 143. Gerald Poirier 42 34:2056. Mike Martin 31 29:52 100.Bil Paulisku 36 32:06 144. Gary Heald 47 34:2357. Shawn Car11 23 29:56 101.Ed Lopes 35 32:11 145. John Gale 30 34:2558. Wanda Haney 20 30:00* 102.Scot Strout 23 32:15 146. Greg Haris 20 34:2659. Bil Jensen 33 30:11 103.Bil Rixon 40 32:20 147. Ken Brennan 41 34:2760. Don Best 25 30:12 104.Tom Carl 42 32:21 148. David Libby 38 34:2861. Marty Moran 21 30:12 105.Dave Heivly 17 32:30 149. Arthur Balcom 37 34:2962. Phil Wels 20 30:12 106.Doug Covel1 47 32:36 150. Bob Tift 33 34:3263. Doug Darby 25 30:15 107.Dave Canarie 29 32:36 151. Art Porter 43 34:3564. Phil Vezina 26 30:20 108.Tom Brown 44 32:37 152. Tim Smith 28 34:3565. Mike Daly 41 30:24 109.Deanna Hodgkin 19 32:41* 153. Rhonda Morin 19 34:37*66. Mat MacDonald 18 30:26 110.Roy Morejon 43 32:45 154. Steve Strout 23 34:3867. Robert Marquis 47 30:27 111.F. Preshong 44 32:46 155. Berton Cleaves 43 34:3968. Ron Cedrone 37 30:28 112.David Houser 35 32:47 156. Maureen Sproul 30 34:40*69. Bob Austin 39 30:37 113.Patrick Reny 25 32:47 157. Neil Basset 35 34:4270. Gary Flick 33 30:38 114.Kity Briggs 24 32:48* 158. Jim Nelson 36 34:4571. Bil Fenderson 30 30:41 115.Randy Blake 40 32:48 159. Tom Camron 28 34:4872. Tom Clemence 29 30:42 116.Brad Blackstone 17 32:49 160. M. Molodozon 38 34:5373. Russ Connors 53 30:45 117.Paul Prescot 30 32:54 161. Tom Bennet 25 34:5374. Charlie Maddaus 35 30:45 118.Tom Ruby 24 32:55 162. Steve Broydrick 25 34:5775. Joe Regali 32 30:46 119.Charlie Probert 42 32:56 163. Steve Moris 37 35:0076. Shawn Jefrey 19 30:46 120.Mike Frost 35 32:56 164. Scot Titcomb 20 35:0177. J.A. Meehan 39 30:47 121.Bruce Campbel 31 33:02 165. Michael McClain 36 35:0278. Paul Conley 34 30:48 122.Carlton Mendel 64 33:03 166. Robert Green 38 35:0479. Dave Bernard 16 30:49 123.Joe Cesta 34 33:08 167. Steve Robertson 26 35:0580. Norman LaFortune 27 30:58 124.Tim Drury 31 33:21 168. Mike Nixon 33 35:0681. David Dowling 32 30:59 125.Dwain Simpson 35 33:25 169. Bob Hazzard 54 35:0682. Kely Bennet 22 31:00* 126.Bil Cannan 44 33:26 170. Dale Rines 33 35:0883. Jennifer Rood 25 31:01* 127.Adam Belanger 16 33:31 171. Don Davidson 33 35:0984. Tery Fralich 40 31:02 128.George Rickly 39 33:35 172. J.P. Lavoie 31 35:1385. Bary Howgate 37 31:04 129.Alan Savage 37 33:41 173. Chcuk Lamb 36 35:14
Running Teams
Singlets - Lined Running Shorts 
Running Suits - Jackets 
We Cary Name Brands.
£/££ RODGERS
DOLPHIN SOFFEE
Printed with your Team Name or
Design and personalized with an 
Embroidered Name on our in-house 
Monogram Machine.
Screenprinting Team Numbering 
Embroidery Patches
Long Sleeve T-Shirts
Great for Winter Races > 
and Promotions. We 
screenprint on the front, \ 
back and sleeves for the\ 
best looking shirt possible. (
Bring in your own
design or have our art department 
help you develop one.
Quality 50 poly/50 coton, Name Brand
Tees' LOW PRICES!
Ccwwe’iml Sawj’tiuh Inc.
114 Main Street, Bangor, Maine 
Tel. (207) 942-2862
174. Wayne Fordham 41 35:16
175.. Robert McCrilis 26 35:19
176.. Roy Lever 34 35:24
177.. Chris Newcomb 21 35:25
178.. Peter Pompeo 41 35:26
179.. Bil Whelan 37 35:33
180.. Peter Haloway 44 35:37
181.■ Mark Bucior 29 35:42
182.Gary Blanchard 23 35:42
183.Mike Hancock 28 35:46
184.Karl Turner 44 35:47
185.Susan Stone 32 35:48*
186.Brian Prency 26 35:49
187.David Goodwin 14 35:53
188.Ann Stoops 29 35:55*
189.David Benemar 28 35:56
190.Joe Wagnis 13 35:57
191.Mark Chelis 23 35:59
192.Richard Goulet 31 35:59
193.Jennifer NayIon 20 35:59*
194.Steve Morgenstein 35 36:00
195.Bob Pilion 49 36:01
196.Patricia Monaghan 30 36:02*
197.Fred Stone 50 36:12
198.Phil Bartlet 38 36:16
199.Jeanne McDonald 37 36:17*
200.Garth Lapoint 26 36:19
201.George Cooper 30 36:20
202.Mark Miler 31 36:21
203.Mark Terison 33 36:22
204.Mark Hitchcox 25 36:22
205.Stoddard Chaplin 46 36:24
206.Richard Stot 41 36:24
207.Peter Miler 30 36:25
208.Mike McGovern 33 36:26
209.Richard Jewel 43 36:27
210.Barbara Coughlin 43 36:29*
211.James Welch 30 36:37
212.Steve Crocket 32 36:39
213.Richard Robichaud 40 36:46
214.Eric Elis 33 36:52
215.Scot Decker 39 36:52
216.David Anthony 29 36:53
217.Tom Simmons 36 36:55
218.» Bruce Alen 50 36:58
219.. Chuck McCatherim 25 36:59
220.. Barney Schneider 35 37:02
221.Peter Serunian 26 37:04
222.Bil Elgee 41 37:07
223.Rockwel Radasch 38 37:11
224.Joe St. Hilaire 39 37:12
225.Marjorie Adams 36 37:13*
226.Alan Martin 21 37:14
227. UNK
228.Ralph Lathe 48 37:17
229.Tom Hebert 26 37:18
230.Russ Bradley 62 37:19
231.Dennis Curier 36 37:20
232.David Horne 49 37:21
233.Don Poisson 36 37:22
234.John Plante 39 37:22
235.Paul D'Amboise 56 37:23
236.Jean Bennet 32 37:26*
237.Wiliam Benner 34 37:31
238.Dennis Dodge 35 37:33
239.David Body 48 37:34
240.Peter Stoops 28 37:35
241.Dana Benson 30 37:35
242.Bruce Bowars 43 37:36
243. UNK 25 37:37
244.Richard Lemeux 41 37:38
245.Don Wilson 47 37:39
246.Arabela Eldredge 32 37:47*
247.Tim Kiely 22 37:50
248.Dave Conley 46 37:51
249.Kermit Lipez 44 37:52
250.Dave Parkhurst, Jr.33 37:54
251.Dawn Vance 18 37:58*
252.Parker Grant 21 38:02
253.Robert Gregerson 27 38:03
254.Fred Wingate 40 38:05
255.John Doolitle 28 38:07
256.Richard Whetstone 34 38:14
257.John Erwin 30 38:15
258.Sandy Dunbar 49 38:18
259.Robert Frazier 40 38:19
260.UNK 25 38:24
261.Ralph Roberts 36 38:25
262. Jennifer Wilson 20 38:26*
263. S.M. Hal II 25 38:29
264. Philip Meyers 41 38:37
265. Woody Woodbury 36 38:46
266. Don Croteau 45 38:50
267. Tami Wiliams 25 38:54*
268. Jean Frankovic 26 38:56*
269. Taylor Harmon 41 38:56
270. Claire Hal 37 39:00*
271. Mike Fitzpatrick 35 39:01
272. Linda McKenzie 21 39:08*
273. Peter Johnson 34 39:08
274. James Cyr 26 39:15
275. Wiliam Davenney 41 39:19
276. Tim Barthelman 14 39:21
277. Lester Babin 31 39:23
278. Rick O'Brien 39 39:25
279. Guy Streitburger 29 39:26
280. Richard McGoldrick 44 39:26
281. Cornel Knight 29 39:28
282. Brian Walace 47 39:29
283. Cathleen Eastman 27 39:32*
284. Richard Carter 27 39:33
285. Peter Cepre 44 39:49
286. John Clark 55 39:49
287. Barbara O'Connor 25 39:50*
288. Michael Lyden 25 39:54
289. Wayne Feigenbaum 30 39:57
290. A1 Mack 36 39:58
291. Hary Simones 37 40:02
292. Linda Best 28 40:05*
293. UNK 23 40:14
294. Carol Poirier 37 40:15*
295. Diane Hanscom 30 40:15*
296." Ron Gaskel 48 40:16
297. James Martin 42 40:20
298. James Blanchard 29 40:21
299. Sandra Caulfield 37 40:23*
300. UNK 25 40:37
301. Cindy Andrews 34 40:40*
302. Laura Smith 22 40:41*
303. Jean Smith 39 40:41*
304. Kathy Gagne 31 40:42*
305. David Cohen 43 40:43
BAILEY’S IS YQUR SUMMER SPORTS STORE 
BAILEY’S HAS IT ALL AT GREAT PRICES!
BAILEY’S caries a ful line of running, 
court and cieated shoes. Mens, womens
and kids clothing. Licensed and logo clothing. 
> socks, basebal goods, fitness
equipment, braces and supporters, tennis racquets
and stringing, hockey equipment and skates, 
bocce, badminton, shuf I eboard and 
croquet, lacrosse and al kinds 
of bals, plus our team
sales and trophy departments, 
and much, much more.
JAMES BAILEY CO.
26 Center Street Western Avenue
Intown Portland Augusta Plaza
774-6635 622-5342
“THE MAINE TRADITION IN SPORTS”
206. Steve Goodwin 27 40:44 352. Jennifer Reali 11 43:02* 397. Mike Dubois 36 46:22307. Wayne Kane 31 40:47 353. John Reali 35 43:03 398. Suzanne Dubois 38 46:31308. Emily Mosher 34 40:47* 354. Sue Davenney 37 43:04* 399. Charles March 38 46:57309. UNK 25 40:49 355. Jesse McDougal 37 43:04 400. Debby Edwards 27 47:06310. Dave Mosley 39 40:50 356. Donna Demmons 33 43:06* 401. Holy Bernstein 35 47:33311. Kely Cavenaugh 24 40:56* 357. Jenny Popp 12 43:11* 402. Tom Foley 41 47:39312. Dick Moran 23 40:56 358. Bob Delaney 49 43:11 403. Ernestine Merit 15 47:44313. Robin Kemp 25 40:58* 359. Jery Artigliere 32 43:19 404. Elizabeth Coates 24 48:00314. Cyril Wood 29 40:59 360. M. Cahil 32 43:21 405. Lily Vail 49 48:02315. Sue Schalert 31 41:02* 361. John Caruso 37 43:22 406. Rupert White 52 48:03316. Tom Dowling 31 41:02 362. Paty Keith 22 43:28* 407. Amy Byrd 11 48:04317. Jean Thomas 50 41:02* 363. Janet Grew 35 43:41* 408. Mike Pizzo 41 48:12318. Marie Webster 31 41:03* 364. Rebecca Alter 27 43:43* 409. Kathryn Keily 27 48:14319. Don Johnson 55 41:05 365. Dee Nicely 46 43:51* 410. Anne McNaughton 33 48:19320. Waren Foye 38 41:26 366. Jan Beckwermert 29 43:57* 411. Susan Childs 37 49:21321. Rod Stanley 52 41:31 367. Rachel Alter 24 44:01* 412. Faith Fenderson 25 49:48322. Rock Reckstone 32 41:33 368. Paul Pelfuin 23 44:03 413. Ruth Heflefinger 57 49:53323. Gary Belerose 30 41:38 369. Jan Philips 35 44:07* 414. Caryn Pery 50:?324. Earle Harvey 54 41:39 370. Hugh Zwicker 41 44:11 415. Bruce Hamlin 46 50:58325. Wiliam Marzul 62 41:42 371. Lorna Giles 41 44:17* 416. Frank Stetson 26 50:59326. Catherine Simmons 34 41:43* 372. Carol Mils 40 44:18* 417. Albert Uterstrom 44 51:16327. Hary Giddinge 53 41:48 373. Sandra Uterstrom 42 44:22* 418. Judy Davis 34 51:20328. Kim Goodwin 25 41:48* 374. Dennis Connely, Sr..38 44:23 419. Kristina Holmes 21 51:54329. Joe Bennet 66 41:50 375. Charles Hews 40 44:24 420. Jennifer Martin 18 52:04330. Debbie Despres 30 41:55* 376. Venita Smith 20 44:25* 421. Edie Jordan 41 52:18331. Eleanor Vance 40 41:57* 377. Barbara Gros 43 44:30* 422. Elen Popp 39 52:22332. Laura Dorsey 25 42:01* 378. Nancy Beward 60 44:33* 423. Linda Perkins 34 52:25333. Katy Marshal 27 42:02* 379. Mary Ann Curier 37 44:37* 424. Carl Frason 30 52:36334. Rick McGowan 33 42:03 380. Andrew Forgit 30 44:48 425. Debbie Teft 31 53:08335. Bob Keith 45 42:06 381. Robert Rodman 43 44:50 426. G.M. Johnson, Jr. 43 53:16336. Dick Doolitle 32 42:07 382. Jil Firstbrook 28 44:58* 427. Cynthia Bruce 28 53:28337. Dave Goodwin 51 42:07 383. Tom Hennessey 36 45:03 428. Elis Coates 60 53:31338. Joe Capeloti 37 42:16 384. Mark Poirier 28 45:05 429. Stu Mackenzie 32 53:48340. Frank Arsenault 33 42:18 385. Wes Bonney 60 45:08 ’ 430. James Graham II 15 54:42343). Joan Anthony 24 42:22* 386. Wilbur Holmes 47 45:10 431. Joe Wildman 48 60:20342. Paul Daily 48 42:29 387. Ray Neveu 47 45:11
343. Suzete Philips 29 42:33* 388. Dave Plimpton 45 45:19 Results courtesy of oursouthern pal344. Ed Cabral 41 42:34 389. Dick Lewis 50 45:32 DonPenta343. Roberta Greenfield 38 42:41* 390. Saly Paterson 44 45:34*
346. Joe Nappi 24 42:41 391. Julia McKissuck 35 45:45* ************* * * * * *
347. Franni Fontaine 48 42:44 392. Paul Everet 30 45:50
348. Melvin Fineberg 50 42:46 393. Laurie Moger 24 45:51*
349. Jane Boddy 30 42:57* 394. Jim Wiloughby 27 45:55*
350. Tracey Washburn 27 43:00* 395. James Carrol 76 46:10
351. Wayne Meril 45 43:02 396. Charles McKee 45 46:21
/
"The track shoes we ordered from you are holding up real wel. My girls are real pleased with them, and al of them have commented on how comfortable they are. The parents were very wel pleased and pleasantly surprised with the price. Thanks again so much. We look forward to doing business with you again."
Mike Sparks
Head Girls' lack Coach
Southeast Buloch High School
Brooklet, GA
"Thank you for your help. The kids love the warm-ups."
Bil Alexander
Cross Country & lack Coach
Jesuit High School
Tampa, Florida
6 Forbes Road,
Newmarket, NH 03857-2059
0^4 Frank
. . - . SportswearThanks so much for your prompt r
service. The suits arived just in time for amfr®us to wear them on our trip to Myrtle Beach. We received numerous compliments."
Lee Rhenish
Softbal Coach a—z> n n
New York State / J
University at Albany # /j J MAlbany. New York <
"After dealing with Athletica, I feelconfident! I won't get mismatched
sets, wrong sizes or have my order TI^ CDpigeon-holed." IK3CK®
CrSsCountry & Track Coach 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
St, Bernard High School
Playa Del Rey. CA Team Co|or Wind Suits.......$39.95
Team Color Wafle Racers® .. $32.95
Team Color Tights...........$19.95
Team Color Singlets & Shorts .. $11.95 w Zoom Spikes ................ $39.95| HLE(ICK Quantity Discounts • Screen Printing
Cal or Write for a Free Catalog
Tol-Free 800-447-2378 
In New Hampshire 603-659-2211
26TH MOUNT WASHINGTON ROAD RACE
Pinkham. Notch Jun 28th
1. Gary Crossan 28 1:02:10
2. Domingo Tibaduiza36 1:03:12
3. Sheldon Larson 25 1:03:12
4. Buck Logan 26 1:06:55
5. Joe Stanley 33 1:07:43
6. Sean Hanley 25 1:07:59
7. Al Waquie 35 1:08:19
8. Mike Casner 24 1:08:34
9. JOHN FITZGERALD 22 1:08:38
10. Jay Smith 27 1:09:34
32. Kirk Siegil 25 1:17:06
34. Richard Lane 39 1:17:30
39. Jef Arsenault 29 1:18:16
45. Gino Valeriani 32 1:19:03
47. Steve Moser 29 1:19:10
49. Chris Maisto 26 1:19:26*
53. Greg Nelson 38 1:20:23
55. Joel Titcomb 27 1:20:36
58. Richard Mulhern 32 1:20:48
64. Dean Rasmussen 38 1:21:43
67. Mike Cameron 40 1:21:53
72. John Creasy 40 1:22:22
96. Phil Stuart 38 1:25:09
98. Gary Silverblade 27 1:25:13
111.Bob Coughlin 47 1:25:54
129.Mike Reali 32 1:27:30
137.Ron Cedrone 37 1:27:55
167.Frank Ferland 37 1:30:05
169.Gordon Chamberlain 48 1:30:08
180.Tom Frederick 26 1:30:51
187.Dave Barker 33 1:31:14
210.George Waterhouse 43 1:32:41
216.Ron Paquete 45 1:32:54
252.Alburn Butler 32 1:35:22
256.Mike Frost 35 1:35:30
258.Gene Roy 39 1:35:39
259.John Balicki 36 1:35:42
266. Vincent Skinner 28 1:36:23
274. Bil Kane 34 1:36:39
302. John Howe 51 1:38:43
307. Carlton Mendel 64 1:38:55
310. Marsha Giglio 42 1:39:12*
321. Daniel Force 37 1:39:45
329. Wiliam Bennet 31 1:40:11
330. Don Reimer 39 1:40:13
331. Philip Pierce 44 1:40:16
337. Mike Lynch 36 1:40:36
365. Russ Connors 54 1:42:14
423. John Gale 30 1:46:28
430. Stan Sheldon, Jr.39 1:47:11
443. Dave Canare 29 1:47:28
446. Jane Doley 38 1:47:39*
470. Gary Gernald 34 1:49:38
473. Gary Amrose 40 1:49:47
475. Jonathan Hanson 24 1:50:04
491. Eric Germaine 37 1:50:51
497. Arnold Stevens 32 1:51:18
505. Richard Robinov 26 1:51:40
510. Dave Gugan 50 1:51:44
516. Barbara Coughlin 43 1:52:01*
528. Mike Davis 37 1:53:24
542. Harvey Rohde 44 1:55:22
563. Ted Beaulieu 45 1:57:23
567. Glen Neale 33 1:57:44
572. Armand L'Heureux 37 1:58:27
599. Tim Haggerty 27 2:00:58
602. Nelson Mathews 30 2:01:09
621. John Gargulinski 30 2:03:26
623. Donnajean Pohlman35 2:03:41*
684. Ralph Hughes 37 2:25:24
689. Waren Foye 38 2:33:30
FIFTH PEMBROKE IROH WORKS FOUR MILER 
Pembroke Jun 29th
Congratulations to John Fitzgerald 
of Lewiston for breaking into the 
top 10 in this old race. The Maine 
Road Ramblers finished 10th in the 
team competition and the Central 
Maine Striders finished 13th. 
Carlton won the over 60 age group 
Results courtesy of Bob Teschek
1. James Ohmeis 22:34
2. Mike Francis 22:37
3. Robert Ashby 23:12
4. Len Chiappins 23:27
5. Mike Worcester 23:38
6. Mike Carter 23:54
7. Bion McFadden 25:02
8. Hartwel Dowling 29:31
9. Dale Pritchard 30:05
10. Kingsley Brown 32:22
11. Paul Berg 32:22
Pauline Stanhope - RaceDirector
Results courtesy of PhilStuart
* ************ * * * * *
2NDANNUAL TURNER STREAM5K
Cutler July 4th
1. Phil Stuart 38 16:40
2. Mike Worcester 37 17:45
3. Steve Cates 35 18:20
4. Bion McFadden 46 18:43
5. Andy Paterson 29 19:09
6. Orin Faulkingham 40 19:39
7. Brian Cates 31 21:12
8. Hartwel Dowling 31 21:20
9. Joey Davis 27 21:49
10. Dennis Danforth 16 22:43
11. David Eldridge 18 22:44
12. Lary Davis 22 23:50
13. Doug Deboer 17 24:17
14. Derik Deboer 15 24:21
15. Becky Rowden 14 25:23*
16. Keli Ackley 24 26:43*
17. Hal Buckner 34 26:54
18. Stephanie Ramsdal 14 28:13*
The Store WithThe Red Door
In Old Halowel
The
Starting
Block
Exclusive Shop For Runners And The 
Recreationaly Active
Saucony — Asics Tiger — Brooks 
Bil Rogers — Moving Comfort — Dolfin 
Jogbra — Jogalite — Softouch
154 Water Street • Halowel, Maine 04347 
(207) 622-4387
12-. Nicky Lemieux 11 28:36* 18. Gerald Michaud 44 46:52 61. Michael Hagerman 43 37:1020. Jeremy Cates 10 28:42 19. David Paul 41 49:11 62. Ralph Lathe 48 37:1821. Mike White 8 29:07 20. Gary Eberhart 38 49:31 63. Kristin Smith 15 37:31*22. Ted Dow 13 29:17 21. Dennis Moril 46 49:48 64. Steve Swindels 37 37:3223. Pam Wood 26 29:30* 22. Scot Wilson 32 50:42 65. Taylor Harmon 41 37:3724. Peggy Dennison 34 29:38* 23. Jack McDonald 30 51:19 66. Fred Brown 44 37:4425. Dawn Cates 12 30:53* 24. Peter Furth 30 51:51 67. Fred Wingate 40 37:4626. Charlene Davis 14 31:53* 25. Ted Petingil 39 51:53 68. Thomas Dagget 39 38:0627. Anne Marie Fitzhenry 38 32:05* 26. Wiliam Fox 65 52:13 69. Mike Green 30 38:2128. Tony Maker 20 32:05 27. Mark Altvater 28 53:05 70. Jery Saint Amand 43 38:4429. Timmy Cates 8 33:26 28. Ken Ray 26 53:12 71. Daniel West 22 38:5130. Melanie Danforth 11 34:24* 29. Dana Gray 35 53:56 72. Steve Chick 35 39:1531. Paul Berg 35 36:15 30. Mel Melidossian 38 54:52 73. Steve Tompkins :25 40:0932. Stephen Cates 7 36:55 31. Jim Hurst 56 56:04 74. Christine Simone 23 40:11.0*33. Christy Hinerman 14 41:57* 32. Sonja Hicks 46 56:09* 75. Cheryl Tompkins 29 40:11.1*34. Susan Crosman 28 42:30* 33. Steve Wilson 24 56:29 76. Julie Balard 22 40:41*35. Lori Davis 25 42:30* 34. Dale Lincoln, Sr. 49 57:50 77. Laura Reid 17 40:49*36. Joel Weaver 47 44:01 35. Debby Johnson 35 60:00* 78. Mary Jean Dwyer 31 41:17*37. Joan Weaver 45 44:02* 36. Kingsley Brown 25 60:22 79. John Moylan 61 41:4838. Mara Rebhan 68 44:17* 37. Doug Hatfield 43 62:53 80. Irv Faunce 40 41:5339. Judi Look 20 44:46* 38. Debra Wiliams 20 63:55* 81. Tim Moylan 34 42:2140. Lauraine Hinerman 47 51:13* 39. Andrea Gray 17 75:00 82. Rebecca Litlefield 30 42:31*
83. Wiliam Tozier 58 42:36Cynthia Jean Rowden - Race Director Denny Cline & Charley Davis 84. Burt Richardson 51 42:37.0Race Directors 85. Lynne Cobb 30 42:37.1*Results courtesy of Phil. Stuart 86. Elen Freed 34 42:46*
* *********** Results courtesy of PhilStuart 87. Beth Nagusky 33 42:48*88. Sandra Brown 42 44:06** ************ * * * * * 89. Homer Zink 67 44:14FOURTH ANNUAL JONESPORTJULY4TH 3.3 90. Harvey Mason 52 44:55Jonesport July 4th 8THANNUAL JAMES BAILEY/GAEDINES COMMON 91. Chad Oliver 40 45:06
92. Dale Matheus 52 45:12
93. Joan Reid 21 46:47*1. Rick Lamoureaux 37 18:05 94. Kevin Wilkenson 30 48:43.02. Dave Aley 36 18:15 1. Ralph Duquete 28 26:12 95. Susan Wilkenson 25 ’ 48:43.1*3. Colon Aley 23 18:19 2. Richard Carson 23 26:43 96. Beth Moylan 29 50:52*4. Travis Beal 22 18:21 3. Brian Ladner 27 27:28 97. Nancy Rodda 33 51:12*5. Bil Doolitle 34 18:51 4. Tom Thibeau 28 27:346. Lary Aley 31 19:20 5. Todd Pokrifka 15 28:16 Results courtesy of Russ Martin7. Mark Sawyer 20 19:22 6. Stephen Fluet 27 28:248. Jody Davis 19 19:36 7. George Savastio 32 28:27.09. Steve Beal 36 22:30 8. Steven McGrath 31 28:27.1 * ************* * * * * *10. John Alen 34 22:54 9. Randy Hastings 32 29:0511. Eric Rodgers 15 23:13 10. Jason Greenleaf 18 29:18 WISCASSET SEC DEPT JULY 5TH 5K RUN12. Braden Aley 11 23:15 11. Richard Harper 39 30:02 Wiscasset July 5th13. Ivan Harper 16 23:16 12. Doug Ludewig 46 30:2714. Richard Aley 29 23:27 13. David Barker 33 30:2815. Dale Pritchard 43 23:38 14. Lary Fortin 37 30:38 1. Bob Zak 17:2816. J. Ralph Muray 54 24:41 15. Robert Bremer 27 30:47 2. Mike Abbot 17:5417. Milard Crowley 60 24:59 16. Peter Ehni 27 31:12 3. Tom Walace 18:0118. Keith Homer 21 25:07 17. John Jaquith 15 31:22 4. Alan Reily 18:1219. Kely Beal 15 25:07* 18. Rick Davee 30 31:26 5. Dan Cake 18:3720. Duane Carver 38 25:44 19. Francis Preshong 44 31:30 6. Kevin Rich 20:0521. Mary Jane Halissey31 25:44* 20. Daniel Nadeau 25 31:36 7. Steve Shea 20:0722. Bily Miliken 16 26:05 21. Troy Alexander 19 31:42 8. Chuck Shea 20:2923. Dawn Lamoureux 16 26:25* 22. Anne Marie Davee 30 31:49* 9. Craig Hagget 20:3124. Steve Mitchel 13 28:11 23. Todd Rowel 17 31:56 10. Robert Rines 20:3925. Glenda Beal 19 29:05* 24. Peter Butryn 29 32:04 11. Ray Cooper 20:5026. Tony Harper 15 29:38 25. Michael Thompson 27 32:09 12. Jim Nesbit 20:5627. Neal Homer 13 30:04 26. Joe Meehan 39 32:31 13. Scot Gomeau 21:0728. Bety Joy 36 30:27* 27. Mert Dernley 38 32:36 14. Walter Gorneau 21:0729. Sarah Plummer 19 30:43* 28. Dwain Simpson 35 32:42 15. Mary Meehan 21:18*30. Elaine Muray 51 31:37* 29. David Sargent 30 32:48 16. Jason Abbot 21:4431. Genevieve Harper 9 37:24* 30. Jef Preble 32 32:53 17. Tim Stegna 21:4832. Ricky Harper 7 39:48 31. Skip Rowe 38 33:04 18. Darin Flanagan 21:5133. Sean Harper 5 42:27 32. John Schwerdel 40 33:10 19. Rockwel Radasch 21:5933. Mimi Matson 32 33:11* 20. Doug Munsey 22:15BlueMoon Aley - Race Director 34. Daniel Dwyer 33 33:29 21. Fran Brennan 22:3835. Ron Burnham 37 33:40 22. Duncan Cumming 22:41Results courtesy of PhilStuart 36. Kevin Windsor 33 34:15 23. Scot Cumming 22:4137. Bil Ford 47 34:16 24. Hary Hilton 23:09* * * ******* **: * * 38. Stan Tompkins 28 34:26 25. Kathy McCosh 23:39*39. Jim Hopkins 40 34:32 26. Kathleen McPherson 23:44*17THPERRY TO EASTPORT 7,.2 ROAD RACE 40. Paul Schurman 49 34:34 27. Chester Creamer 23:58Pery *ME-86004-GN* July5th 41. Carlton Mendel 64 34:36 28. Charlote McVey 24:14*-- ■ , 42. Michael Anderson 17 34:44 29. Alen Hersom 25:0643. John Belanger 34 34:52 30. Chris Nesbit 25:291. Bruce Bridgham 26 36:42 44. Monica Reid 14 34:54* 31. B.J. Nesbit 25:362. Scot Skinner 30 40:13 45. Brian Starie 15 34:56 32. Bob Nesbit 25:363. Alen Potle 31 40:23 ' 46. Tony Marple 38 34:57 33. Nat Bruce 26:044. James Ohmels 19 40:25 47. Don Carter 42 35:02 34. Tom McVey 26:465. Ric Lamoureaux 37 40:26 48. Tim Smith 39 35:10 35. Seth Brennan 26:496. Robert Ashby 17 41:06 49. Walid Nader 28 35:28 36. Tim Planagan 27:137. Deke Talbot 37 41:10 50. Laurin Gordon 34 35:32 37. Jamie Hardman 27:188. Leon Chiappini 47 41:57 51. Tim Marks 26 35:45 38. Mary Kennedy 27:29*9. Tom Steuart 37 42:43 52. Mary Elen Thacher 31 35:50* 39. Linda Mitchel 28:28*10. Charlie Nichols 37 42:49 53. Francis Hanley 30 36:08 40. Shirley Chamberlain 30:36*11. Mike Francis 29 42:56 54. Robert Lewis 40 36:12 41. Jim Kennedy 30:3712. Bion McFadden 46 43:32 55. John Erwin 30 36:16 42. Cristi Nesbit 32:45*13. Rick Krause 40 44:49 56. Rachel Nadeau Luts28 36:20* 43. Maggie Nesbit 32:50*14. Richard Hartford, Jr 17 45:06 57. Gordon Smith 34 37:01 44. Bob Wasalaski 33:0115. Neil Genz 39 45:17 58. Michael Levey 42 37:02.0 45. Nancy Vandike 33:4716. Robin Emery-Rappa 39 45:24* 59. Mike McLelan 40 37:02.1 46. Rob Wasalaski 41:1117. Dale Lincoln, Jr 16 45:37 60. Michael Szela 33 37:03 47. Amy Wasalaski 41:22*
Results courtesy of Don Brewer
9THANNUAL HARBOR HOUSE 10K FOOT RACE 61. Martin Gorosh 53:11 6. Mike Carter 36 62:04Southwest Harbor July 5th 62. Jessen Wehrewein 55:05 7. Pat Boss 17 62:45Lori Cavanaugh 59:10* 8. Chip Howe 34 63:0964. Joan Kieinman 59:25* 9. Erik Matson 18 63:321. Bruce Elis 30:52 65. Ann Tikkanen 59:55* 10. Mark Hardison 30 63:402. Mike Gaige 32:12 66. Greg Swaney 60:06 11. Lary Frank 30 64:023. Jon Waldron 32:50 67. David Zaslau 60:43 12. Steve Knichels 40 64:114. Gary Alen 33:42 68. Joyce Edwards 63:24* 13. Peter Cuf 29 64:465. Rolf Westphal 33:58 69. Sanford Wildey 66:06 14. Jef White 31 65:426. Mike Desautes 34:31 15. Fred Randal 35 66:067. Torstien Holeland 34:55 Results courtesy of Harbor House 16. Hal Nelson 40 66:208c Jef Legeret 35:07 17. Oskar Feichtinger 52 66:319. David Renault 35:09 * ************ * * * * * 18. Charles Morey 39 67:1010. Neil Miner 35:17 19. David Torey 39 68:0511. Mac Noyes 35:52 6THANNUAL SALMON RUN 20. Steve Norton 46 68:0512. Tim Parson 36:23 Cheryfield 5K? July 6th 21. Al Banfield 41 68:1513. Bob Stuart 36:33 22. Dave Wilson 42 68:3014. Bary Dane 36:49 23. Fred Meriam 38 68:3115. Jay Corin 36:55 1. Robert Ashby 17:04 24. Ron Paquete 45 68:5616. Ben Rush 37:32 2. Ric Lamoureux 17:12 25. Clif Hatfield 53 70:0217. John Dalton 37:32 3. James Ohmeis 17:29 26. Don Ardine 44 70:0618. Ross Tortora 37:36 4. Darel Keley 17:50 27. Greg Boyd 34 71:4619. Wayne Aldrich 38:21 5. Richard Hartford, Jr. 18:04 28. Vaughn Holyoke 51 72:0020. Dennis Long 38:34 6. Perley Merick 18:16 29. Stephen Paley 36 72:0021. Barney Smith 38:50 7. Bily Pinkham 19:00 30. Walter DeVault 56 72:3122. Fred Gali 38:54 8. Jeremy Lisee 20:08 31. Bruce Fenlosen 39 72:4623. Bil Pinkham 39:16 9. Debbie Corey 20:13* 32. David Atwood 34 72:5924. Vaughn Holyoke 39:38 10. John Alen 20:58 33. Robert Tapley 32 73:2825. Tom Kirby 40:10 11. Hartwel Dowling 21:13 34. Carol McElwee 41 73:40*26. John Anich 40:54 12. Jef Dow 21:43 35. Mike Clapper 18 74:3027. Michael Hutchins 40:54 13. Dale Pritchard 21:47 36. Melissa Sandifer 24 75:13*28. Glen Holyoke 40:59 14. Per Stensby 22:28 37. Bob White 44 75:2029. Kenneth Brooks 41:18 IS. Alen Fuler 23:28 38. David Balfour 48 76:1030. Nancy Elis 41:23* 16. Johnston White 23:29 39. Carl Snow 54 76:4731. John Cook 41:24 17. Dawn Lamoureax 24:10* 40. Jack Speer 55 77:1832. Moek Beaton 42:27 18. 'Mike Carter 24:12 41. Ed Thompson 51 78:0933. Bernard Kubetz 42:46 19. Robert Santiago 24:13 42. John Rubino 40 79:2234. Peter Bennet 43:47 20. Kely Barbee 24:30 43. John Archambault 48 80:2935. Richard Davis 43:54 21. Dickie Hartford 25:13 44. Cost Vafiades 36 80:3136. Jim Horyath 44:08 22. Bary Curtis 25:18 45. Samara Balfour 50 81:10*37. Anthony Brooks 44:50 23. Kevin Hartford 25:26 46. Joan Meriam 37 83:01*38. Ursala Smith 45:02* 24. Lary Gay 25:54 47. Saly Grande 33 83:24*39. Mike Wray 45:34 25. Holis Picket 26:18 48. Donnajean Pohlman 35 85:10*40. Jack Spear 45:42 26. Phil Grant 27:23 49. Leona Clapper 56 87:18*41. Elizabeth Parson 45:46* 27. Frank Donaldson 28:56 50. Jery Saint Amand 43 87:2042. Mike Eliot 45:50 28. Sarah Plummer 29:00* 51. Sara Snow 47 87:35*43. Jefrey Longcope 46:08 29. Bily Conway 29:22 52. Charles Clapper 57 89:0044. Henry May 42:23 53. Jil Her 23 101:00*45. George Swanson 46:38 TomIppolito - Race Director 54. Vivian Balfour 30 105:21*46. Rich Legeret 46:44
47. Kevin Capp 47:03 Results courtesy of Phil"Stone NewCourse record by Gery!
48. Nancy Swanson 47:10* Hands" Stuart
49. James Mroch 47:24 Results courtesy of AnneNorton
50. Chris Hopper 48:24 * ************ * * * * * RaceDirector
51. Margo Caviglia 48:52*
52. Wilaim Marshal 49:13 TOURi. DU LAC * ************ * * * * * *
53. Mark Sulivan 49:23 Bucksport 10 Miler July 6th
EVERYBODY S TRIATHLON
55. Hariet Seekins 49:57* Southwest Harbor July 6th
56. Don Osborne 50:20 1. Gery Clapper 25 50:48
57. Lary Prurson 51:00 2. Steven Gross 23 56:41
58. Emily Stuart 51:18 3. John James 33 60:16 1. Michael Woodworth 51:14
59. Mitchel Johnson 51:57 4. Mac Noyes 30 61:00 Rick Packie
60. Rebecca Foote 52:00 5. Greg Hildreth 44 61:19 Mark Kandutsch
AWARDS FOR 
ALL OCCASIONS 
TROPHIES 
ENGRAVING 
PLAQUES 
CLOCKS 
SILVER 
PEN SETS 
MEDALS 
PINS
ETC., ETC.
PERSONALIZED PRODUCTS 
[lor your company 
or organization] 
T-SHIRTS 
CAPS 
JACKETS 
EMBLEMS 
SWEATERS 
DUFFLE BAGS 
TOTE BAGS 
APRONS 
TOWELS
Imprinted or embroidered
9 WESTMINSTER STREET [INDUSTRIAL PARK] LEWISTON, MAINE 04240 
TEL. 207-786-2931 - 207-784-5155
2. Clif Noyes
Tom Stewart
Tim Stewart
52:01
3. Tyler Moris
Sandy Whitlesey
Bob Shields
52:29
4. Norman Hawes 53:35
5. Andrew Beardsley 
Anthony Beardsley 
Michael Beardsley
57:01
6. Mike Thomas
Karen Thomas
Baron Richardson
57:29
7. Mike Young
Beau Lewis
Dwayne Garver
58:06
8. Chad Smith
Jim Morch
Nat Fenton
59:43
9. Eric Henry
Lary Albee
Galen Lowe
61:06
10. Peter Ward
Garet Long
Jay Young
63:40
11. Ben Rush 63:52
12. Stan Whitlesly
Marshal Whitlesly 
Laurie Lanpher
64:17
13. Mark Holden 65:56
14. Mike Soares 69:20
15. George Swanson 77:33
16. Garic Worcester 78:52
Results courtesy of HarborHouse
* ************* * * * *
THE BEAR WADDLE 5K
Easton Jul 12th
1. Rusty Taylor 34 16:13
2. Bruce Peletier 34 16:27
3. Scot Hutchinson 24 17:35
4. Dana Maxim 24 17:52
5. Gary Cochrane 44 18:04
6. Richard Hartford,Jr 17 18:24
7. David Rand 46 18:47
8. Lary Whipkey 48 18:50
9. Pete Cuf 29 18:54
10. Bary Bartley 41 19:02
11. Dave Maxey 50 19:03
12. Charles Bernard 43 19:24
13. Jason Hutchinson 15 19:49
14. Ann England 23 19:51*
15. Patrick Maxey 15 20:07
16. Peter Crovo 25 20:25
17. Garth Duf 36 20:28
18. David Atwood 34 20:29
19. Shane Lambert 12 20:38
20. Bil Gayton 46 20:41
21. Carol McElwee 41 21:49*
22. Jody Laferiere 16 22:06
23. Leon Kraut 41 22:36
24. Brian Carlton 37 24:15
25. Jeanne Garet 28 24:48*
26. Richard Hartford, Sr 41 25:25
27. Hary Trask 69 25:38
28. Bob Burns 35 25:56
29. Milton Bailey 67 26:14
30. Pam Lambert 11 26:24*
31. Jay Winger 13 26:36
32. Adam Lambert 8 26:43
33. Cathy Atwood 32 28:25*
34. Andrew King 7 31:24
35. Robert Scot 60 32:52
Results courtesy of Jamie Stephens 
Race Director
******************
THE FIELDCREST FOOT RACE
Waldoboro Jul 13th
One Mile
1. Alison Dali 6:45*
2. Angela Clark 7:02*
3. Eddie Washuk 8:57
4. Rebbeca Kaplan 9:18*
5. Charlie Washuk 9:28
6. Dave Kaplan 9:32
7. Barbara Simmons 11:46*
8. Carmel Kaplan 11:48
9. Mary Kaplan 11:48.5*
10K
1. Lary Deans 35:16
2. Floyd Wilson 35:47
3. Todd Elwel 36:24
4. Per Henrikson 36:26
5. Robert Cuthbertson 36:35
6. Rit Roberts 36:52
7. Hary Schmitke 38:13
8. Wolfgang Uberbacher 39:04
9. Doug Wood 42:14
10. Paul Dali 43:05
11. Walter Devault 43:27
12. Dale Turner 43:58
13. Maureen Sproul 44:22*
14. David Sproul 46:05
15. David Kaplan 46:18
16. Wiliam Sproul 46:27
17. Ralph Lathe 46:35
18. Paul D'Amboise 46:38
19. Winifred Wood 49:47
20. John Clark 52:47
21. Christa Elwel 56:09*
22. Harvey Mason 56:22
Results courtesy of Fieldcrest Manor
******************
OLD HALLOWELL DAY 5 MILER
Halowel *ME-85023-GN* Jul 19th
1. Jim Newet 28 26:59
2. Guy Berthiaume 40 27:50
3. Patrick O’Maley 19 28:05
4. Gino Valeriani 32 28:08
5. Jason Greenleaf 18 29:02
6. Neil Miner 36 29:17
7. Gary Weber 40 29:27
8. Tim Fortin 21 29:58
9. Daniel Cake 41 30:09
10. Dennis Curan 40 30:19
11. Doug Ludewig 46 30:29
12. Gery Mirabile 26 31:04
13. Rob Payson 26 31:27
14. Lary Fortin 37 31:36
15. Scot -Bel 16 32:33
16. Bruce Bel 47 32:34
17. F.E. Preshong 44 33 :19
18. John Coale 31 33:37
19. Dick Cummings 49 33:49
20. Mimi Matson 32 33:50*
21. Mury Landau 42 33:56
22. L. LaRue-Keniston 32 33:57*
23. Alfred Newman 37 33:59
24. Syd Sewal 37 34:01
25. Jef Balard 23 34:05
26. Bil Ford 47 34:22
27. Tim Smith 39 34:54
28. Mike Barden 37 34:57
29. John Joseph 35:07
30. Walter DeVault 56 35:12
31. John Olson 15 35:25
32. Daniel Kely 31 35:28
33. Clif Olson 43 35:33
34. Elen Curan 30 36:07*
35. Stan Tompkins 28 36:11
36. Andrea LaPointe 31 36:13*37. Jef Mahoney 15 36:15
38. Laurin Gordon 34 36:18
39. Suzanne Olson 39 36:29*
40. George Maxim 54 36:32
41. Patricia Hanley 20 36:33*
42. John Salisbury 46 36:35
43. Gard Rand 49 36:50
44. Ralph Lathe 48 37:32
45. Chad Ale- 14 38:02
46. Taylor Harmon 41 38:18
47. Ed Atlee 46 38:26
48. Shawn Beane 15 38:31
49. Stephen Smith 18 38:37
50. Jeri Buchey 42 38:39*
51. Kristin Smith 15 38:49*
52. Julie Balard 22 39:31*
53. Steve Chick 35 39:36
54. David Corbin 18 39:36
55. Jean Kral 34 40:28*
56. Cheryl Tompkins 29 40:32*
57. John Clark 55 40:42
58. Irv Faunce 40 41:24
59. Gerald Mahoney 44 41:58
60. Dave Sheperd 30 42:34
61. Leona Clapper 56 42:36*
62. Charles Clapper 57 43:09
63. Frank Wingate 35 44:38
64. Lamont Baret 36 44:38
65. Roberta deAraujo 29 45:06*
66. Mike Flemming 37 47:10
67. Nancy Rodda 33 48:28*
•1.2Mile Fun Run (Age 14andunder)
1. Tim Weems 10 7:25
2. Chad Taalkington 12 7:50
3. Nate Smith 13 8:10
4. Mike Chase 13 8:28
5. Danny Vachon 14 8:38
6. Josh Chase 11 9:12
7. Melissa Weber 9 9:15*
8. Angela Clark 9 9:54*
9. Paine Wingate 8 9:56
FUJI
SHOGUN 
DIAMOND BACK 
JETTER
TRIATHALON
BICYCLES, EQUIPMENT & APPAREL AT 
Guliver's Bicycle Shop
THE PLACE FOR BICYCLES!
NIKE 
SERGAL 
CANNONDALE 
DETTO PIETRO
COMPLETE SALES & SERVICE
163 MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME 04605
HOURS TUES-SAT 9 - 6 
TEL. 667-3223
10. John Clark IV 6 10:01 51. Vin Skinner 29:11 119.Gary Hamilton 32:1211. Shad Wingate 10 11:30 52. Peter Flaherty 29:14 120.Don McGilvery 32:1312. Darin Knowles 8 11:57 53. Frank Ferland 29:16 121.David Bernard 32:1613. Blake Wingate 7 11:58 54. Bil Jensen 29:31 122.David Haskel 32:1714. Charles Washuk 6 12:43 55. Andrew Welk 29:34 123.Gordon Chamberlain 32:1815. Lindsey Savage 9 12:53 56. Robert Jolicoeur 29:37 124.Robert Rines 32:1816. Edward Washuk 9 14:33 57. Mark Knapp 29:45 125.Ron Burnham 32:2217. Delian Valeriani 3*1 17:40 58. Steve Ross 29:50 126.Mark Baudendistel 32:2359. Steven Meril 29:54 127.Aaron Chandler 32:34Results courtesy of ThorntonMcGlamery 60. Timothy Brown 29:56 128.Doug Hodgkin 32:38RaceDirector 61. Deb Sawyer 29:57* 129.Tom Norton 32:4162. Bruce Smith 30:06 130.Blair Dwyer 32:42* ***********;& * * * * 63. Curtis Knaub 30:06 131.Tery Clark 32:4564. Lionel Beaucase II 132.Peter Roper 32:45PAT1S PIZZA CLASSIC 1986 65. David Dowling 30:12 133.John Eliot 32:47Yarmouth 5 miles Jul19th 66. Cameron Bonsey 30:14 134.Carol Roy Weeks 32:48*Bil Rixon 30:19 135.Sumner Weeks 32:5068. Doug Andrews 30:20 136.Ron Deane 32:511. Hank Pfeifle 24:06 69. Jim Chapman 30:22 137.Wiliam York 32:532. Jason Cakouros 25:13 70. George Liming 30:31 138.Roger Turner 32:553. Danny Paul 25:26 71. Jake Hawkes 30:32 139.George Peterson 32:574. Robert Hilgrove 25:41 72. David Kenney 30:33 140.Richard Stot 32:595. Rock E. Green 25:50 73. Richard Smith 30:45 141.Rick Firth 33:046. Dan Barker 25:55 74. Peter Cheney 30:34 142.Clint Meril 33:057. Kevin Way 26:07 75. Greg Heyt 30:35 143.Don Sanborn 33:088. Bary Fifield 26:23 76. Glenn Placey 30:35 144.Richard Litlefield 33:109. David Donnely 26:34 77. Patrick Reny 30:48 145.John Grogan 33:1110. Lary Greer 26:48 78. Cheryl Bascomb 30:50* 146.Bob Cushman 33:1211. Dick Neal 26:56 79. David Heivly 30:51 147.Jil Decker 33:13*12. Gordon Scannel 27:20 80. Adam Belanger 30:52 148.John Davis 33:1713. Stephen Fluet 27:23 81. Scot Strout 30:53 149.Keith Parsons 33:1914. Manuel Montoya 27:26 82. David Ahlers 30:54 150.■Thaddeus Day 33:2515. Roland Moulin 27:31 83. Stewart Jordan 30:54 151.Mike McGovern 33:2616. Guy Lindwal 27:31 84. Chuck Greenland 30:58 152.Doug Haberbosch 33:2617. Ronald Dane 27:34 85. Diane Fournier 30:58* 153.Arthur Chapman 33:2618. Mike Laly 27:44 86. Jennifer Rood 30:59* 154.Neil Basset 33:2919. Mike Cirilo 27:50 87. Bil Pavlisko 30:59 155.Bob Lyman 33:3020. Paul Bourget 27:52 88. David Home 31:02 156.Doug Wood 33:3221. Frank Brume 27:54 89. Rick Strout 31:02 157.David Van Wie 33:3722. John Kester 27:56 90. Horace Horton 31:04 161.Drew Buckley 33:3823. Scot Loomis 28:01 91. Peter Connel 31:05 162.Rich Tibbets 33:4124. Patrick Connel 28:01 92. Thad Dwyer 31:08 163.Brian Hal 33:4325. John Creasy 28:02 93. Mark Webber 31:09 164.Jane Doley 33:43*26. Randy Wilson 28:04 94. Steve Salter 31:14 165.Dale Rines 33:4427. John Eldredge 28:08 95. Paul Shippee 31:19 166.Jean Lavoie 33:4628. Tony Owens 28:10 96. Doug Cavel 31:20 167.Fredric Stone 33:4729. Vince Coppola 28:15 97. Tom Brown 31:24 168.Paul LaChance 33:4730. John Jalbert 28:17 98. Kit Carle 31:26 169.Jim Demint 33:4831. Philip Cofin 28:21 99. Steve Teriak 31:31 170.Ken Casey 33:5332. John Strout 28:22 100.Kirk Dwyer 31:33 171.Kevin Burns 33:5433. Richard Mulhern 28:24 101.John Braccio 31:36 172.Rhonda Morin 33:59*34. Greg Dugas 28:27 102.Mark Danyla 31:40 173.Neil Kerigan 34:0035. Bob Coughlin 28:29 103.Robert McCrilis 31:42 174.Tom Ahlers 34:0036. Casey Carol 28:35 104.Rosalyn Randal 31:42* 175.David Smith 34:0137. Donald Lary 28:39 105.Greg Fal 31:42 176.Barbara Coughlin 34:06*
38. Muzzy Barton 28:39* 106.Bruce Pooler 31:44 177.Peter Cowen 34:1039. Tom Alen 28:42 107.Mary Meehan 31:48 178.Chris Gerquest 34:32
40. Wayne Clark 28:45 108.Benjamin Endres 31:48 179.Don Alain 34:3641. Alan Reily 28:46 109.Timothy Smith 31:50 180.David Root 34:4042. Bil Philips 28:47 110.Philip Pierce 31:54 181.Lyle Massimore 34:4043. Steve Woodsum 28:48 111.Deb Hewson 31:56* 182.Stoddard Chaplin 34:43
44. Ron Cedrone 28:50 112.Petera Vachon 31:58 183.Carie Meehan 34:46*
45. Brian Miliken 28:51 113.Steven Doran 32:01 184.Mark Terison 34:46
46. Mark Hurlbut 28:53 114.John Greene 32:02 185.Lee Crocker 34:4747. Norman LaFortune 28:56 115.Walter Webber 32:05 186.Peter Lamb 34:4948. Mike Daly 29:00 116.David Paul 32:06 187.David Stokes 34:50
49. Paul Conley 29:00 117.Deanna Hodgkin 32:07* 188.Joan Lavin 34:54*
50. Charles Poole 29:07 118.Reginald Grant 32:09 189.Carol Newton 34:57*
ME PEDDLERS
BIKES • TRIKES • EXERCISERS 
Expert Service For Al Bikes 
Wheel Building • Frame Repairs
201 Penobscot Square 
Brewer AT THE END OF THE OLD BRIDGE 989-2288miyaaa
190.Brenda Philbrick 34:59 235.Mark McAfee 36:51 280. Alen Pusch 38:37191.Gery Myat 35:00 236.Jamie Considine 36:56 281. James Atwel 38:40192.Leif Nielsen 35:05 237.J. Nunery 36:58 282. Clinton Goodenow 38:46193.George Cooper 35:06 238.James Hatch 36:58 283. Kevin Duf 38:48194.Peter Raszmann 35:09 239.David Stokes 37:00 284. Mark Malone 38:49195.Due Tong 35:10 240.UNK 285. Cindy Andrews 38:50*196.Gerald Eaton 35:10 241.Bruce Litle 37:08 286. Jil Brestel 38:51*197.David Horne 35:14 242.Richard Cavanaugh 37:08 287. Waren Wilson 38:53198.Wendy Thorpe 35:16* 243.Howard Clements 37:12 288. Earle Harvey 38:54199.Charles McCatherin 35:16 244.Andrew Walker 37:14 289. Jean Frankovic 38:54200.Gretchen Mikeska 35:17* 245.Bethel Hodgkins 37:17 290. Suzete Philips 39:00*201.Frank Moore 35:23 246.Bud Chery 37:18 291. Randy Philips 39:00202.Jane Cliford 35:27* 247.Brian LaSale 37:20 292. Frank Arsenault 39:13203.Carey Wilson 35:28 248.Winifred Wood 37:25* 293. Robert Newton 39:25204.Calen Colby 35:32 249.Joan Barns 37:27* 294. Bernard Janareli 39:25205.Robert Morison 35:35 250.Jery Nelson 37:27 295. Robert Tanner 39:27206.Lauren Corey 35:36* 251.David Body 37:29 296. Mary Jane Bourgault 39:35*207.Tim Kiely 35:38 252.Elen Spring 37:31* 297. Phil Alen 39:41208.Tom O'Toole 35:39 253.Donald Sanborn 37:33 298. Julianne Cobb 39:45*209.Wilard Hibbard 35:43 254.Wiliam Davenny 37:35 299. Robert Brown 39:50210.Karen Conners 35:44* 255.Leon Libby 37:37 300. Greg Haris 40:06211.Don Penta 35:50 256.Philip Meyers 37:39 301. Darlene Sharp 40:08*212.Barney Schneider 35:52 257.Steve Putnam 37:42 302. Mary Pryor 40:22*213.Holy Halowel 35:58* 258.Kim Tamower 37:47 303. Raymond Brunele 40:24214.Hal St. John 259.Waren Foye 37:48 304. Robert Kirkland 40:25215.Patrick Peterson 36:00 260.Russel Bradley 37:53 305. Susan Davenny 40:33*216.Wiliam Doherty 36:00 261.Linda Gaudreau 37:55* 306. Jodie Dwyer 40:34217.Barbara Firth 36:02* 262.Peter Gould 37:57 307. Michael Thompson 40:34218.Mark Buckley 36:03 263.Jeanne Peterson 37:57 308. Susan Moris 40:38*219.Art Greene 36:07 264.Jamie Brawn 37:57 309. Wayne Newland 40:50220.Mike Fox, Jr. 36:08 265.Frank Brawn 38:04 310. Albert Giasson 40:57221.Mark Gould 36:09 266.Leon Gorman 38:04 311. Martha Cuts 40:58*222.Dave Hude 36:13 267.Maureen Connoly 38:05 312. Elizabeth Wilson 41:12*223.David Wiliams 36:14 268.Paul Dansreau 38:11 313. Paul Peters 41:07224.Karen Miliken 36:17* 269.Brian Bicknel 38:12 314. John-Scot Brennan 41:09225.Arabela Eldredge 36:21* 270.Stephen Atwel 38:14 315. Lisa Tagarielo 41:12*226.Roger Pike 36:23 271.Jean Thomas 38:15* 316. George Coggeshal 41:13227.Don Blake 36:32 272.Barbara Footer 38:15* 317. Claire Edwards 41:15*228.Ken Hatch 36:35 273.Delbert Aris 38:16 318. Steven Cuts 41:16229.James Johnston 36:35 274.Myles Hart 38:17 319. Robert Cotiaux 41:20230.Susan O'Toole 36:36* 275.Peter Adams 38:28 320. Paul Dumas 41:23231.David Graham 36:39 276.Anne Lynch 38:29 321. Dee Nicely 41:27*232.Bruce Crocket 36:40 277.Donald Spear 38:33 322. Thomas Downing 41:48233.Rob Laskey 36:44 278.Gregory Sharp 38:34 323. Melvin Fineberg 41:50234.Timothy Porter 36:45 279.John Ouilete 38:35 324. Beth Smith 41:52*
'Maine’s First Place Screen Printer
• T-shirts• jackets• caps• sweats• uniforms
COASTAL SILKSCREEN
502 Woodfords St. Portland, Maine 04103
(207)772-4530
-----------------Bicycles
TREK•SHOGUN•CANNONDALE
FUJI • UNIVEGA • SPECIALIZED 
PEUGEOT • RALEIGH • CINELLI
WE BUILD CUSTOM WHEELS. SHOES, HELMETS, 
CLOTHING, COMPUTERS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES. 
HONEST ADVICE ON ALL YOUR CYCLING NEEDS.
SEE US AT OUR NEW ROUTE 1 LOCATION NORTH OF 
THE CARLTON BRIDGE IN WOOLWICH!
Route 1, Woolwich 442-7002
9-5:30 Mon. - Sat. Fri. 9-8:00
325.Charles Drew 41:52 372.Elizabeth Galey 50:10* 1 Mile Fun Run
326.Barbara Gros 42:00* 373.Jessica Fulmer 50:59*
327.Dwayne Robinson 42:08 374.Amy Jo Forester 55:41* 1. Benjamin Dearnley 8 7:23
328.Eddy Knipfer 42:12 375.Richard Forester 55:42 2. Tom Boatman 11 7:28
329.Bruce Kiracofe 42:12 3. Alison Dali 12 7:29*
330.Nancy Beward 42:12* Results courtesy of DonPenta 4. Lucien Lessard 46 7:32
331.Barbara Bourgault 42:14 5. Seth Wescot 10 7:42
332.Margaret Soule 42:34* * * 5*********** * * * * * 6. Rebecca Sulivan 9 8:02*
333.Harvey Mason 42:44 7. Nicholas Dernley 6 8:35
334.Maria Gonzales 42:48* BERT ’N I ROAD RACE 8. Doug Cates 10 8:53
335.Joan Giroux 42:56* EastVassalboro 5 Miles Jul 19th 9. Winfreid Cates 13 9:13
336.Pamela Mangan 43:07* 10. Jackson Burke 5 9:25
337.Julia McKissock 43:16 11. Veronica Alanach 10 9:34
338.Brenda Cushman 43:25* 1. Peter Lessard 24 27:26 12. Nat Elis 6 9:37
339.Ryan Paradis 43:26 2. Lary Sulivan 36 28:10 13. Heidi Seekins 6 9:50*
340.Barbara Bryce 43:30* 3. Fred Judkins 42 30:21 14. Ann Quirion 31 11:07*
341.Debra Ringer 43:34* 4. David Barker 33 30:35 15. Arlene Lessard 46 11:07*
342.Lily Vail 44:41* 5. Richard Morison 27 31:03
343.Brian Letiecq 44:41 6. Jery Alanach 36 31:53 Results courtesy of the Central
344.Cheryl Gilbert 44:46* 7. Doug Kimbal 16 33:32 Maine Striders
345.Dan Newman 44:47 8. Lary St. Peter 41 33:51
346.Ruth Heflefinger 45:37* 9. Jim Booth 40 34:03 * ******************
347.James Graham 45:43 10. Bob Lutz 32 34:22
348.Pauline Kilburn 45:43 11. Paul Mitnik 36 34:38 BELGRADE COUNTRY FAIR 10K
349.Daniel Gass 45:51 12. John Belanger 34 35:27 Belgrade *ME-86001-GN* Jul 19th
350.Gerard Cassidy Jery Sdint AliTcuid
351.James Hussey 45:52 14. Marsha Giglio 42 36:41*
352.Dale Martin 45:59 15. Steve Elis 41 37:14 1. Hank Chipman 33:51
353.Peter Alen 46:00 16. John Scheid 31 37:41 2. Steve Maloy 34:12
354.Kathryn Kely 46:02 17. David Benn 41 37:46 3. Randy Hastings 36:24
355.Scot Morgan 46:03 18. Roger Mils 36 38:23 4. Mike Bard 36:33
356.Kathy Harden 46:09* 19. Paul Pierce 44 38:31 5. John Jones 36:49
357.Amy Johnson 46:27* 20. Claudia Takacs 30 38:42* 6. George Van Hook 37:00
358.Jude Golding 46:51 21. Connie Towne 47 38:58* 7. Fred Karter 37:31
359.Jean Tonneson 47:03* 22. Fred Wiand 46 39:52 8. Ray J. Johnson 37:45
360.Jackie Wiliams 47:30* 23. Keith Libby 45 40:01 9. Gene Roy 38:09
361.Tony Newman 47:38 24. Dennis Hayden 33 43:00 10. Paul Balareen 38:16
362.Bil Harkins 47:14 25. Jennifer Hayden 13 43:09* 11. Harvey LaFreniere 38:40
363.Joanna DeWolfe 47:57* 26. Jan Hofman 40 43:15* 12. Al Atkins 38:57
367.Stacie Hamilton 48:15* 27. Paty Elis 30 43:21* 13. Joe Meahen 39:42
368.Amy Anderson 48:15* 28. Linda Crawford 39 43:40* 14. Barney Smith 40:40
369.Lloyd Holmes 48:24 29. Linda Seekins 31 44:13* 15. Ron Paquete 40:50
370.Nicola Manganelo 49:01* 30. Mark Marquis 28 53:38 16. Geof Hil 41:38
371. Edward Manganelo 49s03
OF MONEY for school?
MAINE MR GUARD EDUCATION 8ENWTS 
CAN KfcEP TOUR EDUCATION “ON TRACN’AHD 
YOU WONT HATE TO ONE UP TOOR'SOIE“!
COMMON ITT COLLEGE OF THE MR FOKCfc CREDIT Fo« See* NliTNtf
TRAINING,PEOESULSWOW LOANS and lom-forgnenssPROGRAMS, 
AND WrtTHE jgEH MRGUMW &.1.SHXI ONTW ^TECHNICAL 
TRAINING, WWZlBiCfc , MoNET, AND Cnj^
BENEEnS1.1. FIND OUT VP QUAUFH ToK.
Part-Time loss IN BANGOR OR Bo.ftKUAND-
Personal Instruction Is Our 
Strength
Mautilus
MAINE MRGURR
CALL, • • •
947-0571 eerwA orTO-2873
WE GUARD AMERICA'S SKIES!
T«uk Wiwb Fitness Evaluation
T/iA Wutzfo IheaIth club
303 Main Street, Rockland, Maine 596-6889
Sponsor for the
( The Appleton ,' Biathlon JJ
Sunday, August 3, 1986 Sunday,June 8, 1986
17. Tom McGuire 42:17 51. Jon Bernhard 49:11 61. Hariet Seekins 51:33*18. Eric Hasenfus 42:46 52. Fred Russ 49:13 62. Seamus Keley 52:3419. Dennis Kamholtz 43:15 53. A. Bissonnete 49:14 63. Martha McGilpin 52:35*20. Nancy Lagin 43:31* 54. John Lovejoy 49:15 64. Cary Jones 52:4221. Chris Higgins 43:50 55. Jim Helmkamp 49:50 65. Dan Lourie 52:4422. Sam Solish 43:53 56. Jil Helmkamp 49:50* 66. Kathy Richards 52:59*23. Bil Colins 44:30 57. Scot Ehman 50:25 67. Laura Woodman 53:04*24. Dave Gugan 44:39 58. Nick Turner 50:29 68. Harold Jones 53:3325. Don Carter 44:43 59. Chuck Bryant 51:12 69. Marcy Chong 54:24*26. Joseph Couture 45:26 60. Don Osborne 51:15 70. Chip Brooks 54:3627. Martha Solish 45:52*
28. Paul Scot 45:57
29. Carol Thompson 46:19
30. Dan Grosman 46:20
31. Bufi Thompson 46:22
32. Steve Real 46:23
33. Donnajean Pohlman 46:30* LETTERS34. David Fenton 46:59
35. Joyce Sheridan 47:00* Dear Bob: 7 Aug 1986
36. Brian Starley 48:07 Thanks for singlet order. Al outof L's at the moment butyou are high on37. Karen LaCasse 48:14* the waiting list. Igor, myscreenprinter isalready hard at work on the next38. Kathy Zimner 48:46* batch. They are seling beter thanthe magazine. I'm in thewrong business.39. Bruce Bigelow 49:10
40. Judy Jones 50:00* One of these days I'11 get up to Maine fora race, and I don*t mean one of
41. Tom Sulivan 50:32 those Southern Maine Rte'l races.Iwil make it al the wayup to Bangor or
42. Stanley Gutman 50:52 Presque Isle or Caribou!!
43. Paty Jacobs 51:20* Stil have fond memories of my best race ever. The Old Town. Goldsmith's 1444. Susan Easier 52:18* Miler back in the late 70s. This isbalanced out, however, by the 3:47 at the45. Bil David 52:36 95° degree Paul Bunyan Marathon the year before. Some jerk told me it's always
46. Mary Droege 55:58* cool in Maine.47. Jim Neuman 57:51 i
48. Jake Day 57:52 Enjoy Maine Running immensely. Keep up the good efort.
49. Patricia Monarty 61:14* So long for now from highcrime and trafic-clogged EasternMassachusets.50. Meg Elis 61:15*
51. Ruth Higgins 61:30* Truly
Results courtesy of the Central 
Maine Striders
******************
HS Rat
Peter Walan 
44 Highland St. 
Sharon, MASS 02067
BELFAST BAY 10K 
Belfast
P.S. Sory about those Etonic comments. I'm stayin' out of Aubum/Lewiston 
area. Sonny Liston even got flatened up there.July 19th
1. Bob Bremner 37:13
2. Jef Byrne 38:19
3. Risto Saloranta 38:48
4. Mike Thompson 38:58
5. Wolfgang Uberbacher 39:06
6. Daniel Brakewood 39:25
7. Bil Whitmore 39:49
8. Mario Galaburi 40:10
9. Martin Riddle, Jr. 40:18
10. Ken Kirk 40:27
11. Roy Rodgers 40:36
12. Carl Howard 41:02
13. Mike Hutchins 41:16
14. Ray Quimby 41:20
15. David Loxterkamp 41:21
16. Ed Comeau 41:33
17. Bif McGilpin 41:48
18. Robbie Wilson 41:59
19. Joe Ryan 42:02
20. Jim Dickinson 42:04
21. Wiliam Woodbury 42:17
22. Stone Brennan 42:20
23. Andy Spaulding 43:02
24. Ron Hunter 43:20
25. Colby Hal 43:58
26. Mike Kay 44:02
27. Robert Titus 44:10
28. Korkut Serozan 44:11
29. Phil Roberts 44:12
30. Ken Hooper 44:22
31. Joe Ryan, Jr. 44:29
32. Dick Shoemaker 44:46
33. Frank Seter 44:52
34. George Furbush 45:10
35. Ando Anderson 45:21
36. Herbert Oxton, Jr. 45:38
37. Judy Powers 45:44*
38. Dan Boland 45:50
39. Teri Rich 45:57*
40. Phil Workman 46:10
41. Bil McKechnie 46:25
42. Deborah Prescot 46:50*
43. Craig Vater 47:50
44. Tim Keene 47:92
45. Guy Dunbar 48:11
46. John Goldfine 48:29
47. Richard Butler 48:38
48. Elanna Clark 48:54*
49. Clif Fletcher 48:56
50. Jean Goldfine 49:10
August 1, 1986
Dear Bob,
Thanks for the reminder and information on the new reporting 
procedures for race directors. It looks like a plan that should 
make your job on the receiving end a bit easier and less hectic 
as the deadline gets closer each month.
I am sory to report that the Old Mil Pub 10K is already 
a thing of the past. Dick McCarthy and I have decided that we 
cannot continue the race and do it the justice that the course, 
the runners, and the sponsors deserve. We both have enjoyed 
our brief efort on behalf of Maine runners, but our own changing 
situations and the return of Benjamin's into the September 
lineup make the endeavor more than we can continue.
Your‘assistance and encouragement were a great help. Thanks! 
Organizing a race so that it is enjoyable and chalenging is 
time-consuming and dificult - and rewarding as wel.
The runners who atended the event during its brief two-year 
history enjoyed the scenic course and the Pub’s hospitality.
We were impressed and gratified by their support and words of 
encouragement, and we enjoyed meeting the many race fans, families, 
and runners who turned out.
Al good things do not have to end, but this one, unfortunately, 
does. It hurts to abandon this child of ours, but the course and 
the Pub both remain as before. I hope some of our runners wil 
continue to enjoy the oferings of the course as' they 'train'and of 
the Publas they relax in their more quiet moments.
Ralph Baldwin
71.
72.
Dora Galacatus 
Patricia Ryan
54:51
55:22*
4.
5.
Mike Mendonca
Conrad Walton
28:19
28:34
49.
50.
Art Thompson
Joe Beasley
36:05
36:0973. Norman Fitzgerald 55:26 6. Bob Everet 28:43 51. Todd Adelman 36:5374. Amy Bracken 55:49* 7. Jery Monahan 29:11 52. Eileen Jordan 37:08*75. Bart Wiliams 56:43 8. Wilie Thompson 29:20 53. Lenny Wilete 37:3476. Joe Foreman 56:56 9. Tim Cushman 29:21 54. Bob Faulks 37:3677. Diane Whitcomb 56:58* 10. Richard Hartford, Jr. 29:36 55. Jane Cary 37:39*78. Corey Smith 57:02 11. Waldron Babbidge 29:40 56. Leon Kraut 37:4479. Bruce Clark 57:04 12. Don Audibert 30:00 57. Wayne Dopke 38:3180. Rafi Alejandro Baezer 57:42 13. Mike Aldrich 30:29 58. Joe Delaney 39:0881. Vivian Poirier 58:35* 14. Pery Liley 30:44 59. Lendal Johnson 39:2082. Heather Carlyle 58:47* 15. Brook Merow 30:50* 60. Sam Jordan 40:0183. Celia Broody 58:52* 16. Dave Rand 31:01 61. Mark Freeman 41:0084. Jim Bowman 58:59 17. Ed Malone 31:04 62. Steve Smith 41:0985. Heidi Marie Moore 59:07* 18. Mike Ramel 31:32 63. Don Peters 41:1186. Lary O'Brien 59:14 19. Erv MacDonald 31:43 64. Brent Jepson 41:1287. Jason O'Brien 59:14 20. Chris Drew 31:44 65. Jeanne Garet 41:20*88. Betsy Kilie 62:09* 21. Steve Porter 31:45 66. Brian Carlton 41:4289. Bethany Grohs 63:10* 22. Pete Cuf 31:48 67. Fran McMahon 41:4490. Shawn Maby 63:25 23. Neal Genz 32:00 68. Wm.J. Davidshofer 41:5391. Kate Carda 63:30* 24. Lary Whipkey 32:08 69. Shawn Good 41:5592. Caryn Sheftel 63:31* 25. Tery Tompkins 32:10 70. Richard Hartford, Sr. 41:5793. Jesse Wilderman 63:32 26. Dave Maxey 32:16 71. Kevin Hartford 42:0694. Jennifer Hiler 64:37* 27. Bary Bartley 32:22 72. Robert Burns 42:2495. Keira Levine 74:47* 28. Bil Walkowiak 32:32 73. John Russel 42:3096. Brenda Fried 74:57* 29. Hy Adelman 32:41 74. Julie Cofey 43:13*97. Ryan Strauss 75:45 30. Newel Lewey 32:52 75. Milt Bailey 43:2798. K.C. Cohen 76:50 31. Howard Paradis 32:58 76. Don Buchanan 44:1699. Betsy Barnet 76:54* 32. Ray Cyr 33:09 77. Kent Wilete 44:46100.Doug McCool 86:43 33. Darlene Higgins 33:14* 78. Aurele Ouelet 44:47101.Amanda Stein 86:47* 34. Bruce Twombly 33:45 79. Pam Lambert 45:23*102.Tomeckia Wiliams 86:49* 35. Charlie Bernard 33:52 80. Sarah McPartland 45:54*36. Dave Atwood 34:01 81. Bil Campbel 46:26Results courtesy of theWaldo County 37. Connie McLelan 34:08* 82. Adam Lambert 47:58YMCA 38. Bil Canaan 34:09 83. Marc Dorsey 49:4739. Owen Jackson 34:16 84. Kevin Campbel 50:39*************** 40. Paul Towle 34:24 85. Carmen Shaw 51:12*41. Shane Lambert 34:30 86. Anne Soucy 53:29*POTATO BLOSSOM 5 MILER 42. Danny Watson 34:35 87. Sam Ouelet 67:14FortFairfield July 19th 43. Charlie Peter Paul 34:57 88. Beth Everet 72:28*Karen Browning Ruth Russel 72:30*45. O.J. Melendez 35:31 90. Nancy Russel 74:28*1. Rusty Taylor 26:49 46. Scot Fields 35:442. Bruce Peletier 27:17 47. Johnna Fleming 35:50* Results courtesy of the Aroostook3. Bruce Freme 27:57 48. Susan Martin 35:51* Joggernauts Newsleter
World Champion Mudflat Rambler. 
Bob Cuthbertson took top honors 
in the field of 22 walowers.
JAY REC 5K CROSS COUNTRY
Jay Jul 20th
MOONLIGHT MADNESS 3 MILE ROAD RACE 
Farmington July 25th
1. Jef Meserve 28 16:55
2. Rusty Snow 16 17:10
3. Chris Bean 23 17:53
4. Russel Chretien 20 18:12
5. Randy Easter 30 18:26
6. Wil Sweetser 15 18:31
7. Mike Simoneau 38 18:41
8. Dan Campbel 34 18:50
9. Bob Haskel 17 18:56
10. Gene Roy 39 18:57
11. Joby Boarigo 19 19:09
12. Bob Heald 17 19:44
13. Jason Miserocchi 15 19:45
14. Wayne Newton 42 19:50
15. Jason Hutchinson 16 20:00
16. Byron Cook 39 20:19
17. Aaron Newton 14 20:23
18. Tom Fortier 18 20:23
19. John Bean 28 20:27
20. Bob Wight 29 20:28
21. David Gilbert 16 20:58
22. Scot Gould 25 21:04
23. Tom Bisson 14 21:05
24. Waren Newton 18 21:08
25. Theresa Withee 19 21:13*
26. Michael Greenleaf 33 22:32
27. Randy Landry 18 22:51
28. David Maxham 15 23:37
29. Kristin Cook 15 23:53*
30. Wendy Bufington 14 24:06*
31. Judy O'Connor 23 24:44*
32. Serena Rosen 18 24:55*
33. Gary Smith 16 24:56
34. Raymond Chabot 39 25:16
35. Tammy Bufington 24 26:14*
36. Robert Masterman 10 26:3537. Kristi Chabot 15 26:38*
38. Carol Nichols 36 26:46*
39. Harvey Mason 52 28:34
40. Betsy Bery 40 29:54*
Results courtesy of JaneHamel
1. Dick Hosington 31 15:31
2. Steve Maloy 22 15:53
3. Steve Russel 30 16:12
4. Richard Aishton 36 16:22
5. Dennis Croteau 36 16:25
6. Dylan Cooper 17 16:27
7. Mike Bard 26 16:28
8. Randy Hastings 32 16:32
9. Richard Smith 28 16:35
10. Chris Bean 23 16:41
11. Waren Dean 50 16:46
12. Kern Karkos 18 17:08
13. Jef Brown 36 17:13
14. Fred Karter 38 17:29
15. David Gilbert 16 17:38
16. Bob Heald 17 17:4617. Wayne Newton 42 18:20
18. Steve Hal 18 18:27
19. Byron Cook 39 18:31
20. Bob Wight 29 18:53
21. Dennis Kamholtz 39 19:04
22. Peter Fredericks 45 19:06
23. Mike Mozden 17 19:14
24. Rick Howat 14 19:34
25. Waren Newton 18 19:51
26. James Flagg 14 19:52
27. Bruce Goulete 26 19:58
28. Bob Bean 38 20:04
29. Nancy Lagin 36 20:10*
30. Norman Quirion 34 20:14
31. Mariete St. Peter 15 20:19*
32. Ralph McArthur 20 20:29
33. Jery Saint Amand 43 20:48
34. Rocky Robbins 26 20:49
35. Bobbie Hanstein 29 21:03*
36. Julie Seaman 17 21:11*
37. Mark Bryant 15 21:20
38. Jeremy Howard 9 21:21
39. Wiliam Clardy 39 21:29
40. Ben Yates 12 21:40
41. Bil Yates 45 21:41
42. Mark Hayes 17 21:45
Results courtesy of the Central Maine 
Striders
***************** **
43. Mike Spiota 35 21:4644. Joyce Sheridan 38 21:48*45. Missy St. Piere 15 21:53*46. Heather Hastings 13 21:54*47. Mike Alen 16 21:5548. Lee Rhine• 28 22:01
49. Dave Page 16 22:0350. Scot Kamholtz 10 22:34
51. Ray Chabot 39 22:3552. Jason Moore 12 22:5053. Doug Alen 28 22:5154. Sarah Welch 16 23:08*
55. Lauren Eastler 17 23:09*56. Dyane Prevost 24 23:29*57. Paty Jacobs 37 23:42*58. James Maxham 14 23:5859. Diane Crocket 28 24:03*
60. Carol Nichols 36 24:04*
61. Robert Masterman 10 24:22
62. Philip Jackson 13 24:2963. Sue Eastler 42 24:57*
64. Kirstie Chabot 15 25:10*65. Adam Masterman 8 25:34
66. Jo Anne Bean 33 25:54*67. Mary Jane Yahn 18 26:15*
68. Marie Crocker 23 26:24*
69. Jason Simpson 12 26:29
70. Jef Toister 11 26:3071. Eric Culenburg 12 26:52
72. Beverly Eler 12 27:14*
73. Jim Adams 12 27:2974. Scot Reed 12 27:30
75. Belinda Flagg 13 28:33*
76. Hannah James 10 28:30*77. Scot Cook 8 29:33
78. Katherine Chabot 12 29:43*
79. Sarah Paul 8 30:30*
80. Shery Chabot 39 30:48*
81. Laureen Simpson 32 31:14*
82. Gretchen Eastler 14 32:26*
PATS BIKE SHOP A BIKER’S WORLD
14 Years of Experience 
Riding on Every Bicycle 
We Sel or Repair
FULL LINE OF CLOTHING AND 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDING 
THE AEROLITE PEDAL SYSTEM 
USED BY SCOTT TINGLEY
MIYATA
NISHIKI
NOW TWO LOCATIONS:
91 Main St. 27 No. Main St. 
BANGOR OLD TOWN
•Bikes/New & Used 
•Clothing/Accessories 
•Custom Wheels 
•Repairs
Yankee Pedaler Bicycles
85 Pleasant Street 
Brunswick 729-8240
RICHMOND RAMBLE ROAD RACE
Richmond 5K Jul 26th
1. Dale Dor 38 17:01
2. Mike Daly 41 17:03
3. Tom Harington 20 18:20
1. Holy Halowel 28 21:07
2. Linda Gaudreau 25 22:24
3. Sharon Young 15 23:26
Katy O'Hanlon informsus thatthe
race "is always held as a part of 
the Richmond Days celebration during 
the last weekend in July." We hope 
to get the word out sooner next year 
as wel as complete results.
A*****************
1986 MAINE EVENT TRAITHLON 10K 
Gardiner *ME-85003-GN* July 27th
1. Andy Palmer 30 30:46
2. Tim Wakeland 22 30:55
3. Robert Winn 27 31:01
4. Hank Pfeifle 35 31:06
5. Lance Guliani 27 31:57
6. Mike Gaige 32 32:36
7. Jef Meserve 28 33:10
8. Hank Chipman 34 33:18
9. Dick Hoisington 35 33:51
10. Bary Fifield 29 34:14
11. Scot Rhodes 22 34:15
12. David Roberts 31 34:23
13. Ron Newbury 36 34:28
14. Gary Alen 31 34:35
15. Ralph Fletcher 40 34:39
16. Lawson Noyes 44 35:01
17. Pat Boss 17 35:04
18. Kirk Siegel 25 35:12
19. J. Patrick Stumbras29 35:27
20. John Tarling 35 35:38
21. Stephen Fluet 27 35:44
22. J. Libby 24 35:46
23. Peter Hagerman 35:49
24. Bob Poirier 31 36:10
25. Bryant Bourgoin 35 36:22
26. Wil Sweetser 15 36:25
27. Neil Miner 37 36:29
28. Paul Bourget 28 36:41
29. Todd Pokrifka 15 37:04
30. Timothy Dumais 16 37:08
31. Andrew Weik 22 37:09
32. Michael Simineau 38 37:14
33. Duane Diefenbach 22 37:15
34. Timothy Fortin 21 37:19
35. Peter Ehni 27 37:19
36. Richard Morison 27 37:21
37. John-David Mathieu 28 37:22
38. Saly Perkins 23 37:24*
39. Brian Gordon 30 37:34
40. John Aufmuth 41 37:37
41. Bary Dana 37:42
42. Rudy Sroka 29 37:47
43. David Barker 33 37:48
44. Kim Moody 31 37:50*
45. Tom Waren 28 37:58
46. Tim Cushman 25 38:03
47. Don Faulkner 41 38:05
48. Anne-Marie Davee 30 38:07*
49. Bil Fitzsimmons 36 38:13
50. Brook Merow 31 38:17*
51. Fred Judkins I 41 38:29
52. Donna Davis 25 38:45*
53. Cindy Lynch 26 38:53*
54. Richard Bedard 24 38:56
55. Joe Meehan 39 39:04
56. Karl Sanzenbacher 20 39:09
57. Kely Bennet 22 39:09*
58. John Lelansky 31 39:18
59. Scot Olsen 28 39:21
60. J.P. Parisian 17 39:28
61. Ken Wiseman 31 39:33
62. Rose Prest 23 39:36*
63. Tom Swan 36 39:59
64. Mark Ramsey 27 40:02
65. Danny Meril 15 40:04
66. Gary Thornberg 30 40:11
67. Jay Davis 17 40:13
68. Stuart Perkins 35 40:24
69. Jorge Leon 35 40:25
70. Doug Coveil 47 40:25
71. Jonathan Brawn 32 40:38
72. Bil Pavlisko 36 40:41
73. Bruce Fowler 30 40:47
74. James Crowley 31 40:47
75. Linda Keniston 32 40:52*
76. John Nivison 26 41:00
77. George Carpentier 28 41:07
78. Karen Salsbury 17 41:08*
79. Kevin Shute 32 41:12
80. Daniel Nadeau 25 41:17
81. Darlene Higgins 39 41:26*
82. Brian Waren 42 41:30
83. Bob Cary 36 41:36
34. Bob Lanigra 43 41:39
85. Dean Read 39 41:41
86. Tina Whitney 19 41:45*
87. Wiliam Soule 20 41:58
88. Mark Dube 31 42:17
89. Richard Miler 35 42:25
90. Gordon Chamberlain 48 42:26
91. Jamilyn Dunn 24 42:30*
92. Roger Provencher 36 42:35
93. Scot McPherson 15 42:47
94. Mark Danyla 33 42:53
95. Jo Comeau 42 43:01
96. David Libby 38 43:10
97. Garth Duf 36 43:27
98. Peter Haligan 32 43:32
99. Faye Gagnon 41 43:34*
100.Jennifer Beaulieu 21 43:53*
101.Scot Harison 21 44:00
102.Alice Goodwin 28 44:06*
103.Lans Christensen 42 44:13
104.Alison Leavit 24 44:14*
105.James Welch 30 44:18
106.Raymond Butler 34 44:29
107.Mark Johnson 29 45:00
108.Jerome Casey 30 45:04
109.John Ringo 42 45:13
110.Bennie Stephenson 42 45:19
111.Eric Dee 41 45:32
112.Kevin Winsor 33 45:46
113.Raynold Dubois 30 45:53
114.Deborah Shelton 25 45:55*
115. Frank Moryl 42 45:58
116. Stanley Pride 54 46:01
117. Don Wismer WHAT? 39 46:05
118. Don Ratlif 32 46:15
119. Richard Smal 27 46:30
120. Cost Vafiades 36 46:31
121. Holy Halowel 29 46:52
122. Fran DeNardo 28 46:54*
123. Michael Levey 42 47:22
124. Mark Holden 23 47:34
125. James Quigley 47 47:54
126. John Robson 38 48:13
127. Mike Green 30 49:43
128. David O'Connor 37 49:52
129. Mike Theriault 22 51:01
130. Earle Ray II 30 51:19
131. Doug Krebs 48 51:22
132. Jean Pare 48 52:06
133. Norman Komich 42 52:12
134. Yvete Knight 40 52:23*
135. David Cowing 36 52:56
136. Bary Lougee 52 58:40
137. Sharon Norton 32 59:44*
BIKERS (27.35 Miles)
1. Doug Day 31 1:0428
2. Dan Works 25 1:0648
3. Rick Stuart 28 1:0855
4. Mike Woodworth 26 1:0856
5. Lary Poulin, Sr.42 1:0930
6. Chris Bovie 36 1:0950
7. Alan Beagle 37 1:1013
8. Ken Smith 35 1:1145
9. Mark Radclife 16 1:1217
10. Rudy Sroka 29 1:1218
11. Chris Smith 26 1:1222
12. Mark McPheters 23 1:1236
13. Rob Pfister 22 1:1248
14. Steve Flagg 30 1:1255
15. Neil Amalfitano 21 1:1320
16. Mathew Isham 22 1:1423
17. Michael Cameron 40 1:1439
18. James Floyd 37 1:1442
19. Bary Fifield 29 1:1449
20. Tom Taylor 31 1:1516
21. Steve Goodman 29 1:1531
22. Paul Balzer 36 1:1535
23. Roger Park 36 1:1537
24. Randal Heath 30 1:1550
25. David Malory 24 1:1553
26. Cliford Baxter 22 1:1644
27. Mark Weatherbee 32 1:1657
28. Brian Leeman 30 1:1701
29. Doug Eames 17 1:1703
30. Frank Woodard 47 1:1717
31. Ken Wiseman 31 1:1735
32. Mike Farel 40 1:1746
33. Wiliam wilkof 41 1:1753
34. Noel Smith 40 1:1754
35. Richard Wilet 16 1:1759
36. J.P. Parisien 17 1:1807
37. Donny Buck 18 1:1816
38. Paul Timberlake 46 1:1816
39. Frank Knight 40 1:1845
40. Jon Dawson 19 1:1855
41. Robert Armstrong 36 1:1910
42. Forest Smal 18 1:1924
43. Dean Read 39 1:2014
44. Ralph Good 35 1:20:22
Style Center
137 High Street • Elsworth, Maine • 667-2511
Headquarters 
AT OUTLET PRICES
new balance
adidas WL^ARGEST INVENTORY 
IN EASTERN MAINE
Branch: Branch: Branch:
Southwest Harbor Belfast Bar Harbor
207-244-5423 207-338-3375 207-288-5060
45. David Kenney 20 1:20:26
46. Gerald Hussar 31 1:20:32
47. Chase Pray 42 1:20:33
48. Mark Simpson 31 1:20:36
49. James Cox, Jr. 30 1:20:42
50. Bob Pride 28 1:20:55
51. Brian Brewer, Sr.31 1:21:39
52. Jody King 26 1:21:42-
53. Ken Halee 18 1:21:55
54. Lawrence Keating 41 1:22:08
55. Donald Faulkner 41 1:22:31
56. Todd Pokrifka 15 1:22:48
57. John-David Mathieu 28 1:22:54
58. Michael Beagen 27 1:23:03
59. Ron Lessard 23 1:23:10
60. Lans Christensen 42 1:23:22
61. John Aufmuth 41 1:23:31
62. Jef Ladner 30 1:23:36
63. Ray Courcy 31 1:23:37
64. Kirk Siegel 25 1:23:54
65. Gordon Chamberlain 481:24:02
66. John Reeves 28 1:24:08
67. Wiliam Redfield 37 1:24:10
68. Tim Cushman 25 1:24:32
69. Aaron Pails 24 1:24:50
70. James Whalen 34 1:25:15
71. Clint Meril 37 1:25:28
72. Timothy Tracy 32 1:25:36
73. Louise Girard 27 1:25:46
74. Byron Davis 33 1:25:48
75. Garth Duf 36 1:26:00
76. Carolyn Ezzy 18 1:26:48*
77. Tom Waren 28 1:26:49
78. Mike Seitzinger 39 1:26:58
79. Linda Gaudreau 25 1:27:09*
80. Mark Danyla 33 1:27:14
81. David Comeau 41 1:27:15
82. Bary Dana 1:27:19
83. Stanley Pride 54 1:27:25
84. Paul Bourget 28 1:27:31
85. Marsha Giglio 42 1:27:35*
86. Ron Rice 42 1:27:41
87. Mufy Floyd 37 1:27:54
88. Geof Rushlau 33 1:27:58
89. Kevin Winsor 33 1:28:09
90. Dawn Peletier 30 1:29:04*
91. Gail Hoyt 28 1:29:08*
92. Mike Silevinac 33 1:29:09
93. Mike Hayes 28 1:29:40
94. Thomas Slivinski 33 1:29:52
95. Barbara Calanan 28 1:29:56*
96. Lary Johnson 47 1:30:03
97. Richard Haskel 40 1:30:23
98. Gretchen Mikeska 26 1:30:54*
99. Nina Bailargeon 31 1:31:52*
100.Beth Nagusky 33 1:31:58*
Maine’s Premier Triathlon
Maine Event Triathlon July 27,1986
101. Paul Penna 30 1:32:11
102. Diane Dube 26 1:32:20*
103. John Ringstad 28 1:33:20
104. Mark Michaud 25 1:33:49
105. Bary Lougee 52 1:34:38
106. Michael Nadeau 1:35:47
107. Robert Remilard 32 1:36:49
108. James Quigley 47 1:37:51
109. Doug Krebs 48 1:37:52
110.Lenny Poulin 38 1:38:07
111.Doug Coveil 47 1:38:28
112.Debby Shelton 25 1:39:02*
113.Michael Green 30 1:39:21
114.Richard Bedard 24 1:39:46
115.Jim Bruneti 42 1:40:07
116.Wiliam Soule 20 1:40:20
117.Steve Cook 31 1:41:38
118.Roger Fuler 35 1:41:40
119.Jeanete Kokosinski 291:41:55*
120.Frank Coyne 33 1:42:01
121.Mark Johnson. 29 1:42:18
122.Owen Unks 36 1:42:21
123.Lary LaPointe 35 1:42:47
124.Tina Whitney 19 1:43:48*
125.Pat Meehan 40 1:46:36*
126.Paul Levesque 22 1:46:45
127.J.P. Lavoie 31 1:47:22
128.Yvan Fitch 16 1:48:01
129.Norman Komich 42 1:48:25
130.Deborah Bouchard 26 1:49:27*
131.Lary Taylor 40 1:51:46
132.Beatrix Treiterer24 1:52:45*
133.Mark Holden 23 1:56:55
134.Keith Pary 20 2:03:26
135.Sharon Norton 32 2:03:39
136.Karlene Normandin31 2:04:49
Canoeists (6 Mile Canoe)
1. Alan Paradise 
Steve McAlister
33
32
48:06
2. Ron Keslar
David Keslar
38
18
48:37
3. LeLand Martin
Gary Browning
34
33
48:49
4. Dean Crocker 
Wiliam Anderson
37
37
48:49
5. Roc Oliver
Greg McMorow
26
42
48:55
6. Gregg Varney
Bob Moris
32
25
49:13
7. John Alsop
Peter McAlister 35
49:25
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HASKELL’SSPORTING GOODS
Cotage St., Bar Harbor, Me.
Quality Athletic 
Clothing & 
Footwear for
Men & Women
FOOTWEAR
NIKE TIGER TIGER
ADIDAS ETONIC REEBOK
SAUCONY NEW BALANCE TURNTEC
CLOTHING
BILL RODGERS NIKE
MOVING COMFORT NEW BALANCE
SAUCONY DOLFIN
HEAD HIND
81 .Wieland
Ben Pearson
31
32
49:51 62. Dave Dumais
Herb Ridley
40 1:01:01
38
115.
116.
Mark Johnson
Maria Cusick
29
33
1:12:32
1:12:42*9. Scot Olsen 28 49:56 63. Gordon Chamberlain 481:01:03 Liz Watson 46 *Robert Armstrong 36 64. Kirk Siegel 251:01:12 117.Michael Green 30 1:12:4210. Philip Soule 45 50:05 65. Mimi Matson 321:01:37 118.Joe Meehan 39 1:13:28John Moris 38 Cathy Cumler 28 Pat Meehan 40 *11. Norman Hawes 45 51:19 66. Thomas Adams 361:01:41 119.Bruce Fowler 30 1:14:58Dirck Bradt 39 Eric Latimer 23 Gretchen Mikeska 26 *12. John-David Mathieu 28 51:42 67. Bil Weidner 341:01:44 120.Lee Amalfitano 28 1:15:5813. Thomas Waren 28 51:50 Tom Baer 30 Mark Amalfitano 2214. Paul Smith 37 52:39 68. Bruce Bel 471:02:01 121.Robert Jackson 28 1:15:59Carl Stewart 44 Arthur Waren 45 122.Doug Coveil 47 1:16:2215. David Roberts 31 52:45 69. Kim Moody 311:02:02* 123.Richard Miler 35 1:16:34Tom Taylor 31 Louise Girard 27 * Karlene Normandin31 *16. Marty Keniston 35 52:45 70. Alison Leavit 241:02:05* 124.Wayne Waichunas 31 1:16:45
p°PPy Thacher 31 * Jef Ladner 30 Mark Helton 2817. Alan Ramsdel 45 52:57 71. Edward Mailet 261:02:07 125.Richard Bedard 24 1:17:07Dana Turner 43 Andrew Lizote 26 126.Earle Bay II 30 1:17:3418. Stewart Rogers 36 53:00 72. Tery Tracy 301:02:09* Nina Bailargeon 31 *
Don Rogers 38 Susie WildingHartford 31 127.Anne-Marie Davee 30 1:18:17*19. Bary Fifield 29 53:01 73. Drew Pilgrim 211:02:10 Barbara Calanan 28 *
20. Gerald Hof 43 53:11 Miles Fenders-n 23 128.Gerald Grazioso 45 1:18:44
Raymond Chabot 39 74. James Quigley 471:02:22 Richard Siracusa 41
21. Shane Oliver 26 53:22 75. Steve Arthur 281:02:32 129.Tina Whitney 19 1:19:10*Jane McMorow 39 * Catherine Frazer 23 * 130.Wiliam Howard 23 1:19:16
22. Francis Cyr 28 53:51 76. Bary Lougee 521:02:35 Leonard Gray 22
James Park 24 77. Don Ratlif 321:02:52 131.Scot Harison 21 1:19:3123. Austin Conrad, Jr30 54:01 Frank Coyne 33 Keith Pary 20
Doug Snel 28 78. Robert Weber 321:03:19 132.Richard York I 15 1:20:14
24. Jef Meserve 28 54:36 Ricky Brewer 26 Bryan Wilet 15
Mark Simpson 31 79. Dorothy Mynahan 231:03:58* 133.Shawn Cormier 17 1:24:49
25. Ron Newbury 36 54:57 Karen Markunas 35 * Robert Brissete 35
Byron Davis 33 80. Carol Holenbeck 241:04:06* 134.Norman Komich 42 1:28:11
26. Sandy Pearson 31 55:21* Carol Roberts 27 * 135.Mark Holden 23 1:41:37
Wiliam Varney 38 81. Charles Valey 491:04:13 136.Fran DeNardo 28 1:57:11
27. Mark Danyla 33 55:27 Robert Dean 49 137.Sharon Norton 32 2?09:52*
28. Frank Woodard 47 55:31 82. John Aufmuth 411:04:30
Richard Storch 49 83. J.P. Parisian 171:04:52 Because of limited space, weare only
29. Samuel Tome 36 55:41 84. Jonathan Brawn 321:04:56 going to list the teams and their total
Don Dunn 39 J.P. Lavoie 31 times.You al know who youare!
30. John R. Van Buren15 55:52 85. Paty Browning 291:05:01*
John B. Van Buren Leslie Cronin 30 * 1. Flying Maniac Express 2:24:18
31. Wil Sweetser 15 56:20 86. Todd Pokrifka 151:05:11 Tim Wakeland
Rusty Snow 16 87. Kevin Winsor 331:05:13 Roc Oliver
32. George Walsh 63 56:26 88. Lionel Beaucage II291:05:35 Greg McMorow
Paul Brown 33 Bruce Moriarty 27 Doug Day
33. John Reeder 41 56:-l 89. Stan Pride 541:05:57 2. Out to Lunch Bunch 2:29:47
George Gendron 37 90. David Lagasse 241:06:10 3. Painomania 2:30:12
34. Peter Gagnon 42 56:51 Gary Palmer 25 4. Andro Express 2:31:45
35. Stu Perkins 35 56:59 91. Debby Shelton 251:06:11* 5. The County Team 2:31:57
Bob Pride 28 92. Gregory Alen 371:06:12 6. Performance Motors 2:33:53
36. Gerald Fournier 39 57:02 Mark Hiendlmayer 37 7. The Solonoids 2:34:28
Kevin Selwood 22 93. Carl Foster 381:06:12 8. Under the Hil Gang 2:34:40
37. Don Faulkner 41 57:16 Marc Lajoie 29 9. Islanders 2:34:50
38. Lans Christensen 42 58:00 94. Yvete Knight 401:06:25* 10. Granite State Animals 2:35:47
39. David Barker 33 58:05 Frank Knight 40 11. Bary Fifield 2:42:04
Marsha Giglio 42 * 95. Lary Fortin 371:06:40 12. Stupid Heads I 2:42:24
40. Ken Wiseman 31 58:06 Linwood Diket 35 David Roberts
41. Robert Heald 17 58:08 96. Ken Townsend 1:06:50 Tom Taylor
Waren Newton 18 Bradley Damon 38 13. High Plains Drifters 2:42:59
42. Jo Comeau 42 58:17* 97. Doug Krebs 481:06:51 14. We Rad Plus Lus 2:45:02
David Comeau 41 98. Scot McPherson 151:06:58 15. Mixed Maniacs 2:45:03
43. Scot Woodcock 16 58:21 Yvan Fitch 16 Cindy Lunch
Mathew Leahey 17 99. Bennie Stephenson 421:07:00 Shane Oliver
44. Holis Tedford 58:42 Owen Unks Jane McMorow
Denis Beaudoin 40 100.John Robson 381:07:15 Rob Pfister
45. Brook Merow 31 58:43* Wiliam Redfield 37 16. Murphy's Law 2:45:04
Dawn Peletier 30 * 101.Benjamin Keating 391:07:16 17. Superdads 2:46:47
46. Tim Emerson 37 58:55 Scot Ramsay 29 18. Team No. 15
Daniel Desrochers31 102.Dennis Hamish 431:07:35 19. Last Minute Surprise 2:48:19
47. David Fenton 49 58:58 Cheryl Harington 39 * 20. Honkin 2:48:22
48. Richard Doyon 42 58:58 103.Daniel Nadeau 251:07:48 21. Munroe Dairy Maddogs 2:48:27
Jery Drouin 36 Jan Nadeau 33 ★ 22. Union Camp 2:49:09
49. Andrew Weik 22 59:03 104.Jennifer Beaulieu 211:07:57* 23. Guercioti Cycles 2:49:32
David Kenney 20 Ronald Lessard 23 Rudy Sroka
50. Rudy Sroka 29 59:27 105.David Wheeler 181:08:01 24. The Pepsi Chalengers 2:49:38
51. Bary Dana 59:30 Keith Tardif 18 25. DHS KVRHA 2:51:02
52. Paul Bourget 28 59:50 106.Peter Haligan 321:08:21 Neil Miner
53. Peter Bragdon 33 1:00:00 Brian Brewer, Sr 31 David Fenton
Daniel Libby 42 107.Diane Morison 301:08:33* Paul Balzer
54. John Smith 35 1:00:01 Mike Hoyt 30 26. John-David Mathieu 2:51:58
Rusty Dewsnap 108.Alice McLeod 311:08:43* 27. L.A.S.T. 2:52:32
55. John DiBiase 34 1:00:05 Ingrid Scot 42 * 28. Tri Power 2:52:57
Walter Musson 35 109.Kevin Shute 321:09:17 29. Team No. 75 2:53:55
56. Jay Davis 17 1:00:07 Ronald Rice 42 30. FaiReDeLa Resistance 2:54:43
Mathew Isham 22 110.Reynold Dubois 301:10:07 31. Jery's Guns 2:55:03
57. June Crawford 33 1:00:11* Lary LaPointe 35 32. The Missing Links 2:55:08
Karen Cote 27 * 111.Duncan MacKenzie 311:10:29 33. Fearsome Foursome 2:55:09
58. Alice Goodwin 28 1:00:11* Sheila Baiguy 28 * 34. Team Snorada 2:55:13
Raymond Courcy 31 112.Stacey Fontaine 191:11:30 35. Ken Wiseman 2:55:14
59. Wiliam Soule 20 1:00:35 Paul Dali 44 36. Elders 2:56:28
60. Tim Cushman 25 1:00:39 113.David O'Connor 371:11:42 37. Tom Waren 2:56:37
61. Tom Poirier 36 1:00:52 Michael Silevinac 33 38. Chronic Pain A.C. 2:56:38
Marc Poirier 33 114.Saly Perkins 231:12:01* 39. Don Faulkner 2:57:52
z Aaron Pails 24
40. Old Fahts 2:58:01 123,. Casper and Skip 3:37:46 of ■the runners were Striders,including41. Four Of A Kind 2:58:09 124.. Dubois/LaPointe 3:38:47 winners Kevin Rolfe andDonnaDavis.42. Team No. 76 2:58:14 125.. Lily's Folks 3:39:08 This was the only 5K of theyear in43. Pride of Piscataquis 2:58:18 126,. Mark Johnson 3:39:50 theWatervile area, and theearlv44. Oldies But Goodies 2:58:19 127,. RCB1 3:40:45 evening, middle of the week date avoidedFaye Gagnon 128,. Mike Green 3:41:46 conflicts with any weekend plans. AlPeter Gagnon 129.. Tina Whitney 3:44:43* runners and volunteers predicted a huaeNoel Smith 130.. Team No. 83 3:48:09 turnout in '87 with anykindof decent45. Key Bank 2:58:21 131.. Team No. 17 3:57:02 weather.46. E.J. Prescot 2:58:22 132.. Grand Gulch 4:03:48 Roland Dyer would've been al smiles!47. Kirk Siegel 3:00:18 133., Harison/Pary 4:06:5748. CMP #1 3:00:33 134., Norman Komich 4:08:48 Jery Saint Amand49. J.P. Parisien 3:02:27 135., Mark Holden 4:26:06 Race Director50. CMP Kiler Wats 3:02:40 136., Sharon Norton 5:13:15*51. The Cardiac Crew 3:02:55 137., Fran DeNardo DNF * * ************ * *******52. Tim Cushman 3:03:14
53. Team No. 14 3:03:18 Results courtesy of Greg Nelson FOURTH ANNUAL GREAT MILBRIDGE 2.7 MILE54. Mut & Jef 3:03:28 Race Director Milbridge Aug 2ndDavid Barker
Marsha Giglio * *********** * ** * * *
55. Team No. 16 3:03:37 1. Phil Stuart 38 13:5656. Paul Bourget 3:04:02 DYER MEMORIAL 5K 2. Mike Francis 29 14:2657. Bary Dana 3:04:31 Winslow July 30 3. Robert Ashby 18 14:4358. Team DuMor 3:04:45 4. David Aley 37 14:5459. Todd Pokrifka 3:05:03 5. Richard Bedard 24 15:1060. Mark Danyla 3:05:34 1. Kevin Rolfe 18 16:15 6. Lary Aley 31 15:1761. Lans Christensen 3:05:35 2. John Halee 21 16:16 7. Perley Merick 39 15:2062. John Aufmuth 3:05:38 3. Stan Smith 19 16:31 8. Alex Grant 17 15:3263. Stupid Heads 3:05:38 4. Steve Maloy 22 16:45 9. Bily Pinkham 43 15:36Kimberly Moody 5. Lary Deans 30 16:56 10. Sammie Childs 25 16:23Louise Girard 6. Chris Bovie 36 17:27 11. Mark Fochesato 15 16:4764. The Flamingos 3:06:04 7. Randy Hastings 32 17:29 12. Johnnie Webster 16 16:4865. Four We’11 Drive 3:07:16 8. Waren Dean 50 17:35 13. Dickie Stephenson 25 16:5666. Gordon Chamberlain 3:07:31 9. Brian McRea 26 17:41 14. Peter Clark 15 17:1167. Team Norway 3:07:54 10. Mike Bard 26 17:53 15. John Henry 13 17:1368. Natural Act 3:08:02 11. Fred Karter 36 17:56 16. Zack Klyver 17 17:2569. China Neckers 3:08:33 12. Kerm Karkos 18 18:02 17. Debbie Corey 31 17:41*70. Hels Bels 3:08:46 13. Fred Judkins 41 18:09 18. Walt Noyes 39 17:4371. Wirtschaftlichwunder 3:09:06 14. Donna Davis 24 19:27* 19.- Freddie Schmidt 39 18:17
72. The Forbidding Doom 3:09:29 15. Dick Miles 31 19:32 20. Dana White 12 18:31
73. BIW Track Team 3:09:51 16. Dale Peabody 25 19:34 21. Dale Pritchard 44 18:33
74. Oxygen Debt 3:09:55 17. Chris Higgins 17 19:35 22. Charley Mitchel 16 19:23
75. The Live Wires 3:10r35 18. Byron Cook 39 19:44 23. Linda Bedard 43 19:27*
Jamilyn Dunn 19. Doug Kimbal 16 19:47 24. John White 11 19:33
June Crawford 20. David Blair 43 20:07 25. John Heselton 26 20:24
Karen Cote 21. Hary Nasse 52 20:08 26. Dawn Lamoureux 16 20:40*
Mufy Floyd 22. Scot Rolfe 15 20:19 27. Rick Lamoureux 38 20:41
76. Cardiacs 3:11:55 23. Carol Thompson 40 20:23 28. Scot Stein 15 20:41
77. Mainely Interested 3:12:45 24. Paul Peletier 21 20:29 29. Becky Rowden 14 21:07*
78. Give & Go 3:13:14 25. Tony Wands 43 20:32 30. Mike Flatheries 14 21:23
79. The County Team I 3:13:15 26. Mike Greenleaf 33 20:35 31. Nicole Grant 15 22:03*
80. Dad's Release 3:13:32 27. Tim Smith 39 20:43 32. Mick Pendergist 47 22:19
81. Perkins/Pails 3:14:15 28. Edward Cochrane 42 20:56 33. Dick McBride 13 22:44
82. The Wicked Good Team 3:15:00 29. Jo Comeau 42 20:59* 34. Ann Moris 53 23:22*
83. Ho-Mo 3:15:02 30. David Comeau 41 20:59 35. Bob McBride 39 24:07
84. Dry Heaves 3:15:18 31. Rex Nelson 21:18 36. Bily Conway 57 24:08
85. The Buckaroos 3:15:29 32. Robert Lutz 32 21:34 37. Sarah Plummer 19 24:59*
86. Drew's Crew 3:16:11 33. Nancy Lagin 36 21:54*
87. L.L. Bean Triathletes 3:16:16 34. Bufi Thompson 16 22:02* Rhonda Pinkham - Race Director
88. Army Reserves 3:16:25 35. John Belanger 34 22:03
89. Two Knight 3:17:33 36. Ray Burchel 43 22:16 Race! results from Downeast Phil Stuart
90. Misfits 3:17:35 37. Christian Benn 14 22:35
91. Determined Duo 3:18:10 38. David Benn 41 22:40 * ************ * ** * * *
92. Kevin Winsor 3:19:08 39. Maynard Cook 44 23:07
93. Wilburyyorkass 3:19:21 40. Claudia Takacs 30 23:27* PASSADUMKEAG HOME COMING DAYS 5K
94. Stanley Pride 3:19:23 41. Louise Dunlap 45 23:54* Passadumkeag Aug 2nd
95. Red and Robie 3:19:38 42. Sam Mitchel 32 23:55
96. The Wang-Gang 3:20:40 43. Connie Towne 47 23:58*
97. Auburn Police Assoc. 3:22:34 44. Shawn Benn 15 24:09 1. Steve Gross 16:23
98. Wiliam Soule 3:22:53 45. Dennis DaRos 42 24:14 2. Pat Boss 16:44
99. The Cobossee Trio 3:24:52 46. Saly Grande 33 24:15* 3. Rod White 17:35
100.Animal 3:25:11 47. Barbara Luce 33 24:16* 4. Kenny Audet 17:48
101.Davee-Cailanan 3:26:20 48. Janis Ackendorf 38 24:23* 5. Brian Bel 17:53
102.The Spuds 3:26:39 49. Don Abrams 53 24:24 6. Wiliam Comeau 18:05
103.Beth's Best Bet 3:26:55 50. Joanna Dali 17 24:43* 7. Chris Hyde 18:17
104.Holis Huricanes 3:26:58 51. Janice Hofman 39 25:48* 8. Richard Lindsay 18:19
105.MSEA A Team 3:27:24 52. Laurie Krzywda 21 26:10* 9. Dick Miles 18:25
106.James Quigley 3:28:07 53. Lynda McGuire 36 27:13* 10. Lisa Hoxie 19:23*
107.OvertheOak Hil Gang 3:30:27 54. Ronald Sawyer 18 27:23 11. Howard Clements 21:51
108.Never Too Young 3:30:43 55. Sarah Roy 36 27:42* 12. Reginald Clark 22:53
109.WGME Live Shots 3:30:46 56. Ron Paquete 45 27:42 13. Clyde MacDonald 23:14
110.Deborah Shelton 3:31:08* 57. Mary Nelson 28 28:05* 14. Don Osborne 23:52
111.Wee Bad 3:31:08 58. James Bickford 27 28:16 15. Hary Trask 24:31
112.Two-Timers 3:31:11 59. Ruth Higgins 37 28:39* 16. Lisa Conroy 26:02*
113.Flamencos 3:32:32 60. Linda Benn 38 33:55* 17. Bobbie Worster 31:20*
114.Huskies 3:32:56 18. Beth Porter 41:52*
115.Old Town YMCA 3:33:09 The resurection of amemorial road 19. Jennifer Howel 43:17*
116.Stephenson/Unks 3:34:40 racefor the late Roland Dyer in
117.Lasst Brigade 3:35:14 Winslow was a heartwarming success Results courtesy of Howard Clements
118.Doug Coveil 3:35:16 for the Central Maine Striders. 60 RaceDirector
119.Richard Bedard 3:35:49 hardy souls braved thecontinual
120.Go Four It 3:35:53 drizzle to run the twoloop3.1 mile *********** * * * * *
121.Bary Lougee 3:35:53 course which managed to havea track.
122.Doug Krebs 3:36:05 cross country and pavement path! 40
suppers That Spel Success
hg Anne-Marie Davee
Are you hungry for the magical meal that will insure long 
lasting energy? Carbohydrate foods are the only ones which provide 
the "metabolic magic" for the working muscles. The starches or 
complex carbohydrates are the ones which are readily stored as 
glycogen to supply the enrgy you need for strenuous activity.
Well, what's for supper? Your first answer should be pasta, 
potato, rice or maybe even lentils, rather than meatloaf, chicken 
or fish. The starches are'the menu item which provide you with 
the hl-test fuel. The second important menu item is your vegetables. 
They too, are packed with power, including carrots, corn, peas, 
winter squash, sweet potato and tomato sauce. The starches and the 
vegetables should fill at least 3/4- of you dinner plate. The remaining 
1/4 should consist of 3-4 ounces of a lean protein, poultry or fish, 
preferably baked, broiled or poached.
Every meal must be accompanied by a roll, slice of bread, crackers 
or several servings of each. (But hold the butter- hold the margarine!) 
The whole grain varieties are packaged with an extra bonus- the 
vitamins and minerals which will also contribute to optimal physical 
performance.
Here are a few of my favorite, fast evening mealsi
* Add leftover chicken ot tuna to rice that has been steamed with
chopped onion, mushroom and green pepper.
* Toss together hot cooked noodles, steamed fresh broccoli, cooked
carrots and shredded sharp cheese.
•Open-face sandwiches like these mini-pizzas. Toast engllsh muffins, 
top with tomato sauce, mozzarrella cheese, sliced mushrooms 
and broil until bubbly.
Top off your meal with a real refreshing treat-a mixed fruit 
parfait which alternates layers of fresh berries and melons with 
low fat yogurt. Fresh fruits are a deal, they add color and eye appeal 
as well as essential vitamins and minerals, plus more carbohydrate.
Keep in mind that what you eat today, your muscles will be 
running on tommorrow. From now on, don't ask, "Where's the beef?", 
ask, "Where's the pasta?"
COMPARE YOUR CARBOHYDRATES 
(Calories and Crams)
Grainsi Cal Cho Vegetables! Cal Cho Fruits 1 Cal Cho1 cup ckd egg noodles 200 37 1 cup corn kernals 140 32 1 si. watermelon 150 401 cup ckd spaghetti 165 35 1 cup ckd lentils 140 25 (6" x if")
1 cup ckd rice 160 35 1 cup tomato sauce, 85 20 1 small banana 85 256 whole grain crackers150 30 plain 1 cup grapes 110 25
1 whole eng. muffin 130 25 1 medium potato 75 18 1 cup blueberries 90 221 si. wheat bread/roll 80 15 1 cup ckd, peas 80 16 f canteloupe 60 153 sesame bread sticks 160 15 1 cup ckd carrots 40 10
2 small beets 5^ 10
4 oz broccoli, ckd 30 5
Next issue lookforNutritious Nibbles- Anne-Marie Davee, R.D.
Sports Nutritionist 
166 Main St,
Orono, ME 04473
FOURTH ANNUAL
10 KILOMETER AUTUMN GOLD 
ROAD RACE 
Sponsored By:
The Elsworth Area
Chamber of Commerce
Date: Saturday, October 18 Place: Start at Wiley's (High Street)
Time: 11 :OO AM. Finish behind Linnehan’s (Triangle)
Distance: 6.2 miles (10K)
Registration Fee: $4.00. Registration at Chamber of Commerce Ofice on High Street from 9:30 -10:45 a.m. 
Preregistration encouraged as the first 50 registered runners wil receive T-shirts.
Race Categories: (Male & Female)
14 - under 
15-18; 19-29;
30-39; 40-49;
50 - over
Race Director: Sheldon Booze 
Down East Y.M.C.A.
1st & 2nd Place: Trophies (each category) 
3rd Place: Medals (each category)
Race Features:
Rest Rooms
Water Station at 3 miles
Chronomix Time Results
Electronic Time & Place Display
Results Published in Maine Running
Refreshments - courtesy of Wiley's & Burger King
Activities for the entire family Include:
Antique Auto Show; Pet Show; Antique Show;
Art Show & various store sales.
For More Information: Cal Down East YMCA - 667-5647 or Chamber of Commerce - 667-5584. 
Make Checks Payable To: Chamber of Commerce
— COME JOIN US FOR A FUN FILLED DAY —
ENTRY FORM
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I for myself, my heirs and assigns hereby waive and release any and ail 
rights and claims I may have against the sponsors of this race.
Name:________________________________________ Male or Female (Circle)
MAILING ADDRESS: Age as of October 18, 1986:________________
Shirt Size (Circle): S M L XL
(Only first 50 to pre-register receive t-shirts)
SIGNATURE:_________
(Parent if under age 18)
Mal Entry Form With Foe To: Down East YMCA, Box 512, Elsworth, Maine 04605
S3
(jOLDSniTH'S 
Sporting Goods
WABI
TV & Radio
5MAWS SUFfeRMARKtS. INC
BUD I & Fa 1 shows 
LIGHT V
Presents..
BENJAMIN'S10KROAD RACE
Sunday - Oct. 5,1986 12 Noon .Bangor, Maine
FEATURES
• T.A.C. certified
• Digital display clock
• Water station at 5 kilometers
• Splits at mile, 5k and 10k
• Post race refreshments
• Computerized results
• T-shirts to first 500 registered
• Accurate time/piace for ALL runners
• Packet pickup & showers at John Bapst High 
School on Broadway
• Cash awards to first 3 male and female 
finishers
• Merchandise prizes to first 3 males and 
females in each age group. (19 & under, 
20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69)
• Race walker division
• Team competition (top three cumulative)
New Balance Athletic = . Shoes USA
Pre-registration onJy 
NO Race Day Registration 
For further information cal
Benjamin’s 942-7492
EASTERN
Benjamin’s 10K Course Profile
This entry cannot be processed unless you sign your application, include your entry fee 
and a self-addressed stamped envelope, $7.00 Postmarked by 9/1/86, $8.00 thereafter. 
Detach and Mail to Benjamin's 10K, 123 Franklin St., Bangor, Maine 04401
Please print
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Name 
Age _
Address
Male - Female (circle one)
Ofice Use
□ Check if entering team competition. Team ____________________________
Previous best 10K ________________Expected time Oct. 5th_______________
T-Shirt size: S M L XL (circle one)
In consideration of your accepting this entry, I, intending to be legaly bound, 
hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and administrators, waive and release any 
and al rights and claims or damages Imay have against any sponsor, their 
representatives, successors, and assigns for any and al injuries sufered by me at 
said race or event. g Check if entering Race Walker Division
Your Signature Parents Signature (for runners under 18)
KSB
Kingfield 10K
Saturday, September 27, 1986 
11:15 a.m.
The Kingfield 10K, held each year on the 4th Saturday in 
September, has earned a reputation as one of the finest races in 
the state of Maine and in New England.
The Kingfield 10K features high caliber competitors, a 
beautiful seting with no trafic, lots of spectators, writen 
results at the awards ceremony, free refreshments and live 
entertainment after the race.
The 70% flat and 30% easy, roling hils take you on a tour 
of the beautiful vilage of Kingfield. A one mile loop brings 
racers back to the start before heading out of town on an 
out-and-back course with spectacular foliage views of the 
mountains. The finish line is a stone’s throw from the start, 
but the finish is not the end.
Post race activities include an outdoor concert, barbecue, 
and the awards ceremony. It’s a warm, friendly gathering in a 
relaxed atmosphere. Something that would be dificult to 
duplicate in a metropolitan area.
Kingfield Kids* K Race & Rafle 
Saturday, September 27, 1986 
10:15 a.m.
The excitement of the Kingfield 10K has many younger kids 
fired up to run a race. To fil this need, the Kingfield Savings 
Bank wil sponsor a 1.6K (1 mile) race at 10:15 a.m. for 
runners 14 and under.
T-shirts wil be given to the first 200 registrants, and 
trophies wil be awarded in the folowing age groups - 6 and 
under, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and 13-14. It's another community 
commitment from your friends at Kingfield Savings Bank. Join 
in the fun, the Kingfield 10K Weekend has an event for 
everyone in the family.
Sugarloaf Uphil Climb
Sunday, September 28, 1986 
10:15 a.m.
The Sugarloaf Uphil Climb is a real chalenge. It is actualy 
an older event than the 10K. It is the flagship of the Kingfield 
10K weekend.
The event starts at the Base Lodge (elev. 1600') and 
proceeds up a tote road on the Binder Trail, and ends, less than 
three miles later, 2637 vertical feet higher, at the summit of 
Sugarloaf Mountain, This is not a race; it is a chalenge that 
should only be atempted by conditioned athletes. Com­
memorative T-shirts wil be given to the first 100 finishers. 
Free refreshements and a ride down in the gondola at 
Sugarloaf/USA (weather permiting) wil be given to al 
competitors. No prizes wil be awarded. This event begins at 
10:15 a.m. sharp on Sunday.
Details
Best Finishers: Kingfield 10K — Bob Hodge (’79) 29:11; *
Andy Palmer (’80) and Hank Pfeifle (’81) 29:29; Malcolm 
East (’84) 29:57; Bruce Bickford (’82) 30:12; Joan Benoit 
(’79) 33:41; Katie Martin (’84) 36:14; Michele Halet (’80) 
36:30; Susannah Beck (’84) 36:31. Sugarloaf Uphil Climb 
Record 29:04 Kevin Retele (’82).
Registration: Kingfield Kids’ K & 10K — in front of 
Kingfield Savings Bank, Sugarloaf Uphil Climb — 9-10 a.m. 
race day at Sugarloaf/USA Base Lodge; by mail, use form.
Start Locations: Kingfield Kids’ K 6? 10K — in front of 
Kingfield Savings Bank on Main Street. Sugarloaf Uphil Climb 
— in front of Sugarloaf/USA Base Lodge.
Course Descriptions: Kingfield Kids’ K — a one mile 
(1.6K) tour of Kingfield. Folows first mile of Kingfield 10K 
course, slightly roling. Ends back at start in front of Kingfield 
Savings Bank. Kingfield ioK — 10 km. (6.2 miles). (T.A.C.
KSB
KINGFIELD SAVINGS BANK
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORMKincfield 10K Weekend
September 27 & 28, 1986
Special Note: Please read carefuly and print al information. Data wil be computerized and must be complete and legible or your entry wil have to be returned.
I —
LAST FIRST
NlJMBERANDSTREET0R 1>Of;tOFElEEB()X
□
M
CITY
11111I i
SEX (female/male)
STATE
TELEPHONE
ZIPi un-mu
TEAM name! H 1 1 1 r I 1 1 n
NAME
ADDRESS
AGE FT1 
TAC NO. _
(requested if available)
CHECK RACES ENTERING: Kingfield 10K ($8) □ Kingfield Kids’ K ($4) □ Sugarloaf Uphil Climb ($5) □($10 day of race)
BEST 10K TIME: Name ________________Place _________________Time--------------Distance -------------
ENTRY RELEASE
In consideration of your accepting this entry, I, intending to be legaly bound, hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and administrators, waive and release any and 
al rights and claims or damages I may have against any sponsor, their representatives, successors, and assigns for any and al injuries sufered by me at said race or 
event even in the case of negligence. 1 am totaly responsible for al that happens to me, not the race organization.
Mail to: Nancy & Chip Carey, Kingfield 10K, Kingfield, Maine 04947
Runner’s Signature Parent’s Signature (if under age 18)
The Sugarloaf Uphil Climb is very demanding. Only conditioned athletes should atempt the climb.
certification pending). Course on paved town roads, 70% flat, 
30% slightly roling terain, scenic, one loop, then out and 
back. Sugarloaf Uphil Climb — an extremely dificult course 
up a tote road with a loose gravel and rock surface. Climbs 
2600 vertical feet over nearly three miles, uphil al the way. 
Very demanding!
Prize Categories: Kingfield Kids’ K — Females and males; 6 
and under, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and 13-14. Kingfield ioK — 
Female and males; 14and under, 15-19,20-29, 30-34,35-39, 
40-45, 46-49, 50-59, 60-70, 70 and over. Open (fastest 
female and male), first club and first three locals.
Prizes
Kingfield Kids’ K — Top three finishers in each age 
category receive trophies; 4th through 10th receive ribbons.
Kingfield 10K — Slate and pewter plaques (top 3 finishers 
in each category), and many, many rafle gifts by bib number 
(save bib).
Sugarloaf Uphil Climb — Commemorative T-shirts to 
first 100 finishers at summit and free liquid refreshments, no 
awards.
Entry Fee
Kingfield Kids’ K — $4, includes free T-shirts to first200 
entries, trophies, free liquid refreshments, live entertainment 
and a chance to win the grand prize of a ski package by Raichle, 
Tyrolia, Head.
Kingfield 10K — $8 pre-registration, $10 post-registra­
tion; includes T-shirts to first 450 registrants, free refresh­
ments and entertainment after race, (save bib).
Sugarloaf Uphil Climb — $5; includes T-shirts to first 
100 finishers, liquid refreshments and free ride down in 
Sugarloaf/USA’s gondola (weather permiting).
Make check payable {for al races) to Kingfield 10K. 
Mail to: Nancy & Chip Carey, Kingfield 10K, Kingfield, 
Maine 04947.
Splits: 1, 3.1 and 5 miles. Water at 3.5 and 4.5 mile mark 
(same location).
Lodging: Note supporter’s ads on back of brochure.
Showers: Kingfield Elementary School, just before 2 mile 
mark on the course. (Rt. 142 West). Doors close at 1 p.m.
Host Club: Central Maine Striders.
Information: Nancy or Chip Carey, Kingfield 10K, King- 
field. Maine 04947. (207) 237-2000 (w), or 265-2273 (h).
Complete results wil by published in Maine Running 
Magazine.
Schedule of Events
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26 —
Check in at lodges. Pre-race dinner at Glad­
stone’s and Gepeto’s on Sugarloaf Moun­
tain, The Herbert Hotel in Kingfield, and 
Hugs Italian Restaurant, 1 mile south of 
Sugarloaf’s Access Road.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 —
8:30-10:45 a.mRegistration at Kingfield Savings Bank 
10:15 Kingfield Kids’ K Race (1 mile)
11:15 Kingfield 1 OK (6.2 miles)
Post Race "Friendly gathering” with free liquid refresh­
ments and concert with live music, behind 
Kingfield Savings Bank.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 —
9:00-10:00 a.mRegistration for Sugarloaf Uphil Climb 
10:15 Sugarloaf Uphil Cli mb begins
GONDOLA RIDES at the mountain Saturday and Sun­
day, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., weather permiting.
KSB
KINGFIELD SAVINGS BANK
Main Street, Kingfield 265-2181 Sugarloaf/USA, Kingfield 237-2181
Member of F.D.I.C. — Equal Housing Lender!
We’re proud to sponsor the 3 great races during the Kingfield 10K Weekend!
Come in and see the trophies to be awarded as part of the Kingfield Kids’ K Race.
The Sugarloaf Inn Resort is 
proud to be part of the Kingfield 10-K weekend since its beginning.
THE HERBERT
Kingfield, Mtine 04947 • (207) 265-2000
Oficial Host Lodge: $55/Night
Special runners package of $60 
per person for two nights and 
$50 per person for one night, 
based on double occupancy, in­cluding admission to the Sugar- tree Health Club. Packages also available for larger condominiums.
Live Music 
Back Door Saloon I
Dine on the Line! 
Oficial Pre-Race Dinner
Sugarloaf Inn Resort 
On the Mountain 
1-800-343-4075 
1-207-237-2701 from Maine
Join us after the race &. keep 
the good times running
Stay with us in a Classic Country Inn 
with steam bath/spa units 
&. charming rooms. 
Kingfield
Maine’s Beautiful Mountain Town
‘‘Joan Benoit - Samuelson's Winter Home”
KEENAN AUCTION CO’S e
10K TENT SALE
FrL, Sat, Sun.
Downtown Kingfield 
265-2011
1000 pair of Alpine 
skis and boots 
Ski clothing and accessories
Al of our merchandise 
is NEW and most has been 
REDUCED AT LEAST 50%
PUT YOUR HEART INTO IT!
MCA CARDIAC RUN
Sunday September 14, 1986
Sponsored By Casco Northern Bank
Benefit 3.1 Mile Run and Walk for Y.M.C.A. Cardiac Fitness Class.
Divisions: Walk Time 10:00 AM 
Run Time 10:30 AM 
Male and Female
Under 13 13-18 19-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 60 and over
Awards: Overal winners in age divisions
First Y.M.C.A. Finishers 
Oldest Finishers 
First Cardiac Finisher 
T-Shirt for First 70 entrants
Results in: Maine Running Magazine
Entry Fee: Pre-entry $5.00 Race Day $6.00
Students $3.00 Race Day $4.00
To Pre-register: Mail application and entry fee to Paul Hammond, Bangor 
Y.M.C.A. Cardiac Run, 127 Hammond, Bangor, Maine 04401 
Phone (207) 942-6313
Race Day Registration: 9:00-9:45
Where: Race Start at the Bangor Motor Inn, 701 Hogan Road, Exit 49-1-95
PLEASE RETURN THIS PORTION
Waiver of Liability
In my acceptance of my entry. I hereby, for myself, my heirs and excutor, 
waive and release any and al claim for damages, I may have or acquired against 
the Bangor Y.M.C.A. and its representatives for any and al injuries sufered by 
me during the event.
I hereby permit free use of my name and picture in broadcasts, telecasts, 
and the press as they pertain to this event.
Please Print
Name___________________________________________ Telephone_______________________________
Add r es s______________________________________________________________________________________
Y.M.C.A. Member yes_______ no________ Male______ Female_______ Age________
T-Shirt Size XL______ L______ Med______ Sm______
Signature Signature of Parent/Guardian if under 18
»FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING &
OUTING MAGAZINE
Do you want to reach a great many runners 
without a great deal of hassle? Why not put your 
race application in Maine Running & Outing Mag­
azine? Here’s al you do:
Send us your flyer by the 10th of the month 
prior to the Issue in which you wish your flyer to 
appear. The number varies depending on the time 
of year, but is usualy between 900 and 1,200. The 
curent rates are as folows:
$20.00 for 816 x 11 flyer with the words “Complete 
results in Maine Running & Outing Magazine.” 
$25.00 for 816 x 11 flyer without the above state­
ment.
$30,00 for 816 x 14 pre-folded only!
$30.00 for multiple page and loose insert flyers. 
$60,00 for single side 816 x 11 flyer that we print 
for you on colored paper.
$85.00 for front and back flyers.
Add $15.00 extra if professional lay-out work is 
desired.
Best advertising deal around for your race!
WHERE CAN I PICK UP A COPY OF 
MAINE RUNNING & OUTING MAGAZINE?
If anyone every asks you where they too can get 
a copy of Maine Running & Outing Magazine, 
steer them to one of the folowing advertisers:
• OLYMPIA SPORT In South Portland
• SPORTS EAST in Topsham
• THE GOOD SPORTS In Brunswick
• THE ATHLETIC ATTIC In the Bangor Mail
Auburn Mal,
• HASKELL’S In Bar Harbor
• JAMES BAILEY CO. in Portland, Augusta
• THE STARTING BLOCK In Halowel
• LIFE SPORTS OF MAINE In Elsworth, Bar Harbor
• GOLDSMITH'S in Bangor, Presque Isle, Auburn
• WIGHTS In Brewer
Please patronize the stores that keep Maine 
Running & Outing Magazine afloat. We wouldn't 
be here without them!
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING & 
OUTING MAGAZINE
Planning a large race? 200, 300 or more? Then you 
need. . .
The advertising rates in Maine Running & Out­
ing Magazine are down-right incredible.
A ful page $65.00 a month $650 per year
Half page $37.50 a month $375.00 per year
Quarter page $22.50 a month $225 per year
j^chronomix
There are special rates for 3 months; 6 months, 
and mixed packages as wel. The only way to handle large race fields, $50.00 
per race. Cal 843-6262 to reserve the machine.
4 HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MAINE RUNNING & OUTING MAGAZINE? Al you 
need to do is send the botom part of this page to the address on the title page 
along with a check for $17.50 and we’l send you the magazine for a year.
MAINE RUNNINGNAME:----------------------------- P.O, BOX 1217
EAST HOLDEN, ME. 04429ADDRESS:_______________________________
ZIP
*22?
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INTRODUCE 
THE VENDETTA T/C
Vendeta T/C
The Vendeta T/C is a curve-lasted 
lightweight trainer/racer with 
bi-density Phylon™ midsole. Phylon™ 
is a lighted material than the more 
commonly used EVA midsole making 
the Vendeta T/C perfect for those 
longer races. The high density cobra 
piece and molded heel counter support 
add the stability and support needed 
to make a lightweight trainer.The 
Vendeta T/C may be that shoe you’ve 
been looking for but haven’t been 
able to find. Try on a pair today! 
Your feet won’t know what hit them!
BANGOR MALL
KAREN POWERS 
(207)947-6880
ALBURN MALL 
TIM LONGACRE 
(207)786-2507
METHUEN MALL 
PAUL HAMMOND 
(617)683-5069
